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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to develop a proposed program for
the teaching of human relations in the classroom on the secondary
school level.
The writer found in his teaching of secondary school youth that
they wanted to be accepted by their peers and elders.

Because of this

desire on the part of youth he has intergrated human relations with
some of the regular school subjects:

English, speech, and problems of

American democracy.
There was a felt need on the part of the writer to study more on
this important phase of youth training.

A survey was made of the lit-

erature in the field of human relations in the classroom.
Importance of Human Relations in the Classroom
Individuals tend to judge others by their actions and speech.
Those in secondary school, the immature youth of society, feel inadequate to meet the demands of an adult world.

Are teachers going to

stand idly by and watch them grow up frustrated, confUsed, and maladjusted?
• • • your intimate friends are important people. What
they say or think is right. We must take the full responsibility 6f people's reactions to our personality~

2

if we are going to continue to grow and make advancement. If people don 1 t like us-it is our fault. If
people don't buy from us-it is our fault. If people
dontt boost us-then it is our fault. You tak~ this
attitude-and you are on the road up and fastl
It seems logical that teachers should teach youth that one must
live in a society made up of people, and what one says and thinks has
much to do with his success in the social, economic, and political
world.
Too many classroom teachers have neglected the personalities of
youth in their classrooms. More time should be devoted to this importent phase of the individual's development.
Many

of today's youth grow up frustrated, maladjusted, and with

warped personalities.

Sometimes this has been caused by their home-

life; other times it has been ca.used by a domineering classroom teacher,
one who spared neither the rod nor a bitter tongue.

The personality

of youth is worth more than many think-it is worth salvaging in
human relations classes before they turn to delinquency.

• •• the greatest commodity on the American market today
is "Your Personality." Your Personality is the key that
unlocks the world's storehouses. It is the raw material
out of which everything you want is moulded. It is the
source from which all material things must come. It is a
flowing spring from whi~h you may receive genuine happiness and peace of mind.
Some of the better schools have begun work on personality development.

It is logical to think that other schools will follow.

It is

1 Charles M. Sinnnons, X2!£ Personality .Im Paradel (Seattle, Washington: Hcyt Publishing Company, 1947) p. 1.
2 Ibid., PP• 1-2•
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hoped that the institutions for teacher training will offer specialized
courses for teachers who are interested in this worthwhile work.
Simmons goes on to say, 11 I know that personality can be changed.
That men and women can actually change their direction.

The margin

between success and failure is narrow-very narrow. The margin is
your ATTITUDE.113

One of the best methods to use in developing the personalities of
youth in the classroom is for the classroom teacher to have a pleasing
personality.

If he is the type of personality that youth go to for

ad-

vice, if he is the type of personality that youth want to pattern their
lives after, then he has one of the qualities of a good teacher.
In the classroom when the term "personality" is used, someone is

apt to ask the logical question of "What is personality?" Simmons has
as good a definition as was found:"Your personality is the sum total of
your habits, skills and attitudes in actionl"4
Habits play an important part in the building of personalities.
The classroom teacher through his very attitudes is causing youth to
form habits, either good or bad.

If he is intolerant, youth are prone

to form habits of intolerance, or to be critical toward others.

If,

on the other hand, the classroom teacher is tolerant and democratic,
youth are prone to form habits of fair-play and broad-mindedness.

3 .!!2!9,., P• 4o

4 .!!2!9,., p. 5.

4

Many of the skills of youth are outcomes of the classroom; skills
learned under the tutelage of the classroom teacher.
Our habits, skills and attitudes are always on para.de.
We can•t hide them. They are in action. Temporarily
we can disguise a few of them but not aver a long range.
We can't fool anyone for very long~even little children
and puppies can figure us out. They will run away from
us if we don•t like them.5

Puppies may be able to run away from people who don 1 t like them
but too

many

little children and youth can't do this.

Our compulsory

attendance laws keep them from running away from the teacher.
truant officer keeps

many

youth from escaping.

The

However, on the other

hand there are children and youth who are eager for a new day to dawn.
They are eager to make their way to the classroom where the atmosphere
is good, clean, and wholesome. The difference, many times, is the personality of the teacher.
Landis had this to say about the world at mid-twentietp-century:
Human beings have never before been called upon to cope
with such rapid changes, to meet such urgent challenges
to personal adaptability as now • • • • Never before has
the individual been expected to decide so many questions
for himself without the guide of precedent ••• Never
have young people been asked to bridge so wide a gap
between dependent childhood and self-regulated adulthood • • •
But in contrast, never has life offered so much variety,
stimulation, breadth, and personal freedom • • • • Never
have so many peoples of varying backgrounds and racial
strains come into close contact, or so many colorful and
diverse cultures become cross-fertilized.

5 Ibid., p. 6

5

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

•

• • • • • • • •

•• Institutions ••• must therefore prepare young
people to function in all sociag climates and to take
their place in a world society.
Because of the rapid changes in the social order youth are called
upon to adapt themselves quickly and without a "road map" to guide them.
They are called upon to adapt themselves to adult life when they finish
the local secondary school, many times. At that time many are immature,
and need guidance in making their adjustments.
1Tpon graduation from the local secondary school, many youth are on
their own.

However, the choices for professions, businesses, and the

like are so broad for them that many have a difficult time to become
adjusted to the adult world.
In the social world youth have faced various social, racial, and

political groups. Which groups to join and which groups not to join
have caused youth no end of concern.
Some of the secondary schools have offered human relations courses
to assist youth to make their adjustments. When youth have this opportunity to participate in "laboratory living" they have learned much to
assist them to adjust to adult living.
It is hoped that through human relations the classroom teacher will
be able to help youth help themselves.

6 Paul H. Landis, Social Policies in the Making (Boston: D.c. Heath
and Company, 1947) p. v.

s
In schools where the pressure is too great, where the curriculum

subject-matter must be covered at all costs, the human relations program might be carried on in the homeroom period or during the activity
period. Needless to say, this would have to meet with the approval of
the administrators.
Limitations of the Study
This study was limited to the teaching of human relations in the
classroom and did not include teaching human relations in the home,
the community, or elsewhere.

However, the teaching of human relations

did consider problems about strikes and unions, home relations, and
athletic activities.

Human relations in the classroom dealt with such problems as
intergroup and intercultural education, personality, emotions, democracy, habits, boy and girl relations, etiquette, prejudice, leisure
time, and activities.

In short, human relations in the classroom

dealt with the important problem of how to get along with other people,

'

especially those of everyday associations, regardless of their race,
color, creed, or their social or economic status.
The area of religion was omitted.

This was not because it was con-

sidered of lesser importance, but due to the fact that some states have
laws which prohibit the teaching of religion in their public schools.
This study was limited to a survey of literature and no experimental research was ma.de.

Obviously a paper of this kind could not

cover the field of human relations. Much valuable material was discarded.

9

Definition of Terms

lill!!!!m relations.

As used in this paper, human relations means

being tolerant, understanding, and sympathetic toward one's fellowman
and his problems.
Secondary schoole For the purpose of this paper, a secondary
school means grades seven through twelve when such grades are part of
a recognized junior-senior high school, or when the system is operating under the six-three-three plan. When the system is operating under
the eight-four· plan then grades nine through twelve become a part of
the secondary school.
Classroom. Classroom, in this paper, will be considered as any
location where the teacher is in charge of a group of his students,
who are participating in a "learning" situation. This activity will
generally be held during regular school hours and the instructor will
be paid from school funds.

The laboratory, a field trip or school

journey, an athletic field, and the like have been considered as a
classroom for the purpose of this study.
Intergroµp and interoultural education.

For the purpose of this

paper intergroup and interoultural education is an education in which
the individual comes to the realization that there's a difference in
his group and another group, but the difference is not Yast.

He real-

izes that there's a difference in his cultural background from that of
an individual of any group. The individual concludes that though individuals tend to be different they are more alike than they are different.

10

Personality. For the purpose of this report personality will be
considered to be "• •• the sum total of you:r habits, skills and
attitudes ••• n7
Emotions. A:l used in this paper emotions will be considered as
s:rry

of the strong feelings, as hate, fear, envy, jealousy, and the like.

As a general rule there will be inward disturbances which may cause an
outward manifestation of name calling, fighting, or fleeing.
Democragy.

"Democracy is a W8'f of life and not limited to politi-

cal forms."8 Democracy is where the leader and follower have mutual
respect for the other, co-operating with one another, each has respect
for the other fellow's individuality and personality.
Habits.
!lgy and

Habits are acts which have become fixed through repetition•

ml relations• In this paper boy and girl relations will

apply to the consideration for, ttreatment of, and attitude toward
members of the opposite sex.
Etiquette•. Etiquette, as used in this paper, is a code of rules
causing an individual to conform to the wishes of his group if he would
be accepted by them.
right time.

It is doing and saying the "right" thing at the

Over a period of time the group has decided what is "right"

for their group. The same act or expression will not necessarily be
accepted in s:rry other group, in fact may be taboo.

7 Simmons, 2.I!• ,g,!1., p.5 •
8 A. S. Barr, William H. Burton, and Leo J. Brueckner, Supervision .
(New York: D. Appleton-Century Company, Inc., 1938; 2d ed., 1947) P• 47.
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Prejudice. As used in this paper, prejudice has to do with a
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feeling of distaste toward an individual or a group.

This feeling of'
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distaste is generally without a just cause.

The individual lacks
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sufficient scientific evidence; he has "jumped to conclusions."

In

common usage the term means "against" or "opposed" to something.
Leisure :tilll§.• Leisure time is "f'ree time", when an individual has
no duties, responsibilities, or other obligations.
Activities. Activities has to do with physical acts, as a general
rule.· However, in school work it deals with dances, parties, hayrides,
athletic contests, clubs, and other "doings" that are sponsored by the
school, yet are not necessarily in the curriculum.
Organization of Remainder of Paper
The remainder of this paper was organized as follows: Chapter II,

I;

Review of the Literature; Chapter III, A Proposed Program for Teaching
Human Relations in the Classroom on the Secondary School Level.

I

'j

q
~f
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Chapter II

REV:ml OF THE LITERATURE
Human relations in the classroom was a comparatively new phase of
education at the time this paper was written.
erature was surveyed by the writer.

However, much good lit-

Some of the better plans of teach-

ing human relations in the classroom have been presented below.
The Plan of the National Council for the Social Studies
Commenting on the building of democratic human relations Taba and
Van Til have said:
••• Intolerance, bigotry, and group hatreds have deep
roots. Some roots reach down into history • • • nineteenth-century American history is stained by undeclared
religious wars conducted by mobs. The young United States
bears deep scars of conflicts related to race--a civil
war, a tragic era of reconstruction, enforced segregation,
and urban rioting • • .1
A nu.'llber of veterans of World War II have felt that the military
authorities deliberately sent men f'rom the South to the North and f'rom
the North to the South to be trained.

This gave men from different

sections of the nation an opportunity to learn, at first hand, that
those of other sections of the country were not so much different from
themselves.

11

j

"
I

.j
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1 Hilda Taba and William Van Til, Editors, "Democratic Human Relations," Sixteenth Yearbook£[. !h2 National Coµncil f.!lI. ~Social
Studies (Washington, D.C.: The National Council for the Social Studies,

1945) P• 4.

1.3

n·. • • The weed crop of social antagonisms invades our schools.
Occasionally group hatred takes the form of violence in corridors,
after-school mobbings, or 'getting' a player who does not belong. • • .n2
Why does group hatred invade our schools?

taught to youth by their elders.

Bees.use it has been

This group hatred has been minimized

in the classroom when the teacher handled the human relations problems
in an effective manner.
It has seemed peculiar that a member of a majority group will stand
idly by and watch one of his own group persecute some member of a minority group. Yet he will tell you that he is for the "under-dog." This
sounds like double-talk: he says one thing but does another.
It has seemed to many that youth are cruel in their nane-calling:
"dago," "greaser," "kraut," "chink," and other names that are even
worse. These terms have been learned from their elders. Again walls
of intolerance have been erected by elders.
In human relations classes youth have been taught to respect the

other fellow's status, to accept him for what he is able to do--not to
judge him by the color of his skin, the texture of his hair, or the
accent of his voice.
They Gducators who are democratic-minded Americans)
foster a two-wey passage between school and community.
They recognize that guidance involves the attitudes
of majority group members , not just attitudes of members of the minorities. They work for self-understanding on the part of the young. As they teach

2

lJE4., P• 5.

14

history, they lose no opportunity to deal with the contributions of individuals of diverse backgrounds to the
progress of humanity. In economics they deal with the
economic bases of discrimination. In problems of del!lOcracy they include scientific study of race, of prejudice,
of propaganda and public opinion, or psychology • • • •
In every field of study and activity th;:v lose no opportunity to develop good human relations.
Some teachers who have been properly trained in the teacher education institutions have done good work in their classrooms, by teaching tolerance and understanding in their history classes, in their
sociology classes, and in classes of economics.

The texts on problems

of democracy are full of controversial problems, such as race, religion, and politics.

By not ignoring these controversial problems,

human relations teachers have been able to develop youth to a more
mature emotional attitude toward some of the controversial problems
they must face as adults.
Democracy. Democracy has been taught youth in their activities.
At their dances, parties, and class meetings human relations teachers
have supervised them so they could learn real democratic living.

It

was necessary for an adult to be there to supervise and assist them
when needed.

The adult could not make their decisions for them, but

he could offer advice, suggestions, and encouragement.
It is not to be surmised that the adult supervisor has kept
youth from making mistakes in their social gatherings.

It has been by

their mistakes that many youth have learned valuable lessons.

3 Ibid., p. 6.
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rncidental approach.

The incidental approach has been used in

some communities to teach intergroup and intercultural education.
This method was discussed by Taba and Van Til who had this to say:
One approach capitalized upon an immediate incident
of interest. An incident in the school or the community, a news event, or the appearance of a new
pamphlet becomes an occasion for study, discussion,
or activity • • • •
Such incidental programs can be vecy stimulating
and meaningful, no matter how arbitrarily or accidentally they were initiated. Even the briefest,
most sporadic experiences add something to the stock
of understanding, create some bits of awareness and
induce analysis of some biases and prejudices • • • •
Introduced at a moment's inspiration, it is impossible to develop them in any but a superficial way.
Planning with students should be encouraged but good
planning involves comprehensive exploration, not
opportunism.4
Pervasive emphasis.

other colll!l!Unities have used the pervasive

approach in teaching intergroup and intercultural education.

Dis-

cussing this method of teaching Taba and Van Til have said:
Another important way of organizing the intergroup
program in social studies is by a pervasive emphasis
throughout the usual program with no special focusing
on topics of intergroup relations • • • ~l.iuch of the
guidance, talks in the assembly, class discussions,
and work of the student council are devoted to helping students understand successful group living •
• • • It (George School, a Quaker school near Philadelphili) does believe that each contact a person has
with any other gives rise to opportunities to learn
something about hapIJ'J, co-operative living, and an
effort is made to capitalize upon as many of these
opportunities as possible. The concern of the facul"t°'J

4 Ibid., pp. 46-47.
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for intergroup education permeates teaching throughout.
Some English and history classes use biographical materials about persons from a variety of religious, national,
and cultural antecedents • • • •

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
The school (george Schoo:i;J has had visiting teachers
from different racial or ethnic groups teach some of
the classes from time to time • • • •

• • • • • • •

• • • •

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

It {i;he pervasive method) gives a chance for the intergration of human relationships into the common web of
ideas and problems concerning ourselves and our society.
Its main advantage lies in the fact that it does not add
new courses or uni ts. Emphasis is thrown onto what
already is being taught • • • •
But there are also weaknesses in the pervasive approach.
In schools where the inertia of tradition and routine is
strong, the occasions for such incidental teaching may
never be utilized. This is particularly a danger when
the social studies curriculum is highly departmentalized,
with each area organized inflexibly according to its own
"scientific structure.n5
Special units. The special units method of teachine intergroup
and intercultural relations has been more popular with some human relations teachers than the other methods mentioned above.

Discussing

this method of teaching human relations Taba and Van Til say:
At many points, specific focusing on certain topics,
issues, or problems is needed. This focusing may be
accomplished by introducing specific units of study •
• • • Units also serve to bring together ideas which
may have been scattered through various subjects at
different times • • • •
• • • Through the unit approach, many physical and

5

~ ••

pp. 47-49.
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social science insights can be centered upon a specific
topic~for instance, race, or prejudice, or recreation,
or the saga of immigration. • • •
Finally, a direct approach through units helgs guard
against avoiding controversial topics • • • •
Combination. The combination method of teaching intergroup and
intercultural education has been used by both Cleveland and Detroit.
It was found to be very successful in their systems.

Taba and Van Til

have this to say about the method:
•• • Units on contributions of the Negro, including outstanding leaders, on cultural patterns of ethnic groups,
on problems of race and race prejudice, and on religion
are used to develop factual background and understanding.
In addition, there is a pervasive emphasis throughout
social studies courses. Art exhibits, persentations of
folk music, celebrations of holidays, and dramatizations
emphasize appreciation. Interschool visits and trips to
the community are planned to provide firsthand contacts
with groups •
• • • Modifications are possible according to new needs.
Each teacher can participate according to his or her own
insights and talents. Experimentation with a variety of
techniques and procedures is encouraged; the Program is
not frozen into a pattern adopted prematurely.7
The four methods of teaching human relations have been presented.
It is up to the individual teacher to choose the one method or the
combination of methods that will best suit him, his classroom, and his
school.

It is heartily urged that the classroom students be a part of

the committee which works out the organization of material they are to

6 Ibid., PP• 49-50.

7"Ibid., PP• 51-52.
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study. This is a good technique of teaching democracy-give youth a
voice in the government of their own classroom.

This method of

teaching democracy in the classroom has been tried and has been very
successful.
When wars are going on people tend to become excited; demonstrations tend to be more prevalent.
suffered.

As a result innocent persons have

It is up to the human relations teacher to capitalize upon

any such activities, expecially when they tal:e place in his community.
In industrial comnnmities strikes have taken place.

This has

been true where transportation unions were located: railroad workers,
taxi drivers, bus drivers, merchant marines, and others have gone
on strikes, tying up materials and munitions for the armed forces.
Strikes will of necessity have to be handled caref'ully by the human relations teacher.

However, any acts of violence should not be ignored.

If the human relations teacher can attend a local union meeting

much first-hand information could be gained.

However, if this is not

permitted, he could talk with one of the members and might find out
interesting material to discuss with his class.
Unions have become "big time" and must be studied by youth.

In

the near future some of them will be members of unions, assisting in
forming policies. What is taught in today's classroom may pay off
tomorroi.r.
Human relations teachers have to be broad-minded, yet they must
be observant. Much has been learned when they have looked and listened.
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There are a number of sound films that would be of much value in
teaching human relations.

Good acting, good dialogue, and

so~

music

tend to drive home an important lesson in tolerance and in democratic
living.

However, before any film is shown to the class it should be

previewed by the human relations teacher and a committee of his class.
If any member of the committee gets an unfavorable impression of the

film it should be eliminated from the list of possible showings.
• •• Admittedly the whole field of human relations is
strongly associated with feeling, Scarcely a topic or
issue eludes personal reactions, and these reactions
differ just as much as individuals.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

0

•

•

• • • If a prejudice is caused by misinformation, then
correct information is likely to change it. If it is
caused by a strong emotional experience, a similar and
equally strong one is required to change it • • • •

• • • new values and new sensitivities can be created
only by real living experiences that evoke the whole
range of feeling reactions • • • • 8
People tend to fear what they don't understand. What they don't
understand tends to cause strong feelings,

It is up to the human re-

lations teacher to teach about prejudices, but that isn't enough.

The

students must be given a chance to experience actual living, actual
feeling, and actual participating in democnacy. Through these experiences it is hoped that youth will be able to find themselves.

Their

human relations teacher cannot make these needed adjustments for them,
they must do it themselves.

8 I!li2.·· pp. 70-71.

zo
It is especially important to avoid psychological blocks •
• • • New worlds, new experiences should be opened
through something congenial, familiar, and psychologically acceptable in motivation as well as in content. Case
studies and achievement records of children reveal that
their behavior can be changed only as they are exposed
to social and emotional drives of great urgency to them.9
It has been found that youth must "feel deeply" about experiences
for them to change their attitudes.

They must feel so deeply that they

will uproot old prejudices and feelings of bigotry.
be torn down and

destroyed~not

the individuals themselves.

by the

hu.~an

Old barriers must

relations teacher but by

They must be able to see, feel, and know

that they are headed in the wrong direction.

They must make an about-

face and do double-time to catch up with the parade.
• • • If mind and feeling are important in human relations, it seems important to introduce at every
possible point concrete, specific problems and materials of the kind which require interpretation and so
permit opportunities for development of needed skills
in thinking. • • •

• • • • • • • • •

•

• • • • • • • • • • • • •

• • • •

classroom with a cross section of student represents a laboratory for ane.lyzing differences in such
matters as manners, customs, superstitutions, and
sanctities. Group relations in school can be subjected.to a searching analysis to get firsthand and concrete
hints as to what is or is not democratic in human relations .10
Any

Youth have been taught how to think by having questions or problems directly connected with their interests, yet on their mental levelo

9 l!li£1., PP• 72-73.
10

llli£1., pp. 74-75.
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Many children and youth have had firsthand experiences that are of

importance to themselves and to their classmates. Some classrooms
have immigrants who were in Europe during World War II.

Their tales

of hardships are as awe-inspiring as a Western thriller or a comic
book. Some of these imnigrants have experiences to relate as to how
they were treated when they first arrived in America.
have treated an :ill!migrant from Europe?

How would you

How would you have felt if you

had been the "new comer"? These questions, and others like them, will
cause thinking on the part of the class in human relations.
All of the human relations class work cannot be firsthand experiences, but when such present themselves the human relations teacher
should take advantage of them.

These firsthand experiences should be

used along with the vicarious experiences the class obtained from books.
Too often when youth read from a book they pass the information
off lightly.

However, when one of the cle.ss has told of an experi-

ence that was thrilling, exciting, and educational the !iJajority of
the class has been interested.
Col!l!~enting

on the part that literature plays in the lives of

youth, Taba and Van Til lhave said:
Literature serves a definite purpose as an emotional
preparation to firsthand contacts • • • • contacts with
people and groups outside the students• own lives do
not guarantee sympathetic understanding and respect.
Often the way to soften this sense of strangeness • • •
is through stories that cut under the top layers of
differences and show the students the human qualities
common to all people and i:;roups.11

l l Ibid., p. 82.
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All people don't learn from the same sources.
well to use different methods of teaching.

Therefore, it is

Some youth will learn

about minority groups by reading, others will learn about them by
observing them in their natural surroundings, while still others will
learn about them by a combination of seeing and reading.
The human relations teacher should be on very good terms with the
teachers in the English department,

Much good can be gained by read-

ing themes written by secondary youth.

Going to another department

for information is more work for the human relations teacher but
many times it is worth the extra effort,

In dealing with "learning" Taba and Van Til have this to say:

• • • two general conditions for successful learning
activities are relevant. First, no matter how ingenious otir provisions for learning, they will be
futile if they do not grow out of or associate themselves with what ~ or what ~ significant to
students. From the standpoint of motivation it makes
little difference whether something really is or only
seems to be significant,lZ
The human relations teacher is pulling at cross-purposes when he
attempts to teach something in which the class has no interest.

How-

ever, he is well on his way to a successful session in the classroom
when he carries on a discussion in which all members of his class are
interested.

Thus it is wise for the human relations teacher to permit

his class to have a voice in planning their work.

It also gives them

experience in democratic living, develops their powers of thinking,
and increases their capacity for reasoning.

12 !!:?iQ.., p. 83.

I

I

2.3

li
Taba and Van Til go on to say:
• •• Rapport, happy exchange of impressions and ideas,
is an essential ingredient of good teaching of anything
at any time. It is especially essential for consideration of human relations. It is rather absurd to expect
belief in the significance of good relations among groups
to materialize from a classroom that does not have within
its own walls an atmosphere of good-will and harmonious
understanding. The teacher must take the lead in creating this atmosphere that combines respect and freedom.
As students participate in discussion, expressing their
own views, they learn about each other as human beings,
They recognize at first hand different ways of looking
at matters; they experience truly democratic behavior. , •• 1.3
The best method to use in teaching democratic living is for the
classroom teacher to be democratic in his classroom.
more loudly than words" is all too true.

"Actions speak

By participation in a demo-

cratic activity the student has learned to be democratic--when the
human relations teacher has set the example by being democratic himself.
Secondary school youth learn much more when they are participators instead of spectators.

They want to "take part" in the activi-

ties and not sit back and listen. Must the classroom teacher quench
their zeal? Must each day's activities be "warmed over" from the
previous day? This need not be true.

Each period of the human re-

lations class may be looked forward to as an adventure, something exciting, stimulating, and worthwhile, if the classroom teacher makes
it so--by permitting the members of his class to take an active part.
In this way they learn to be democratic by being democratic.

1.3 ~., PP• 8.3-84.

"Pupils in the secondary schools can go rar beyond elementary
school children in concepts, activities, and materials. • • • boys
and girls in secondary schools must learn to appreciate the dangers
or formulating conclusions without surricient accurate inrormation.1114
It seems that one of the wealmesses or human nature is "jumping
to conclusions" or forming opinions without enough scientific inrormation.

TD.is is one or the main causes or intolerance and dis-

crimination, it seems.

Secondary youth should be taught to weigh the

evidence at hand, search ror more evidence, then reach a verdict.
Commenting on intergroup education in secondary schools Taba and
Van Til have said:
Approaches to intergroup education in the secondary
schools are affected in content and method by the
sharper divisions among subject matter that usually
are round at this level. Ccurses in the social studies
usually include world history, United States history,
civics, geography, economics, and problems of democracy.
A rew schools arrer courses in sociology, psychology,
and anthropology. All these courses provide many opportunities ror the pervasive approaches to intergroup
education.15
A rew or the more important and popular secondary school subjects

were selected to illustrate more fully the pervasive approaches to
intergroup education.

The next five pages will present a summary or

the discussion by Taba and Van Ti1l6 on the teaching of human relations in the various subjects in the secondary school curriculum.

14 Ibid., p. 94.

16 ~., PP• 94-125.
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History. A course in world history offers opportunity for

mature concepts 'of intergroup relations.

An appreciation of the his-

torical and cultural backgrounds of all peoples comes into such topics
as invasions, migrations and economic movements. When history has
been taught as the movement of mankind students have recognized the
multi-national and multi-racial characteristics of civilization.
Students recognized that the feeling of racial and national superiority was old by studying of the attitude of the Romans toward the Britons.
In the world history classroom the teacher taught that mankind

owed a debt to the older civilizations for personal freedoms and
forms of current governments.
United States History.

United States history has been the most

widely taught course in history in this country. For generations it
has been the basic course for students.

Here they learned to prize

the principles of individual dignity and the onenecs of mankind.
Students have learned to understand and to appreciate the saga of a
people in quest of a dream.
In United States history atudents learned of the nrulti-nature of

American culture.

Here they studied of immigration and conditions

under which all peoples came and reasons for their coming to
shores.

They studied people's

t~ese

abilities, ideas, where they

cuzto~~,

settled in this country, their work, their contributions to American
life, their attitudes, and attitudes of others toward them.
Youth have studied about democratic ideals; conflic·oing opinions
regarding just whe.t these ideals were.

They have studied current

Library

Central 1>/ash'n~!cn

Cb!lein
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problems, what caused them, and how they could be solved.
Students in United States history classes have studied about migrations of groups from one section of the country to another and the
effects upon them and the people who lived orieinally in these expanding communities.
The method of teaching United States history has varied from one
teacher to another, depending upon his personality, his attitudes, and
his background. Whatever the method of teaching that has been used,
United States history is unsurpassed in its challenge to teachers to
instill understanding of a belief in democratic human relations.
Teachers who have been wide-awake have realized that nationality
and econor.iic status have played an important part in intercultural
education.

They have recognized that realistic applications are

essential in this type of teaching.
Needless to say emphasis has been placed on discriminations
against mlnorities: the Jew, the Negro, the American Indian, and other
groups.

And, too, students have studied about these minorities' re-

sponsibilities and rights.
Resource persons have been brought in from the community to the
school.

These personnel have been from minority groups, many

t:L~es,

and of course they were successful in their business or profession.
The trend has been away from such terms as

11

tolerance 11 and the

"melting pot" and other expressions that have become unpopular.

Today

the trend is touard "understanding and appreciation of cultures" or
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"respect for individuals and groups" and these terms have been substituted by people who realized that the former terms had unfavorable
illlplications to certain individuals.
Teachers in United States history classes have expected more
change in the 11 middle 11 group of their classes than they expected in the
extremes.

This

11

middle 11 group had no definite ideas either way.

With

knowledge gained in class they took more positive stands, took more
active part in the discussions, and registered the greatest change
in their attitudes.
GeograNy. Teachers

who have taught geography in the secondary

school and were interested in improving human relations have pointed
out the similarities in the life and aspirations of peoples in different
areas rather than the unusual, the bizarre, and the exotic. Whatever
differences have existed in dress, housing, and ways of

ma.~ing

a living

have been seen as the results of differine conditions under which people
have lived.

As youth understand peoples of other countries of the world

they have come to respect people everywhere.

Study of environmental

causes of differences· have caused youth to tend toward more sympathetic
understanding of these "strange" a.'1d "different" peoples.

They have

learned that these peoples from other lands were not so stranee a.f'ter
they got to know them. -And, too, they have learned that these peoples
were not so much different as they were so much like themselves.

::£l1!!. Problems Course. Various titles have been given the problems
course, but the most popular one seemed to be ·problems of democracy.

This course has provided an opportunity to teach human relations on the
secondary school level.

It has used materials from political science,

economics, sociology, and anthropology and brought them to bear on
selected problems.

This course has unique value because of its frank

recognition of the existence of problems for consideration.

In the

problems of democracy class the teacher has not been bound by tradition
to follow a certain outline.

This course has been rather flexible.

In problems of democracy classes social control has been con-

trasted with the lack of control which has lead to disorder, fighting,
and rioting.

Family, public opinion, and the school have been shown

to be important influences on the character of human relations in
American life.

Other topics have been considered: immigration, labor

and management, poverty, health, housing, recreation, unemployment,
and crime, Many schools have done effective work with this type of
course and hs.ve praised it highly.
Naturally there have been difficulties as well as boundless opportunities, since human relations pervaded this course.

The topics that

could have been covered have been so varied and rich that teachers
sometimes have had difficulties in defining and limiting studies.
In conclusion Taba and Van Til have pointed out some of the

strengths and wealmesses of the pervasive approach:
• • • Pupils and teachers are already utilizing established courses, and there is no element of strangeness
or unfamiliarity about the materials and activities.
Teachers do not feel that they are being called upon to
take time away from their regular subject; pupils or
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parents do not feel that the school is imposing something
new • • • • Studying minority groups in regular course
settings provided a normal situation. Occasionally the
special unit or the special course sets one group apart
and by this very process increases tension rather than
decreases it ••• With the present overcrowded social
studies curriculum, increasing the number of units or
courses is becoming more difficult. By focusing upon
intercultural education as an integral part of regular
courses more attention is given to human relationships.
The pervasive approach, however, has certain weali:nesses
••• Teachers ••• must be sensitive to the opportunities for intercultural education and must have imagination and creativeness to utilize these opportunities •
• • • Another wealaiess is that this approach does not
lend itself well to an immediate public relations program. It is not spectacular; it does not yield immediately visible results.17
Regardless of the method used in teaching intercultural relations
it was largely up to the classroom teacher to determine whether the
class was a success or a failure,

In teaching this phase of demo-

cratic human relations it was as much dependent 1.1pon the teacher's
attitudes as it was dependent upon his skills,

The lack of skill in

teaching was not so noticeable to secondary school youth as was the
lack of proper attitudes.

They have been quick to notice when the

classroom teacher displayed the wrong attitudes in handling intercultural relations.

It was not a matter of "knowing," but rather a

matter of "feeling" on the part of the secondary school youth.

A few wealaiesses and strengths of the pervasive method have been
pointed out,

It is 1.1p to the teacher to make the selection of what

riethod he will use, or the combination of which methods suits him best.

17 Ill1d., pp. 125-26.
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In discussing the study unit Taba and Van Till$ have contributed

the f'ollowing, which will be summarized, brief'ly:
The study unit has generally been regarded as a group of' learning activities with a beginning and an end, a purpose, and a conclusion.

A unit varies in the amount of' ground covered and the time

allotted to its use.

It

m~

deal broadly with a topic, such as

management and labor, or it may concern itself with a single angle
of' that problem, such as the employment of' Negroes in a certain
community.
Whatever the length or scope of the unit it should meet two requirements: (1) It should have within itself' that completeness of'
which the term implies. (2) It should be related to what precedes and
follows it, and should not be an isolated experience.
For example, in the United States teachers decided to put more
emphasis upon the place of minority groups than was in the textbook.
Study units have devoted more emphasis to certain issues than
traditionai courses have done in the past.

And, too, they have spread

from one course to another. When the social studies have been dealing
with topics of' prejudice against minorities the English courses have
studied literature by members of' minorities, the music department has
studied compositions by members of' minority groups, the art department
has studied works of artists who belonged to minority groups.
w~

In this

there has been more correlation, more emphasis, more learning.
18 Ibid., PP• 127-60.
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The real test of the value of study units has not been found in
the mastery of subject matter, but rather it has been found in the atmosphere of real understanding it has created.

When it has failed to

contribute to the growth of seconda:ry school youth in real understanding
then it has no place in any program.
The study unit must be a continuing phase of

educ~tion.

Each

study unit in intergroup education has been considered in its relation
to other units and to the entire twelve-year program of the school.
The best results have been achieved when it was used from the kindergarten through the senior high school.
Valuable units have grown out of the immediate interests, needs,
and experiences of secondary school youth.

One school cannot borrow

units and programs from other schools and expect them to be successful.
When intercultural education has been carried on throughout the
entire school program it has been necessary for the units in the
secondary school to culminate the study.

On this level it has been

necessarr to sum up and apply all previous learning.
The majority of secondary school youth have stepped quickly from
school into the responsibilities of adult citizens,

The school, when

it has met its responsibilities to youth and the community, has helped
youth to live democratically with individuals and has helped to prepare
them for relationships with groups they will meet in adult life,
The 11 why 11 of the unit must be clear to youth if it accomplishes
its objectives.
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A unit may be worked out by a single individual, administrator, or
teacher and made a part of the course of study by administrative decree.
Hbwever, the more usable units have been worked out by teacher and
pupils as a part of the learning process and co-operatively considered
and evaluated by many teachers.

The ideal method used the added advice

and co-operation of parents and agencies of the colllJllU!lity.
One of the critical points in the construction of a unit has been
found to be the formulation of objectives.
found to be necessary.

Broad aims and purposes were

And, too, specific objectives were also needed.

It has been found that to accomplish effective learning there
must be consistency between the announced purposes and the means provided to attain such purposes.
Units intended for the use of the teacher have usually presented
the content in outline form which was expanded by the teacher into
acceptable procedures for the classroom.
The plan of the unit included a list of the activities through
which the students made most advantageous use of the content and experience provided.
ives of the unit.

Each activity was definitely related to the objectSome activities were to arouse interest.

varied enough to reach all of the group.
with food for thought.

They were

They provided the students

Some of the activities aroused emotional exper-

ience in many of the class.
Many

of the units have had activities in which the students learned

from their experiences.

Some of

th~se

activities were such activities
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as drawing maps of the United States and locating the minority group heing studied.

Other activities were such as making a survey of local

city, finding sections of city where minority group was located; investigated city ordinances and found out if th<"re were laws prohibiting this
group from living in certain sections of the city.
It has been found good practice to make unit outlines as definite,
complete, and far-seeing as possible.

However, additions uere made as

the unit progressed, as the interest of the class grew, and as their
enthusiasm waxed warmer.
Teachers have not expected too much to be accomplished by any one
unit.

They have lmo\Jn that much of the learning experience uas not

in:mediate due to the fact that it takes time to change attitudes.
Teachers and students have used bibliographies in their research.
These have been added to as tlce unit of work progressed.

New books and

films and plays have been added with comnents so otters might benefit
from their experiences.
There are four kinds of teachers who unwittingly or otherwise hold
back progress: (1) Teachers who dislike to have routine disturbed.
(2) Teachers who have prejudices and perhaps even believe in various
versions of the myth of superiority.

(3) Teachers who feel their lack

of training in this phase of education. (4) Teachers who work under
administrators who do not want a change.
The school has generally been ahead of the comnunity in intergroup
understanding and relations.

It has been a wise move on the part of

~
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teachers and administrators when they have won the support of parents,
and through them the support of the entire collllllUlli ty.
In discussing intergroup relations Taba and Van Til have this

to offer, in conclusion: ''Thoughtful men and women today are looking
toward international unity.

Americans must help build One World.

conception is breathtakingly profound.

That

Every study unit on intergroup

relations is a small step in that great development.nl9
School Activities. The school activities phase of education has
grown in importance in some secondary schools.

Taba and Van Ti120 have

an interesting account of school activities, which has been briefly
summarized on pages 34, 35, and 36 of this paper.
Youth have presented plays and pageants, competed on athletic
teams, discussed, heatedly, the problems of the day, elected officers
and transac.tea business, danced in the gymansiums or at downtoFn hotels,
held social gatherings, have had assembly programs, planned festivals,
and many other activities.

The majority of these activities have

grown up spontaneously in response to the needs and the interests of
youth in the secondary schools.
The reason why school activities have arisen has been because
the traditional program of many secondary schools has been too far
removed from the problems and interests of youth.

19 l!2i9,., P• 160.
20 Ibid., pp. 161-91.
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As the concern for intergroup relationships grew in American edu-

cation it frequently found an outlet in school activities.
Intercultural education must permeate the total life of the school
and must not be regarded as simply another subject.

The building of

democratic human relationships must pervade the entire curriculum.
These school activities have been key points for intergroup emphasis
because they have been close to students' hearts and lives. \./hen democratic theories have been taught in the classroom but discriminations
have been sanctioned in school activities secondary school youth have
been quick to see the farce.
School activities have been far-reaching.

They have not only been

of importance to youth but also to their parents who have been lookingon,
Of all the vicarious experiences which have taken place in school
dramatic presentations have come closest to real life,

In fact, it has

sometinles served as an opening wedge to the real thing which may come
later.
Good plays have had a central idea. As youth, represented ideas
and issues and other human beings, moved across the stage both actors
and audience have identified themselves with the characters.

Thus the

pley has gone f'urther than to merely stir the emotions of students.

It

has helped them to re-think their own values and to re-clirect their own

attitudes.
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The three most popular kinds of drrunatic presentations presented
by schools to build better human relationships have been those dealing

with imln1.grant contributions, Negro contributions, and religious celebrations.
weeks.

Some schools have presented them in connection with national

This has not been as good as where the school progrrun was per-

meated with concern for human relations.
Schools have experimented with panels in order to share the results of study with classes, assemblies, other schools, and community
groups.

The participants had to know their materials.

panel was a significant educational experience.

For them the

Its major difficulty

was due to the fact that the audience was not so well versed as the
participators, although they took part in the discussions.

Some thought

this method to be more harmful then beneficial.
School government has been found by some schools to be an activity
which has afforded many opportunities for the learning of democratic
human relations.

In this type of activity youth from the many American

cultures have worked together for common purposes.

In some schools the

student body have selected the best member of the school, regardless of
his race, color, or creed.
Taba and Van Til expressed the following views regarding school
activities when they say:

11 •

•

•

programs that constitute one part of

a general policy directed against bigotry and hostility and toward
social decency are more effective than isolated programs • • •
• • • the finest programs in activities involve the participation
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of many working together toward a common end.

The actual contacts made

while students are working together on a project are the surest promotion of honest regard and appreciation. 1121
The writer has found the school activities program to be worthwhile
to both the student and the administration of a secondary school.
ever, for it to be at its best the student body must have had a

How-

ha.~d

in

planning, participation, and supervision of the activity.
During the activities program youth have relaxed and enjoyed participation in games, dances, and meetings.

The observing classroom

teacher has had an opportunity to become better acquainted with youth
in his class.

They in turn had an opportunity to learn that a class-

room teacher was a human being.
Attendance at student govermnent meetings has been quite revealing.
!fere youth had an opportunity to voice their own opinions, make their
own decisions, and do some critical thinking.

In actual participation

in a democratic situation youth have come through with flying colors.
Responsibility has tended to make them stronger.
school has made them better American citizens.

Training in secondary
They have been better

leaders, more able to carry on their responsibilites, and less p:i;one
to be prejudiced against the minority groups.
Democratic living in secondary school has made youth more democratic in adult life.

21

l!ili!.·' p. 191
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ColllillUility Utilization.

Another method of teaching democratic

human relations has been handled well by Taba and Van Til:
In theory, it is recognized clearly that the community
should be a laboratory for the school and the school a
center for the community. In a genuinely colllillUilityminded school, students would not only have experiences
involving interviews, speakers, and field trips through
which they would learn the ways of racial, religious,
ethnic, and economic groups, but also have expEll:'iences
of working for salaries and for co~Jnunity service. They
would co-operate with organizations and individuals for
social ends. School would reach beyond the traditional
four walls, would extend itself into life.22
By such co-opere.tion of school and community youth have learned

much about their community.
learn~d

Likewise, adults in the community have

more about the school, what it was doing, and what its plans

were for the f'uture.

And, too, the observing teacher has learned of the

community in which his school was located.

Thus he was more prepared to

teach matter of importance to his community.
Taba and Van Til have further stated: "The school is no isolated
island; its personnel is intimately affected by the cliJnate of opinion
of the community which is the setting of the s chool. 11 23
Many

teachers learned to their sorrow that they were fighting a

losing fight when they were pulling one way and all the communj_ty was
pulling the other way.

This was lessened somewhat by co-operative pro-

jects worked out by adults of the community, teachers, and pupils of
the school.

La:ymen work "for" a project when it is marked "our", but

22

~ ••

p. 192.

23

~ ••

p. 193.
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tend to work "against" a project that has been marked "their."
Taba and Van Ti124 have given a good example of interracial group
co-operation when they used an underprivileged area in Philadelphia.
The Joseph E. Hill School in Philadelphia is composed of students of
the Negro race.

One day in assembly the principal asked tho students

what they'd like to change in their homes, if changes were possible.
The response of the students was eager and immediate.

They spoke of

repaired doorsteps and running water, of plaster on the walls, and
panes in the windows.
This was seed from which action in tho col'1l11uni ty grew.

Through

the aid of older students, clubs, parents, and other residents, pipes
were laid for water, walls plastered, floors and steps repaired.

As a result of this
Committee was organized.

beginni.~g

the Geri:iantown Chestnut Hill Housing

Clubs, church groups, leagues, social agencies,

students,.faculty members, Parent-Teacher Association, and others
became members.

The committee has reported that one hundred twenty-

nine pupils had co-operated in repairing homes.
The committee has gone further.

They have secured the services or

two home-making consultants, appointed by the extension department or
the Philadelphia Public Schools.

They

wor~'

with residents to improve

the appearance of their homes, to aid them in effective use of energy,
time, and money.

24
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According to Taba and Van Til2 5 a ninth·grade

Col!llllUllity Survey.

in Forest Park Junior High School in Springfield, Massachusetts, carried
on an exploration of the people who made up their community. Students
were studying the contributions of nationalities to America. It seemed
sensible to explore the contributions of nationalities in Springfield.
local citizens of foreign birth were interviewed.

Thanksgiving

and Christmas holidays afforded students opportunities to talk with
many of their relatives at family gatherings.

The stories of relatives

did more to help students understand the experiences of the foreignborn in America than did anything else.
From several hundred of these interviews the students selected
the most interesting.

These.were edited by the English class and

illustrated by the art class.
The students attempted to show that the foreign-born citizen who
supported his family, educated his children, and took his place in
employment had made a real contribution to his adopted land.
Educational Visits.

Taba and Van Til have shown that:

Social travel is another activity in the community which
affords intercultural insights • • • • Social travel involves contacts through which boys and girls can get a
quick, emotional insight into the lives of other,s and
can achieve.identification with their problems. Members
of minority and majority groups become human beings as
they never could by formal introduction through books
and pamphlets • • • • From a trip experience may emerge
a whole galaxy of questions based upon the sensitivity

25
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of pupils in an observational situation • • • • 26
A drama portraying the minority group, or a sound picture depict-

ing the minority group to be observed, or a story dealing with this
group has been read to prepare the students emotionally.

After they

have made their educational visit discussions have been held.

By one

of these methods the student has been prepared--by drama, movie, or story.
He has seen firsthand, following the vicarious experience, and then he
has discussed these experiences.

This has been found to be more mean-

ingf'ul to the student than the old-fashioned method of reading the
lesson and being questioned by the teacher.
Taba and Va'l Til continue:

11 • • •

The sight-seeing approach is to

be shunned; homogeneous groups resent rubbernecks of any ages in their
midst • • • • n27
To get away from the "sight-seeing" phase of educational visits
the two groups have participated in a common activity: singing, playing
games, and the like.
an equal footing.

This method has put the groups more or less on

One group has not been the rare specimen to be

peered at and the other has not been the scientist.
Commenting on techniques Taba and Van Til have said: ''Knowledge of
techniques makes social travel to cultural groups a rewarding experience.

For instance, a guide who knows the we;ys of the group and who

may him.self be of the cultural group visited .is helpf'ul as an

26 Ibid., p. 203
27

l!&\J..'

p.211

1,2

interpreter of otherwise incomprehensible ways of living • • •

0

n28

As a general rule the classroom teacher of the visiting group has
not been able to answer the questions of his class.

It has been better

to rely upon a teacher in the school visited, as he is of that group,
lmows from experience how they "feel" about certain questions.
lm~•s

He also

the hopes, the desires, the ambitions of his group.
Community utilization has been strikingly illustrated by Taba and

Van Til in the following summarization:
Com..'llUnity utilization in intergroup education, then, is
only in its beginning. Tentative and earnest steps are
being taken. Educators who are not content with mere
book learning in this dynamic area of human relations
sponsor social travel into the community, with their
classes play host to speakers, help students to organize community surveys, aid them in identifying themselves with com..'llUnity organizations, foster their participation with teachers and adults in corrnnunity-,iide
programs of social betterment. Such educators deserve
encouragement and support from fellow educators and
from communities. They are working on a new frontier 0 29
When students are brought in on community projects it has given
them a chance to develop initiative, to obtain a new sense of values,
and they tend to become more democratic in their thinking and living.
Many

adults have been surprised at the "mature thinking" displayed

by youth in secondary schools when they were given a chance to

on community problems.

It has been better for youth to

ma.~e

11

think 11

minor

~is-

takes while in school, rather than major ones when they were adults.

28 Ibid., p. 212.
29
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Ligonis Character Research Project Program
If one is to teach democratic htL1lal1 relations in the classroom he

must know how to present his material.

Ligon has this to say regarding

the steps in the learning process: "There are five major steps in the
learning process all of which must be taken before we can be sure that
our houses are built on foundations of solid rock and not on shifting
sand.1130
Ligon e;oes on to say: "The first step can be called, exposure. 11 31
It is obvious to the teacher of experience that the pupil must have
been exposed before he can learn.

The method used to expose him, the

phase of his maturation at which the material has been exposed, and
other factors have determined how well he has learned.
Ligon continues in his enumeration of the steps of learning when he
says: "The second step is repetition.1132 The number of repetitions that
have been necessary for the student to learn has been determined by many
factors: native intelligence, his interest in material to which he has
been exposed, and the interval between repetitions, and other factors.
In elaborating on "repetition" Ligon further states:

11 • • •

Mat-

erial must be studied and repeated frequently to be learned • • • • rr33

30 Ernest M. Ligon,
Company, 1948) p. 10.

32

1l:?i!i•• P•
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Greater Generation. (l:ew York: The Macmillan
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Interest in the material being repeated has played an important part in
learning.

However, the techniques used by the teacher in presenting

the material has also played an importe.nt part in the learning process.
Ligon further states: "The third step is understanding. 11.34 Too
many students have been able to memorize but too few have been able to

really understand.

Students have been able to "parrot" phrases but too

often they have not been able to explain their meaning.

No real learn-

ine has taken place until the pupil has understood.
Ligon indicates that,

11

The fourth step is conviction. 11 .35

He goes

on to say that one has to be convinced before he has learned.
Ligon continues:

11

The fifth and last step is application. 11 .36

In

his experiences as a classroom teacher in grade school the writer has
te.ught health habits to pupils.

They have learned what to do, how to

do it, why it was to be done, and when to do certain health habits-but pupils have not practiced what they have learned.
In teaching democratiG human relations in the classroom the teacher
has had to teach proper attitudes to his pupils.

It has been up to the

teachers whether the pupils learned these proper attitudes or not.
Col!ll!!enting on attitudes Ligon has this to say:
• • • an attitude is a positive or negative bias to react in a particular situation in a particular way. Attitudes include our likes and dislikes, our biases and

--

.34 Ioc. cit.
.35

~ ••
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prejudices, our system of valuen--in short our real
working philosophy of life • • • • attitudes we form
make the difference between happiness and unhappiness,
mental health and mental disease, strong and weak
character, wholesome and unwholesome personality • • • • .36
Teachers have found that it was very difficult to teach attitudes
in human relations classes.

Attitudes of tolerance, co-operation, and

friendliness are essential for one to be the best citizen possible.

It

is the human rclutions teacher• s duty to teach attitudes that will help
develop the student into a mature individual; one who can take his place
in society and be of value to society and to himself.
Ligon,.37 in discussing attitudes, has said that in developing a
curricular unit or a single lesson the teacher must ste.rt first by getting e. very clear picture of the attitude to he taught.

He continues by

saying that the student must come to a rational and enthusiastic acceptance of the attitude.
daily life.

Then the student must apply this attitude in his

This is where the parents come into the picture.

The writer has stated previously, it is most necessary that the
parents back the school in its human relations program. Much of the
attitudes, habits, and practices of youth are obtained from their parents
and other associates.
It has seemed that more needs to be done in the field of evaluation.
Observation has been one of the best methods of checking results •

.36 Ibid., pp. 20-21 •
.37 Ibid., pp. 40-41.
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Ligon further SIJYS that, "• •• our curricular materials must be
so organized as to constitute a psychologically valid approach to the
attitude being taught. 11 38 He goes on to say that it is probably just
as unsound to present content material which is not psychologically
systematic

~E

it is to try to teach traits which do not have meaning

in human nature.
Col!llllenting further regarding psychological consistency Ligon expresses his views when he says that, "Psychological consistency is
achieved primarily by what is called in educational psychology, the law
of multiple response • • • • it means finding as many illustrations and
as many varieties of approach ••• as possible.
done one of the approaches is likely to be
Ligon presents what he calls the

11

11

• •

• n39

When this is

the 11 right approach.

all-or-none 11 40 habit of making

judgments. This has been one of the reasons for prejudices against
minority eroups a..11d the like.

When an individual has formed the habit

of jumping to conclusions he has generally become prejudiced.

A Repub-

lican makes a mistake in the Senate and all Republicans become "no good.tr
A Democrat favored war in Congress and the Democratic party became "war

mongers•"
Ligon maintains that,

3$ Ibid., p.
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40 Ibid., p. 58.
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0ne of the gravest weaknesses of human nature

47

is its tendency to follow leaders and not causes • • • 1141
This idea of following a leader has caused no end of difficulty in
I

the human relations classroom.

A few popular students have tended to

"I

dominate elections, projects, school journeys, and the like.

The human

relations teachers have had to train youth in self-reliance, initiative,
and powers of reasoning.

On the other hand they have also had to train

them in co-operation.
Human relations teachers

have had to teach youth to follow leaders

when, in the individual's opinion, the leader was "right."
Too many adults tend to follow, blindly, a leader who resorts to
oratory to gain his leadership.

These leaders have tended to play upon

their listeners• emotions rather than their intelligence.

However, this

has been kept to a minimum as many refuse to follow a "leader" who is
not qualified to lead.
Ligon, in dealing with social adjustment, has given some important
inforl!lation when he says:
• •• The ability to live together is a learned ability
and a necessary one • • • • The art of friendship is one
of man's most valued asseta. When boys and girls fail
to make friends either among their own or the opposite
sex, they need help badly. This type of social adjustment is entirely necessary for wholesome personsiity,
and however difficult it may be to any child, it must
be learned • • • • It can be learned and successfully
achieved • • • if life is to be lived at its best.42

41 ~., P• 60.
42 Ernest M. Ligon, '.O:!tl!: Future is llilli•
Company, 1947) P• 57.

(New York: The Macmillan
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Classroom teachers have needed to be very observant regarding the
boy and girl relationships in their classrooms.

Some members of both

sexes have been rather shy, aloof, and awkward in the presence of the
opposite sex.

This unsocialness has been more serious than many class-

room teachers have realized.

Too many American youth have turned to

delinquency because of the lack of wholesome friendships in both sexes.
Ligon has expressed his views on fair play when he says:
A sense of fair play or sportsmanship is a general habit
in life • • • • it is a habit essential to social stability both in society and in the individual.
How one reacts to authority is an index of his social maturity. Even in early childhood the ability to cooperate
with authority is an important part of one's training.
The ability to follow is perhaps as important as the
ability to lead a~d probably is prerequisite to it.43
Even though youth hold in contempt one who is a poor sport the
practice of unfair tactics has persisted.

Giving the other fellow a

break has been a part of the American tradition for generations.

The

trend has seemed to be away from this line of thinking.
T11e writer was reminded of an experience while in the army during
World Har II.

One of the expressions heard in officer's candidate

school 1ms that, "You'll have to learn to take it before you know how
to dish it out."

The reference was to the fact that officer candidates

11ould have to subject themselves to disciplinary training before they
would be qualified to mete out disciplinary punishment.

43

1!2.i£J.., p. 57.
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Ligon makes a startling statement regarding leadership when he says
that, "Leadership is the most needed asset in any social structure. • • •
its lack in modern society is a conspicuous cause of much of our present social chaos.1144
Leadership has been recoenized as a great need of society.

Class-

room teachers have over-emphasized leadership as a'1 idea, but they have
neglected to teach leadership to their pupils, in many cases.

All have

not been able to qualify as leaders and many of those who have not have
become.frusterated, maladjusted, and some have turned to delinquency.
The writer has not belittled the fact that America is a land of
opportunity.

He has questioned the fact that too Many teachers have

built up hopes in the minds of youth and then CTany tiCTes they ha.Ve
failed to ::;ive proper instruction in leadership so these hopes could
be realized.

Some youth have

wants~

to climb up in the social and

econol:lic world so badly that they have used anti-social methods to cet
what they wanted out of li f'e.
America has needed leaders in the past and she shall continue to
need them in the future, it seems.
be developed in some.

By proper training leadership may

However, even tra.ininc has its limitations.

Too many classroom teachers he.Vo failed to train youth for leadership by ne.glectin::; to give then responsibilities. If individuals learn
to do by doing why have teachers failed to give yot1tll responsibilities?

44 ~ •• p. 53.
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All cannot beconG leaders.

Therefore, youth 'lave needed training

in leadership and fellowship as well.

This has required co-operation

on the part of both the leader and the follower.
'i

The leader and the

follower both need to respect the position of the other fellow.

This

attitude has needed to be taught to more youth so that they could set
their own mind in order.

Youth have needed to accept their position as

follower until such a ti:ne as they could rise to the status of leader.

lll

Junior High School.

In presenting the Junior high school phase

of education Ligon expressed the following views when he says:
This is the period in life in which the widest sex differences occur. Boys are still in the all boy anti-girl
period • • • • Both boys m1d girls form close-!mit gangs
or groups which have the utmos-~ contempt for each other

• • • •
Emotionally, boys and girls are now becoming a ::;reat deal
more critic"-1, and as a result, correspondingly more
self-r.onscious. They become more keenly sensiti1:e to
failure in competition and deeply depressed if this failure is too =ked. Certainly a contributing factor to
bringing about this state of mind is their intolerant
cruelty to 9acl1 o Gher. • • • it is of the gr ea teat importance for us to discover arry special abilities they may
have and help them find forns of expression for them
which are socially approved by their contenporaries .4$
Uhen teachers have known about the sex differences of youth during
the junior high school period, they have been e.ble to handle the situa ti on in a more s ensiblo mrumer.

Not too many years ago some teachers

caused boys anc'l girls to sit together for punislwient for whispering,
passing notes, or sono ctj_nor in::'raction of the rules.

45 I!2i;l., p. 236

Too often this
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form of punishment did not cement hu.'llan relations between the two who
were so punished.
Co~cnenting

on magnanimity, Ligon expressed his views as follows:

Righteous indignation is one of the most common forms
of emotional expression during this period • • • • Because it is an age during which these children sometimes act like adults and sometimes like children, it
is rather natural that their parents treat them sometimes like adults and someti-:ies like children. Unfortunately, far too many parents treat them ;ike children
but expect ther.i to act like adults. • • .'•
Too

::iany

junior high school students have found this period of life

to be one of a "dual personality•"

One minute he ma:y act

~.nnly

and

the next minute he may act childfoh, throwing temper tantrums, and
otherwise acting in a fashion unbecoming to one of his age.
It has seemed that too many parents have expected too much from
this age group.

Too many parents have become rather exasperated at

their youngster because he was not predictable.
~

High School age.

The activity life in high school has been

strikingly ill1mtrated by Ligon in t'1o following:
One high school sophomore in reporting her activities
indicated that she was a member of fourteen different
high school organizations which, on the average, met
once a week. \-Jhen al:i_ these are added to the curriculum of her school work, her athletic responsibilities,
her other social obligations, her church activities
a.'1d the "must" movies, one wonders how she finds time
to eat a.'1d sleep, much less time to think. Yet here
is an age in which the mind is just reaching maturity
and at which philosophical reflection is possible for
the first time, Probably nothing else in the life of

46 ~ •• p. 247
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an adolescent is so important as to think through life's
problems and become intelligently oriented to meet them,
but for this task there is no time.47
It has seemed that school administrators should guide youth as to
the number of activities in which they should participate.

Of course

this has taken into account the fact that school administrators would
have control over only thooe activities coming under the superiiision
of the school.

\.fuen one well-qualified individual in the student body

has belonged to so mar,y activities he has generally been a leader in a
few of these organizations.

By so doing he has deprived the individual

of lesser ability of the chance to develop his own leadership.
Because the entire school program has monopolized so much of the
student 1 s time he has had less free time in which he could think out
things for himself.

This has been partly the fault of the school.

It

has seemed that a proeram of discussion, problem solving, and an op;:iortunity to exchange ideas should have been placed in the school.

The

social studies could have done more in this phase of education, but it
has been touched on lightly,

The human relations classroom has begun

sharing experiences of its members, ;:icrmitting them t0 express their

opinions rcgardinc life and it8

proble~s.

This has been a step in the

right direction.
Emotional developncnt in high school.
high school has been discussea

b~r

Emotional development in

Licon in pai"t jJhon he says that,

"Emotions, especially exces r.i ve fear arid anger, are alvrays sit:;nifica..."1t

47 Ibid., p. 259.
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factors in personality •• , , Fear or anc;er influences the digestive
processes, the secretion of the endo()rine glands, and the flow of
blood so extremely that heal th is ::,Teatly endangered • • , 1148
Human relations teach9rs have been dealing with the development
of human relations, b-:.it tied in wi t11 this and really a part of human
relations, has been personality development.

During this phase of life

the high school youth has been easily upset, especially through fear.
This fear has been more of a social nature than a physical one.

Youth

have feared sarcasm and ridicule more than they have feared getting a
black eye or a broken nose.

Because of this human relations teachers

had to deal with ridicule and sarcasm in the classroom.

Too many youth

have been prone to laugh when an individual didn't know the correct
answer to a question in cJ ass.

This has been the tin'.e to handle the

problem, rather than to wait until it has arisen in the unit worked out
on this phase of humar1 relations.

Ligon continues his discussion of enotion2.l developnent and
out thl1.t,

11

aggressive,

Fcar is

al~Jays

destructive of person2.li ty.

poi~ts

.Ancer is at least

But personality in general would be far healthier with a

min:tr:n1r1 of ·Ghese t1-:o onotions. n49
l!ur;an reldions teachers have hrul to train youth to exercine self-

control.

Losing one's tenper has been considered as childish.
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Personality.

Personality has been a major factor in the succes:s

or the fsilure of manJ<· individuals,

This has been in the economic

world, the social world, a.':ld the political world,
ha.s been so important it needs furthor development.

Since personality
As Ligon poil".ts out,

"The attitude or habit of mind which we are designating as being sensitive to the needs of others is of genuine vtlue ii'. the attainment of
happiness by the adolescent. 1150
In teaching youth it has been necessary for the human relations

teachers to emphasize t:-"e importance of doing good for others.

This

has been done at tines by lecture and at other times by participation
of the class.

At Christmas-time has been an appropriate time to intro-

duce this phase of personality training.
By doing good for others youth '1ave experiGnced real happiness and

learned that happiness is li'rn perfume: sprinl<.le it on others and a few
drops will fall on the giver.
As Ligon puts it, "Quite apart from its ethical significance, self-

centeredness is almost certain to result in unhappiness.

When one looks

with too ereat constancy D.t hi'TISelf, his inferiorities becono much too
prominent.

Social fears set in and compensations follow. 11 51

Too many youth have c;rown to adolescence as self-centered individmi.ls.

This has been such a deep-seated habit that human relations

teachers have had difficulty in uprooting it.

50 Ibid., p. 283
51 Loe.
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However, one nc;thod used
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by some hwaan rele.tions teachers has been to tell the story of some
hero of the self-centered individual in which the hero was constantly

doing good for others.
Ligon has expressed the following views relative to a cure for
shyness in youth:

•

• • • It is commonly supposed by many 9eople that the
ability to converse easily with str2ngers is a native
gift, perhaps bolstered somewhat by wide experience.
Actually such is not the case, Let a.nyone who has
this difficulty try this scheme. MA.ke a list of ten
questions which you would like to know about people
you meet--what their na.'lles are, where they come from,
what their purpose is in corning to your town, how they
like it, what their interests are, whom they know, etc,
Keep this in mind. Then when you meet the next stranger, ask these questions. • • • This is the chief
quality of conversation, being interested in the interests and needs ruid activities of others. For those who
think of sh;mess as their besetting sin, this is one
simple remedy which often produces c;ood results.52
Many of our youtt have been shy, awkward, and aloof.
experience has tended to give them more confidence.
been broken they have enjoyed the swim.

However,

Once the ice has

Youth have resented being

pushed by elders and ha.ve been ;:irorn:: to participate in activities of
their own interests a!'d their own choosing.

''Make haste, slowlyl" has

been a eood motto for hwaan relations teachers in dealing with youth,

in getting them to participate in social activities, and the like.
Ligon indicates that,

11 If

one young person can be brought into

intimate contact ,with another from a different class or group, progress

52 Ibid., p. 284
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has been ma.de.

This needs to be continued in a wide variety of condi-

tions • • • It cannot be acquired through lectures, but only through
experience.

••• 1153

Meeting other people, especially from a different cultural group,
has helped develop the personaJ.i+,ies of many youth.
broadening effect and a leveling effect, too.

This has had a

Many youth from the

"upper class" have tended to sympathize with the less fortunate and the
less fortunate ho.Ve tended to strive for something better.
Personality development has been further elabore.ted on by Lir;on
'-1hen he says :
"The measure of a man is the size of the thine it takes
to get his goat." Here is a concept which, once
acquired, can do more to achieve magnamimity in the
personality of the youth than almost any other method •
• • • It is an old trick to try to anger one's opponent
in an argument so that he may not think so clearly •
• • • Truly great men are almost always characterized
by their ability to control their tempers. The little
man, who goes about with a chip on his shoulder, seldom
conunands very much respect in the eyes of those who
know him. Once having seen this fact, the adolescent
has learned the first lesson in the final development
of this trait; namely, the desire for it.54
The writer once heard an individrn?.l criticize the President of the
United States because the latter had threatened to punch a certain person in the nose.

The criticism was on the grounds that the President

"was too big a man" to resort to such tactics.

Individuals and groups

53 1£;!£!,., p. 2S5.
54 Ibid., p.

2ss.
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have expected big things from big men.

They have had a tendency to ex-

pect a big man to be big enough to control his own temper.
The Delaware Plan
Although at this writing the Delaware Plan was in its infancy it
had received much attention from educators and from those interested in
mental hygiene.

As Bullis and 0'l·!alley have pointed out, "In the past

our schools have put all the emphasis on developing children intellectually and physically.

We want them to grow up 'With robust personali-

ties able to go through life on an even kee1. 11 55
For years youth have learned about facts and figures.

The trend

has turned toward emotional growth.
Emotional f'l'owth.

Emotional growth in youth had been neglected

until about t1ce end of World War II.
toward correcting this deficiency.
in the United States," state

The Delaware Plan has made steps
11 0f

every hundred school children

Bullis and 0 1Halley, "failure to reach

emotional maturity will blight the lives of thirteen.
up in mental hospitals.

One will turn to crime.

Four will end

Eight will be chat-

tered by emotional brea!«lo~ms • n56
What value has a keen mind been to the individual even when it
has been housed in n strong physique \·!hen he was emotionally ill?

55 H. Ednmnd Bullis and Emily E. O'Halley, Human Relntions in the
Classroom, Course 1 (Wilmington, Del.: The Delaware S+ate Societ;:' for
Mental Hygiene, 1947, 4th ed. 1949) pp. 1-2.
·

56 Ibid.' p.2.
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Youth have needed to be well-rounded in thei.r education,

They ha.ve

needed training in the physical, the mental, and the emotional phases,
Often one of these has been em'.)hasized to the detriment of the othGr
two,

In most instances, until about the time of the end of World \for II,

the emotional side of youth training had bee:i dwarfed by lack of empha-

sis in the classroom,
Commenting on the aims of the Delaware Plan Bullis and 0 1Malley
have said that, ", • • it aims to enhance for all children the enjoyment of living, to c;ird them for more joyous productive llves ax1d to
start them on the path toward what often has been callec1 the greatest
human treasure: peace of mi.na,1157
Too .r.mny people in the past have been well-educated and have been
a good physical specimen of their race, yet because of their emotional
immaturity they uere unhappy,
mniles uith you;

frot·~

ThG clich~ of "SrnilG and the world

and you frown alone" has not always been true,

It has seemed thnt the he.ppy person tends to scatter sunshine, and the
unhapp~r

one scatters g:!.oom.

Some have wondered how a hw1an relations class works,

According to

Bullis and 0 1Ealley, 11 It begins with a story the teacher reads from a
prepareil lesson plan,
• • •• 1158

It is selected to illustrate the de.y 1 s theme

These lesson plans, or outlines, have been used by human

relations teachers as the "kick off" for the discussion for the day,

57 I.cc.
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ill•

12£. ill·
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They have been made available, in
State Society for
Delaware.
11 In

l~ental

~imeographed

form, by the Delaware

Hyeiene, 130g Delaware Avenue, Hilmington 19,

This set of thirty lesson plans has been supplied at cost.
one class a lad was seriously ups0t, 11 state BuJlis and 0 1 ,'!alley,

"becat1se hia mother !:'lade 1:.im ·.vasl1 disl1es. • • • it vanished • • • be-

cause all the other boys in the class admitted that they too washed
dishes on occasion,

The lad walked mit of the class Jauc;h'ng. 11 59

Hany problems have been solved in the human relations classroon by

merelJr

tallcin~

th'3m out.

Pent-up eriotions of an adoJ.escent has caused

sone to fail in their school work, aJ_though they have had an intelligence quotient that indic?.ted they could have done passing work.
"Perhaps the .Most remarkable aspect of the human-relations prosTan,"

indicated :SuJlis and 0 1Halley,

11 is

its si"lplicity,

Any neighborhood

s cl1ool could start one and no speCiaJ. teac11er is required.

o

•

•

n60

Continuing their discussion of the Delaware Plan, Bullis and
0 1i1alley have said, "• • • the project requires no

..-.h,.,~,,.

... in curric-

""'-'-~'-'·-'·:...;.""

In Delavrare the human-relations classes are siM.ply sand1·ti chcC

ulum.

in once a i..ree1( during

aJ1

Enclisl1 or social studies p·8ri::Xi. • • • n61

Th:..s p!_a..."1 has v1or!ted out qu,i te \·Jell in different syste!1s.

It

~as

been adapted to the snall or the laxge school, the poor school or the

rich one.

59

It b.as

1!22:2..,

!U'3t

p. 6.

60 Thid.' p. 7.

61 Ice. tlt,.

wi tl1 approval frori various school adm..1-nistrators,
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as the plan has been flexible enough to be "sandwiched in" with other
subjects.

No nc'.< teachers had to be added anrl the

er, had no particular objections so long

'1.S

l~.yma.'1,

or tax-pay-

his taxes did not go w.y

higl1er.

Commenting furth•?r on tho Delaware Plan, BulJis anr1. 0 1 Mtlley scy
i:h part, "As one teac110r re!1ar1ced, •No curriculum coP'lr.tlttee should

object to this, for t'1e children leaTn more about ore.l :::nglish in the
humru1 relations classe3 tb.an t':J.ey do in most B!1Glisl1 classes. 1 1162
The averace pP!"ent o"! higl1 school youth 11nve

noJ~

objected to their

t.

children learning :Snglish and the majority '1ave not objected to the

f

ti".le or the ::>lace.

I

thought his child was not learning enough English.

The main objection has been that the pa.rent has

13ullis and o•:falley make a p<crtinent statement when they sa:y that,
If

•• • Too

marzy of us fear ,,1}1at is al1ead--pcrl1aps inflation, depression,

or biological or aton:'.c warfare ••

• • 1163

Has it been e:n:y wonder that youth fear the future?
wlio have hacl a past, condemn the present a:-1d

loo~c

Their elders,

toward tho future ',Jith

foreboding,
Bullis .'.L'1d o•:1alley e:qoressed tJJo following views regarding emotional maturity:
Here in tho United States our children durinc; their school
years have been developing intellectually a.Y\d physically

63 ~., P• 9.

~

!
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I

in a satisfactory manner. However, our present educatior:al procedures, home training, and cultural delllBlldS
allow too many of our youngsters to grow up emotionally immature.
~le

are protecting too m<cny ol' our chilclren too much in
not civins the~ enougl1 renl e~rperiBnce ·,1ith life problems. I.earning to make decisions comes with continued
practice. Fer too many parents continue to make decisions for their children far too long, thus cheating
them from J?rOgrGssing as they should touards eTiotionaJ.
maturity. 6,..

In the past too na.v youth have gro·,~:1 u:J li':e hot hou8e plants.

They have been protectec1 too ouch, ha'.J their 15.';es napped out for the:n,
and have not he.a an opportunity to think throuc;h their own prohlems.

As high school youti1 they ho. 1e been treated as thouc;h they were ele1

mentary school students, as fer as using thGir initiative and naking
their oi1n clecisions ·Here concerncC.

=ro1.1ever, \1!1on they crnduated from

the local high school thoy w:>r0 ezpectca to to.ko their places in a denocrnti~

soci8ty.

Is it ax:i.y l ..Jonder tl1at too many o:I: th81' h?.Ve fajJ_ed to

measur2 up?
Tl.:8 ho110 for too many years bns :?l"O tected :rou-:;!1 .from ;-!a.rdshi.ps,

r-eopon:Jibilities ,. and decisions.
the

sa..·~. z

riistakeo too lone.

The school, tlso, ho.s been guilty of

Dem0crutic ht1man rele,tions in the class-

roo.::'l, it is hoped, will go a lone \·tay t.o·.1a..rd correcting
11 Ap2Jarent1y

thi~

mistake.

',re ~o turning out of our scl1ools," sa~/ Bullis and

O'l-1alley, "e.bont 1 out o!: 7 1.Jit:1

\1110"1

the other stuc1entc desire no

cocial contact in scl1ool, on tho rccr9ational fiJl

64 Ibid., p. 10.

1
::,

or at honG.

il

i
~'
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Undoubtedly, from this 15 per cent • • • come many of our delinquents
who seek asocia_1 ways to obtain what they desire fror.i life • • • • 11 65
Apparently there have been four or five potential delinquents in
the average sized class in the past.

How many of these could have been

corrected by proper instruction in human relations is hard to say.
Bullis and O'Halley continue their discussion on the Delaware Plan
and express the following views:
As we have studied many of these boys and girls overlooked in the Glass Acceptability Records, we find that
many of them are e:irtremely shy or have unfortunate personality traits which can sometimes be changed by the
sympathetic and understanding help of teachers and
others interested. We are constantly searching for
ways of giving these over-looked boys and girls some
form of recognition in their classroom settings. We
are encouraging their teachers to be on the alert to
find constructive ways of helping these youngsters become more accepted • • • • 66

For years the shy youngster has been neglected because as a
generaJ. rule he has been quiet.

Because he has been quiet too many

teachers have neglected to detect any symptoms of trouble a'1ead.

He

has wanted recognition and not getting it one way he would get it in
another~somotimes

recognition by him has not oome through accepted

standards set up by society.

However, human relations teachers have

practiced giving these shy youngsters recognition in the classroom.
may have been through a story by a delinquent boy, telling of his

65 Ibid., P• 13.
66 I.oc. cit.

It
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experiences with the police.
ma:y be

u.~favorable

Youth crave recognition, even though it

judged by standards set up by society.

"School authorities, 11 say Bullis and O'Malley, "after they have
seen a few

Hi;c~an

Relations Class lessons, generally become interested

in them for the following reasons":
lessons do not require
• • • •

11

e:l..'}lerts" from outside the school

Lessons do not interfere with curriculum. (They are generally put on once weekly during Social Studies or English
period. Experience has sho•.m that the loss of one class
a week in either of these two subjects is more than made
up by the improvement of students in oral English or in
the insights they have gained in Social Studies topics
through discussions during Human Relations Classes.)
Many teachers become more proficient

a~d

confident • • •

Many students who seldom respond in other classes make
good presentations in Hu,~an Relations Classes because
they are talking about things they know well and have
convictions about--their own personal problems.
Students are enthusiastic
lations Classes • • •

a~a

loo'.<: forward to Human Re-

Teachers • • • become more understanding of the personality problems of members of their classes.67
School authorities, teachers, a.nd pupils have been enthusiastic
about hu.-nan relations classes.

It is 1ogical that it will gain heM-

way in the future as more schools beein this important phase of youth
education,

Perhaps, youth in the future will have a better chance in

life than those of the immediate past.

67 ~., P• 14.
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Bullis and O'Malley, commenting further on reaction to the classes
in human relations, have this to say regarding psychiatrists' views on
the matter:
Students learn that their individual emotional problems
are not unique • • •

Students tend to bring their emotional problems out into
the open rather than to repress them,
Students consciously or unconsciously examine their O\.ffi
lives and motivations during and after their discussions
on emotions and personality development, and frequently
gain better insights as to their own actions,
Students come to know how emotions influence their lives
and how the constant practice of worrying or any other
emotig~al action can decidedly affect their pattern of
life.
When students have learned that their problems were shared by
others in their group the importance of the problem has lessen0d.

The

human relations classes have given youth an opportunity to air their
problems and by merely talking them out they have been benefitted.
During hu.man relations classes different phases of emotions have
been discussed. Youth have had a.n opportunit-y to examine their o;m
motives for past experiences and thereb;;" get better acquainted with
themselves.
Youth have learned of the har.".1 worry could cause them physically,
mentally, a.nd socially.
many

They have le1?:rned that worry is a hn:iit, and

tfr1es individuals worry about problems that cannot be solved,

6S Ibid,, pp. 14-15.
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The Delaware Plan had a few rules that youth in the classroom were
to observe while the class on htL'Jla!l relations was in session.

This was

so t'."le class could accomplish the most with the least confusion.

Bullis

and O'lfalley present them as follows:
At the beginning of each of the Huma..'1 Relations Classes,
we shall have a short story or play in which sane of you
will take part, after uhich I shall want to give you an
opportimi ty to express freely and without fear your honest
ideas and opinions regarding this story or play.
To avoid confusion, there are only two rules t!lat we shall
have in connection with this discussion: (1) Those desiring
to answer my questions or make any contribution to the discussion may raise their hands; and (2) I shall select the
one who is to talk, and he or she will stand to c:ive his
opinion while others listen.
Before starting today's lesson, I shall give you each a
sheet of paper which is to he folded lengthwise • • • At
the top of the front fold of thin page, write your name,
(under it the nickname or name by which you prefer being
called). Next write your grade and school, and finally
your age • • • •
• • • At the end of the period, I shall give you time to
write any ideas you may have learned today, and to write
any comr~_ent ;,rou care to make about t11e story or discussion,
after which I will collect the papers. Thc;i' will he returned to you at your nert lesson for more co1'ltlents. • • • 69
T!1e Delaware Plan has caused yout'.i to thirJ·: about their own problems in relation ui th problems presented by the story or

d~·arm

l'lethod.

The discussion uhic1' followed has been a !!'.eans of sane releasir.g their

pent-t1p

69

emotion~,

.I!21£1.,

otb.ers b.e..ve 1--::fd 1:_elp from clc.scrr.ates in solvinz tl1eir

p. 17.

66

problems of similar nature.

By causing members of the class to raise

their hruids for permission to speak it has trained :routh i.n one of the
requirements of adult society--courtesy.
The reason why the teacher designated the one who was to speak was
to keep a few from dominating the discussion.

The shy ones had to have

their chance and the human relations teacher •,ras th2re to e:i ve it to
them.
Youth in human relations classes were required to stand to give all
me!!lbers a better chance to hear what he had to sa;y.

This also gave them

training in speaking on their feet, which is so necessary in the adult
l!Orld •

The instructions on how to fold papers, how to fill them out, &'1d
otlcier instructions of a similar nB.ture were to accustom youth to abide
by the rules of the garne, or to follow instructions.
In the instructions of the Delaware Plan the student was to write

his na."1e and under it he was to wrHe his nickname or the na'Ue by which
he preferred to be called.

The writer has found in teach5_ng youth that

certain nicknarnes are humiliating.

Other niclmames have seemed to give

youth a certain a':lount of prestige a':long his gang.
The writer recalls one niclma."1e that a high school youth carried
with much pride that would have been humiliating to 'Tlany: "Alley Rat."
It vould seem that the Delm-1are Plan had been on t!1e riGht track when
t!10y required t!1e nickname to be ])laced on tbe class paper.

Th~.s

gave

the teacher, m1d j)Ossibly the remaind0r of th8 clans, an idea of uhat

74
teachers have imposed their decisions on their students instead of helping them maJce their 01.m,

Youth have groun up under this handicap and

have grown to fear decisions because of their lack of confidence.
As Landis puts it, "In the present generation adolescents and youth

have been given too great responsibility for moral decision in home,
church, and school without having first received the necessary standards
to guide them,

The adults, in turn, have blamed the young for losing

their wey. 11 79
For generations adults have claimed that the younger generation
was going to the dogs,
survive.

Yet generation after e;eneration has seemed to

They have made strides, it seems, in spite of the lack of

proper training rather than because of it.
All

emo·~ions

have not been unpleasant.

There have been some that

were pleasant, such as pride, excitem<mt, joy, patriotism, and love,
Personality.

m1ether or not personality ca'1 be changed has been

discussed pro a'1d con for generations.

In discuosing personality Bullis

and 0 1Malley have pointed out that,
',/ e affect the lives of ot:~ers when we are gloomy, unkind,
or selfish • • • , A happy, cheerful, generous person generally has friends and is liked by others. Just as
Scrooge could change his personality when he made up his
mind to change his ways, so can each of us try to be the
kind of person we really would like to be • • • •
• , , real happiness does~not depend on money or the
things it can buy for us, 0 0

79 Landis, op, cit,, p. 157.
80 Bullis and O'Malley, op. cit,, p, 122.
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f,dministrators have employed teachers because of their pleasing
personalities, rath2r thaJl upon educational backerounds, experiences,
or intelligence.

They have thought that the personality of the class-

room teacher has been reflected, to a large extent, in his students.

It

has seemed that personality training has been nP-glocted in the past.
Bullis ai:i.d 0'11alley have ex,ressed their viei·TS regarding making of
decisions ·when tb.ey say, ". • • lte must learn to make our

aecisiona

promptly and to base them as much as we can on clear thinking, not just

. al reac t.ions • • • • 1181
on ovx eMo t 10~

As transportation has become more and more mechanized it has become
increasingly important that youth be trained to ma1.'e accurate ard speedy
decisions.

c<J':',en a pilot has traveled five hundred miles aci hour he has

had to make decisions quickly and accurately if he continued to make
decisions in the future.

The same has been true to a greater or lesser

dei:;ree in other phases of modern living.
As adolescents and youth have ermm to more maturity some have been

given added responsibilities.

.1!1en these responsibili Ues were carried

1

out satisfactorily then more were added.
In some homes thG responsibility of carryi".lg on t'1e functions of

fa..mily life he_s be·2n distributed to various members of the famEy.
few distribute the dutios

ac~ordinc

to age levels of the mer!bers.

A

Some

co so far e.:::: -l::o have a bulletin boGTd po:'ited so t.:h.r>.t members of the croup

mey find their duties for the wee;< or the day.

Sl ~., p. 123.

Others give awards for
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outstanding performance.

These methods of division of responsibilities,

sharing of decisions, and other p11ases of training in denocratic living
~wve

have given adolescents and youth added pride in family life.

They

felt closer to other mmnbers, have had nmtual reapect for one

ano~her,

a..'ld have come to respect autho!'ity more.
Some homes have had awards for outstanding performance, as noted
above.

Other homes operated on this principle and also mrarded punis!l-

ment for poor performance.

This has been in the form of withholding

privileges such as less attendance at shows, skatin::;, dances, parties,
ax1d the like.

Still other fa'11i1ies have operated on t'1e basis of money;

an excellent job p•erformance merited so muc'1 money per week, a good performance of the job merited less, ru1d a poor performance cost the individual so much of his sllowa.'1ce.

1

Ihen such a pennlty has been forfeited

the anount went ir.to the comn,on treasury oi' the fcnily.
In school i t has beer difficult to work on the money bash.

ever, some have used the merit system in

discipli~e.

How-

Others havo used

awards for performance of certain dutiRs: studr:nt council, junior pc-.trol,
and the lilce.

Ot11er scl1ools have trained 2.dolesccnt.s a:r;,d

J~outh

for.i.1 their responsibilities iri studr;nt olectiono o...ri<l tl:e lil~e.

beeY-1

neccssarJ~

to pCJrIt has

in most C.!?.Ses to train so;,le of the st1-1dent 1:-Jody to e.ccept

their n)sponsi1:iliti2s.

operate •,.rith 0110 another.

T~1e scl100~. ~10.S

trained.

~ro11t~ i~

co-operation

on t''c athiatic field, in band, in student 301rernment, e.nd ir oth:;r
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IIm1ever, in r,any casen t.r1e er.nphasis has been plc.ced

phases of living.

upon \.tinnine of Gat:.es [ti.1d contests rather th.an

in the group.

enp11asizi~G

co-operation

In mariy cases tlcc co-operative te= spirit has not

carried over into adult livinG•
Participation on atl:lctic teams hcts been 2000 trdnJnr; for youth
in democratic livinc.

Tf1cs- 11ave had to subr.iit to a11tr..ority of tl-:c

coac11, the captain of tto tean, tJ-12 reforees
had to [!_bide

b~,r

tr,c ru1es of the gam.e.

oY

UJ;11Jires, and

the~r

have

In some instances the coacl1 11ns

encouraged hiz players to succest other means of lTinnin6, otl:.er p:t.ays

ths.t might 'io more effective e.cainst tl:e opposition.

Thus so!C'e youth

have &ccepte:l their responsibilities and he.Ve assisted tl:9 te"-"1 in t1cc
decisiono nade.

citl tl1w. t::e
Habits.

Such training in ::::o::re inDt2.Y1ces hc.s bce!1 more benofi-

ph~rsical

training ::;aincd.

Discussing habitc Bullis and 0'Jfalley have n::dd:

• • • '1Ihen a child hc.s mastered the art of walking, he
continues to 1-1a.1.k 1-.1ithot1t consiCering each individual
step. He has acquired t'.1e habit of walking by continued practice • • • This is the wc.y ~1e c.cquire all our
1cabi ts--by practice.

• • • •
Our

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
•

e~1otiona}.

habits nre formed in the sane \Jay • • • •

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
• • • it to.keg..,repeti tion to establiol1 any "1Pbi t--::ood
or bud. • • • '··-'~
In

athleti~s,

in band, in dramatics and in other activities of

82 .!l21£., pp. 179-SO.
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school training emphasis has been placed upon proper habit formations.
In school work emphasis has been placed upon rules in mathematics, in

English, and in other subject$. This emphasis upon learning rules and
the like was to form proper habits in youth.

However, emotional habits

have been improperly formed too many times, because they were neglected.
Some teachers of English have caused pupils to dislike poetry because poetry had to be memorized. Whe!l. youth have had a choice of the
material to be memorized it has had much emotional value to them.
Bullis and O'Malley continue their discussion on habits by saying:
Healthy habits of feeling and thinking are as important
as healthy habits of eating and sleeping. If we continually practice worrying, criticizing others, feeling inferior, or being intolerant, we eventually become expert
in these personality traits because ~hese unfortunate
personality habits become automatic. 3
It has been found that once a habit is well-fixed it is rather
difficult to.uproot it.

However, all habits have been learned and they

can be unlearned if the individual is willing to pay the price.
Leisure

~.

Leisure time has been of more importance during the

past generation than ever before.

With machinery doing much of man's

work he has had shorter working hours, a shorter week, and consequently
more time for play.

Hobbies have played more and more importance in

the lives of individuals during the past generation.

Discussing the

importance of hobbies Bullis and 0 11'.a.lley have expressed the following

83

~ ••

p. 182.
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views:
• •• A hobby may be any special activity in which you
have an absorbing interest. It provides you with real
personal enjoyment •.•••

• • • • • • •• • • • • ••

• • • • • • • •

• • •

• •

• •

people unfortunately believe that you have to work
to be a success and that if you are successful in your
work, you are happy. This is not necessarily true as
you all know there is no one activity which will bring
happiness--it is a result of living wisely.
Many

We must find a balance between work and play. Play, or
a hobby, can keep alive our spirit of adventure and our
sense of humor and make our life a richer and more interesting one. Work and play are much like a wellplanned diet--we should have enough of each to provide
just the right balance • • • •

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Most people who have absorbing hobbies started in on
them when they were very young. A man once said, "Tell
me how a boy spends his free time and I shall tell you
what sort of a man he will beoome. 11 • • •

.. ... . ... .. . .. . . . ... .. . . .. ..

Besides the skill and knowledge and satisfaction you
yourself get from following a worthwhile hob~, you become more interesting to other people. • •• S4
A hobby has been a means of escape to many wrking people.

It has

brought untold pleasure to the. hobbyist and at times others have shared
in his pleasure.

The clich~ of "All work and no play makes Jack a dull

boy" has been found to be true.
to balance his work and play.

S4 11!!S,., pp. 195.;.97.

To be emotionally mature one has needed
People have looked forward from one

so
vacation to the next, planning, anticipating, and saving money so they
could enjoy a well-earned rest.
desired.

This, however, is not what has been

It has been found to be milch better to work awhile and play

awhile rather than work for nearly a year.to enjoy a two weeks 1 rest.
Hobbies should be enjoyed from day to day and from week to week.
Photography, fishing, golf, hiking, a.rt, music, writing, and many,
many other activities may be taken up as hobbies.

Continuing their discussion on hobbies Bullis and 0 1Malley point
out the following:
• • • You must follow your natural interest if your hobby
is to mean something to you.
Some hobbies may seem like work • • • They must have the
spirit you have in playing to be considered a hobby •. , •
If this spirit of play is missing, it is not a hobby.s~
Many youth have begun a hobby and later gave it up because it
ceased to be play to them.
into their life 1 s work.

Others have begun a hobby and developed it

When a hobby is no longer play but is considered·

as work by the individual then it ceases to be a hobby.
Some schools have trained youth in music, a.rt, domestic science,
industrial arts, and other subjects of special interest to make school
work seem more like play•
It has become necessary that people relax, because of inner tensions
caused b:· worry and work.

Bullis and O'Malley have said that, "People

who work. with their hands tend to have less inner tension than teachers,

85
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PP• 197-98.
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professional people, or office workers.n86
For the past generation the tendency has been toward more mechanized work and more thinking on the part of the worker.

This has

produced tensions in industry, in business, and in the professions.
A hobby of handicraft has caused tensions to lessen and the worry of
the office, the school room, or the factory have been forgotten.
In their concluding remarks regarding leisure time Bullis and

0 1Malley have said:

We generally do not find happiness just by searching for
it. Neither do we find relaxation by just trying to relax. Relaxation is a by-product like happiness. We
generally become happy as a result of services we have
done others. He can become relaxed as a result of hard
work, recreation, hobbies, music, or laughter, or by
talking over our problems with an· understanding friend
and learning .to take up one problem at a time and dispase of it • • • •87
Nearly everybody has experienced tensions sometime in his life
and found it difficult to go to sleep after the cfay was over.

was caused by failure to relax.
come more tense.

This

Trying to relax has caused some to be-

However, if a hobby were handy so the individual could

relax by working he has been able to go to sleep.
At times individuals have been unable to relax because they had
soriething on their minds.

By tall:ing it out of their systeri they have

been able to relax and c;o to sleep.

Others get out of bed and walk the

floor until inner tensions have lessened.

86 Il219,., p. 200.
87 Il219,., p. 205.
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Many tensions in modern society have been caused by worry, needless'

worry• Too many people have worried about things over which they had no
control. Why worry about those?

It has never done any good.

The future has caused many to worry needlessly.

What to se:y when

one meets an important person, what to wear to an important social
function, how to act on certain occasions, these and other problems have
caused worry and inner tensions.
Many have learned that things that caused them worry seldom came
to pass.

This has caused some to worry less as the years have gone on •.

Others have remembered only their worries that came to pass and have
worried more.

Someone has said that worry kills more people each year

in the United ·states than any one disease.

Should schools neglect this

phase of youth training or should they take steps to lessen worry? A
few schools have begun teaching human relations to help train youth how
to combat worry.

It has seemed to be a step in the right direction.

Teachers, and others interested in the welfare of youth, should
read literature by authorities in the field of human relations.

Those

who have already done so have experienced pleasure in helping youth
make adjustments in their lives.

Of course youth have to do the ad-

justing themselves, but the training has come from adults.
When youth have had proper training, understanding, and guidance,
from adults they have had a tendenc;.r to be less delinquent, maladjusted,
and unhappy.
For a more complete outline of the contents in the Delaware Plan

S.3

reference has been made to pages

141-~

in the appendix of this paper.

The Pllblic Affairs Plan
Mental health has been considered as very important to happiness,
to being well-adjusted, and as being conducive to personality growth.
"Mental Health is a Family Affair,nS! has been swmnarized, briefly,
as follows:
In the above pamphlet it has been stated that happiness is a uni-

versal goal.

The pamphlet fUrther maintained that parents have desired

happiness for themselves and for their children more than anything else
in life.
Parents must be helped to become happier, Pratt and Neher89 have
pointed out in the above mentioned pamphlet,. if the child is to be as
happy as desired.

In North Carolina90 parents have been told what their

children have been taught in school.

They have obtained this information

through their Parent-Teacher Association meetings.
Successful marriage has required an atmosphere of companionship,
tolerance, and mutual respect.

Teachers and parents have felt a need

for courses in family relations in school for years.
had such courses with success,

Some schools have

Some youth have felt, when they finished

SS Dallas Pratt, M. D., and Jack Neher, "Mental Health is a Fal!lily
Affair, 11 Public Affairs Pamphlet 1:12.• ill (New York: Public Affairs Committee, Inc,, 1949)
89 Thid., P• 2.
90 Thid., p. 6.
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the local high school, that they knew how the Romans had lived, but
they did not know how to live the American wq of life.
Parent-school co-operation desirable.

It has been most desirable

that parents and school authorities co-operate for the best interests
of youth.
Youth taking courses in marriage problems have determined what was
to be discussed in their classes. Their needs have been reveeJ.ed by
their questions, by their comments, and by attitudes while discussing
questions asked by classmembers. The quelified teacher has been able
to have class discussions focus on pertinent questions asked by those
who were

see~J.ng

assistance.

Questions of adolescents and youth have been determined, to some
extent, by their age limit.· They have needed specific answers rather
than generalities.

As a general rule these courses in family relations

have been conducted in the traditional classroom ll!IUUler: lectures, research, and required readings.
Americans have depended upon experts fo!' much of their advice.

In

.

school, many teachers have called upon outsiders to help carcy on this
important work of giving advice to youth.

Some teachers have called in

parents to discuss the phase of parent-child relationship.
been another

w~

This has

of helping unite the school and the home.

Some have thought that the discussion type of class has given the
best results in teaching family relations.

It has also seemed to be

more satisfactory to have classes in family relations co-educational.
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When these classes have been co-educational both sexes have had an opportuni ty to learn how the opposite sex regarded different phases of
marriage,
As mentioned above, the discussion type of class ha.s seemed to be
· more satisfactory in frunily relations classes.
for statistical information.

Textbooks heNe been used

Movies and novels have provided the back-

ground for many of these discussions.

Resource persons, who have the

reputation of having happy homes, have been called in for lectures to
the class.

It has been necessary that they sta:y on for the disct1ssion

which follows, so they could answer questions a.Sked by the members of
the class.
Problem solving !2il youth themselves,

Class discussion has helped

many youth solve their own personal problems,

However, special problems

have needed individual counseling by the teacher.

When deep-seated

emotional problems have been discovered they have been referred to a
psychiatrist.
Youth have been well-pleased about courses in family relations in
communities where the school, the parents, and youth themselves worked
co-operatively on the program.
Some communities he.ve worked on community projects, such as an indoor center and an outdoor playground.

other communities hB.ve organized

a recreation council, composed of teachers, parents, and children.

Such

a council has planned parties in the school for Friday nights, and other
activities of similar nature,

In still other communities hobbies have
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been enjoyed by youth and adults together.
Selected Films on Family Relations, Emotional Health
and Social Adjustment, and

Sex Education

Attention has been directed to some of the films listed, especially
those films dealing more specifically with etiquette and the boy-girl
phase of human relations:
11 Going

Steady,"

"Junior Prom."

11 Are

11\J a:ys

to Good Habits," "Everyday Courtesy, 11

you Popular," "Dating: Do 1 s and Don•ts, 11 mid

For a more complete selection of films in these phases

of education, reference has been made to pages 111-27, inclusive, in the
appendix of this paper.91
The National Forum Guidance Series
The National Forum Guidance Series92 have been planned for six
sections:

~

Growin<'

!I!2,

grade 7; Being

~-Agers,

grade 8; High

School Ll.fe, grade 9; Discoverim; Myself, grade 10; Planning My Future,
grade 11; and Toward

MJ.llll

Living, grade 12.

This plan has been worked

out for schools having the six-three-three plan.

Adjustments have been

made so the plan was used in systems having the eight-four plan.
The plan has been for thirty-three chapters in the student book,
thirty-three classroom charts, and thirty-three lesson outlines in the

91 J. Uesley Crum and George Kontos, "Selected FiL"1S on Fa.'!lily
Relations, Emotional Health and Social Adjustment, and Sex Educetion"
(tllensburg, Washington: Central Washington College of Education, 1950)
92 National Foru.m, Inc., National~ Guidance Series
Ill.: National Forum, Inc., 1946-1950)

(Chicago,

'?!'!

teacher's guide.

For a complete outline of this program by year and by

lesson, reference has been made to the appendix of this paper, page

145.

Questions have been raised in the textbooks, left unanswered, thus
giving the students an opportunity to think through on their own problems.
Plenty of time has been given for preparation of the lesson assignments.
This has given the slow reader a chance to cover the material and think
out his own solutions.
The thirty-three charts mentioned above have been used as a visual
aid in the classroom.
chapter.

They have been used to introduce the theme of the

These charts have tended to hold the class together and have

helped to ma1ce each session a group e;qierience.

The chprts have been

presented to the class prior to the lesson dealinc with that phase of
the study to launch the subject quickly a'1d naturally.
charts has

me~e

The color on the

strong and lasting impressions.

The c'.1.art has been kept before the class durinz the hour for the
discussionn and ma.'1y times it has been left up after the discussion .was
over.

This has been to stimulate more thinking on the topic.
The teacher IS (;UideS have provided an outline for each lesson.

They have begun with a para,_,'Taph about the "state of mind" and "stage of
growth" of the student as related to the theme.

These guides have pro-

vided additional stimulating questions for each lesson.
Each lesson has contributed practical and vital help to the teacher's
preparation on the topic.

Four important paragraphs under each lesson-

unit have helped the teacher quickly to orient himself to the student
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and to the lesson material.

"The Student" has given a description of.

the student's attitude and stage of development in relation to the topic.
11

The Objective" states cleErly what has been undertaken by the unit.

"The Chart" has shown how the visual aid contributes to the objective.
"The Chapter" has reviewed the salient points and has helped the teacher
to refresh himself as to the more important content.

There have been

sufficient ques'uions so selection could be made in accordance with the
students' primary interests.
The lessons have generally been carried on in an English class or
a socia1 studies class.

However, they have also been taught in health

and physical education classes, in vocational courses, a'ld also ih hone
economics.

These lessons have also been taught in homeroom periods.

The National ~ Guidance Series93 have been used as text materials in many special classes in orientation, adjustment, family living,
human relations, psychology, basic living, common learnings, and the
like.

It was important that the material reach all of the students.
Teachers to handle this learning situation have not had to have a

special course of training.

However, the atmosphere of the cle.ssroom

has had to be such that students were free to ask questions and to discuss any of the topics they desired.

Teachers have had to have genuine

interest in the personal development of adolescents and youth.

93 National Forum, Inc., National Forum Guidance Series (Chicaco,
Ill.: Hational Forum, Inc., 1946-1950)
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When boys and girls have come together, have discussed questions
of interest to them, and then have come to their own conclusions, their
impressions have been lasting ones.

This peer-group self-expression

has been very conducive to mental health,
As mentioned previously, this plan94 has been taught from the
seventh grade through the twelfth grade,

The areas covered in each

year's work has been as follows: educational, school adjustment; personal-social, group adjustment; group life, family-the crowd; boy-girl,
growth-courtesy; and career plruming, plenning to work,

This plan has

been modified by schools when the need justified such adjustment,
For a more complete outline for each year• s work reference has
been made to the appendix of this paper, page 145.
Life Adjustment Program
The ~ l.dJustment Program95 has been built around the threeyear high school, when the school system has been based on the six-threethree plan,

It has been built around the four-year high"school, when

the school has been operated under the eight-four plan,
This plan has been rath3r flexible,
the ninth grade through the twelfth grade,

The books are readable from
The program has been modi-

fied to fit the needs of various school systems, and lends itself to

94 National Forum, Inc,, National Forum Guidance Series (Chicago,
Ill,: National Forum, Inc,, 1946-1950)
95 Science Research Associates, Inc., ~Adjustment Program
(Chicago, Ill.: Science Research Associates, Inc., 1942-1951)
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such modifications.
The ~ Adjustment Booklets96 have provided for one class period
a week for all four years for all students, when it was taught in cqnnection with the four-year high school.

It has been suggested that the

course be offered in either English or social studies classes.

However,

it has been indicated that the course could be taught in an extended
homeroom period or an organized guidance class.
A more complete outline for the program for the four-year high
school has been included in the appendix of this paper, pages 128-29.
Life adjustment in your subject classes (4-year high school) has
been included in the appendix of this paper, pages 1.30-.31, where it has
been presented in a more complete outline form.
On pages 1.32-.3.3 of the appendix of this paper a more complete outline of the life adjustment program for the three•year high school has
been presented.
Life adjustment in your subject classes (.3-year high school) has
been presented in a more complete outline form on pages 1.34-.35 of the
appendix of this paper.
"Good Schools Don't Just Happen 11 97 has been of interest to teachers
and others interested in h'll!llan relations in the classroom.
has been made a part of this paper

a'ld

This brochure

is entered in the appendix on

96 See page 149 of the appendix for a listing of these booklets.
97 Science Research Associates, Inc.,· "Good Schools Don't Just
Happen" (Chicago, Ill.: Science Research Associates, Inc., 1950)
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page 146.
As teen-agers have grown from adolescence to maturity they have
encountered confusing problems.
and

u.~derstanding

They have needed competent, sincere,

help during this difficult period in their lives.

"Not Problem Kids • • • just kids with problems 11 98 has been very helpful to many adolescents and youth during this phase of growth.
A survey was made in all parts of the country, questioning 15,000
teen-agers. From this has grown the

filY:

Yop.th Inventoq, 98 a self-

scoring check list, containing 298 questions phrased by teen-agers themselves.

These 298 questions covered the majority of problems that have

worried youth in the past.

A self-interpreting profile chart, filled

out by the student himself, has shown him the areas in which his problems lie, and has suggested how he can start to solve the problems.

A

special key has been provided to help the counselor quickly find any
students with real difficulty.
The above mentioned test has been given to individuals and to
groups and has been administered at different times during the school
year.

It has been designed to fit any part of the curriculum: English,

social studies, health and hygiene, home economics, orientation, vocational education classes, careers, and in the homeroom •. It has been
built to fit the needs of adolescents and youth in school from the
seventh grade through the twelfth grade.

98 Science Research Associates, Inc., SRA~ Inventoq, (Chicago,
Ill.: Science Research Lssociates, Inc., 1950)
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Some of the better plans for teaching human relations in the classroom have been presented above.

Although at the time this paper was

written hu.'llan relations was a comparatively new phase of education,
much material in this field was surveyed.

Reference has been made to

the bibliography of this paper for further reading in· this field.

Chapter III
A PROPOSED PROGRAM FOR TEACHING HU]'!iAfl R'TI:.ATIO!lS Ill THE CLASSROOM

ON THE

SECONDJ~'i.Y

SCHOOL LWEL

In this chapter the writer presents a proposed program for teaching

human relations in the classroom on the secondary school level.

Here,

as elsewhere in this paper, it is emphasized that any recommendations be
considered as recommendations only.

It is up to the individual teacher

to formulate his plans, techniques of presentation, as well as the
subject-matter area where it is taught.
It is to be understood,

a.~d

is stressed for emphasis, that every

teacher is an individual personality, every classroom is different from
any other classroom, and every conrnunity is different from other com-

munities.
Any

teacher who is deeply interested in the welfare of boys and

girls can teach human relations.
background.

Special courses are not required for

However, any special training in teacher-training insti-

tutions will improve the teacher who wishes to teach htL'llall relations.
The main thing in teaching human relations is to keep democratic atmosphere in the classroom.

llil long as the questions, the discussions,

and other learning activities ere conducive to learning eive the class
a free hand.

The rapport must be one of friendliness, mutual respect,

and co-operative in nature.
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The discussion type of classroom procedure is recommended.

This

type of an emotional outlet is of therapeutic value to the pupils.
Objectives £!

~

relations classes.

The objectives in human

relations may be stated as follows:
1. To learn to share responsibilities in the classroom.
2.

To become more skillful in analyzing problems in labor disputes
and other problems arising from labor unions.

3.

To gain a better understanding of economic problems.

4. To acquire skill in differentiating between facts, propaganda,
evidence, and opinion.

5. To improve in conversational skill.
6. To practice democratic principles, such as voting, by taJcing
paxt in school government.
7.

To pursue a hobby for emotional health.

8.

To establish habits of conduct that are socially acceptable.

9.

To become more tolerant, sympathetic, and understanding.

10. To become more respectful of the rights of others.
11.

To cultivate qualities of kindliness, friendliness, and
courtesy.

12.

To establish the habit of

open-~.indedness

until all the facts

are in, thus elimina.ting prejudices.
13.

To learn to follow a leader who is better qualified or who has
been selected by the group.

14. To cultivate the habit of listening while others talk.
15. To learn how to introduce people properly.

Librllry
Central \Va,hinpton C~lle!!'!
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16. To acquire self-confidence by learning what is right and how
to do it.
17.

To improve human relations: how to get along with others.

18.

To build the reputation of being trustworthy and dependable.

19. To acquire skill, through practice, in getting along with
the opposite sex.
20.

To develop emotional maturity.

The above objectives for human relations are offered as suggestions only and may be modified to suit the individual teacher who teaches
the course in human relations.

They may be modified to suit the class

in human relations where the class has the democratic privilege of
assisting in making decisions for the class.

The latter is preferred

by the writer.

New objectives may be added by teachers and pupils as the class in
human relations progresses.

Modifications will be needed, objectives

will be different in various communities, and the training in working
on the program of modification will help to develop the ;::iupils in working co-operatively as a group.
Organization gf

~

relationn classes.

Human relations classes

should be organized on grade levels in the secondary school.

Students

are already organized in other classes in their school work.

Hunan

relations is a new comer into the educl'tional family and as such has
not tried to make itself unpopular by revising the program it found in
operation when it arrived.
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It is the opinion of the writer that human relations classes merit
a class of their own.

However, due to the fact that human relations as

a formal subject is a new comer it has to content itself by being relegated to a position of minor importance in the majority of cases.
Newly added classes are looked upon as "fads S-'1d frills" by many
laymen and too many educators.

For this reason classes in human re-

lations education has not been included in the curriculum in many of
the secondary schools.

In other schools, human relations classes were

organized but did not receive the emphasis due them.

In the near future

it is hoped that human relations education will come into its own.
The writer had undergraduate work in the social studies field.
is logical that human relations classes be taught in that area.

It

How-

ever, social studies are not required in all grades in the secondary
school.

It is recommended that human relations classes be offered in

English.
It is

sug~ested

that the unit approach be used, with the incidental

approach used when a'1 incident of importance happens in the community.
Incidents of national and international importance may be used when the
teacher and pupils think the occasion demands it.
Human relations classes should be taught co-educe.tionally.

This

gives the boys and girls en opportunity to learn how the opposite sex
looks at various aspects of human relations.
Human relations may be taught in separate classes, dividing the

boys and the girls, when the class so indicates.

Unless the objection
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is strong, however, the class should be co-educational.

It is customary

to combine the sexes in classes as boys and girls should discuss their
problems freely, openly, and honestly before each other.
Another question of major importance is to decide what day in the
week is to be aet aside for human relations.
logical day.

Some think Friday is the

The writer is of the opinion that there's too much inter-

ference on Friday afternoon for this to work out satisfactorily.
is customary to have athletic contests on Friday afternoon.

It

In some

instances contests are held in the evening, but even so the excitement
of the coming contest is not conducive to learning.
Because of interference on Friday afternoon Monday is suggested
as a more appropriate day to set aEide for human relations classes.
The other four days of the week are to be used for English classes.
Method .Q,f teaching hwnan relations ill secondary school.

It is sug-

gested that the co-operative group, problem-2olving approach be used in
teachi'1e human relations in the secondary school.

When this method of

teachinc; human relations is used it is suc::;ested that emphasis be placed
on real life problems ;/hich are approached on a scientific problemsolving basis, as much as possible.
The lesson in human relations is c;enerally launched
story which sets the stage for the problem of the day.
stances a sound film is shown.

~.!

reading a

In some in-

In other cases a drama is presented.

W'natever the technique, a story, a film, or a drama i t is follmJerl by
a discussion by the class.

The discuBsion type. of approach is of much

9S

value to adolescents and youth.

It gives them an opportunity to talk

out their problems, thus the discussion acts as group thorapy.
Conte!'t of human relations classes.

The content of the classes in

human relations is varied, due to differences in maturation of the different grades in the secondary school.

Jill six grades in the secondaT'J

school have five major areas of guidance: educational, personal-social,
group life, boy-girl, and career planning.

1 Certain areas are to be

stressed more in some grades than in others, because of its interest to
boys and girls of certain grade levels.
\

The writer has drawn heavily upon material from the National Forur:i
Guidance Series and from the Dela.uare plan and has combined their ideas
uit'1 ideas of his own.2
Hu.man relations is to be taui:;ht for tha entire school year, not a
portion of it.
progran.

This is necessary to emphasize the importance of the

Why neGlect human relations any more than social studies, or

ho"le economics, or mathematics or any of the

ot~18r

subject areas?

The five areas mentioned above over-lap as the program progresses
through the six years of secondary school work.
their importa.ncG.

This cives emphasis to

This emphasis gives a deGper, more lasting impression

to adolescents and youth who participate in thG program.

It

i~

sugges-

ed that they be encouraged to assist in buildinc; the progran for the
.~rear

ts woric.

~"112.tiona.l Forum, Inc., 1Tationtl Foru.rn Guidance Series (Chica.go,
Ill.: lfational Forum, Inc., 1946-1950)

2 See the

appe~dix

of this paper for various

~rogrc..~s.
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The content, by grade, of the human relations

progra~

as follows:
Grade 7
Can Personalities Che.nge?
Sharing Responsibilities in the Classroom
How Can I Nake !Tew Friends?
Co-operating with Others
How Emotions Affect us Ph<Jsically
How Emotions are Aroused
How Personality Traits Develop
Getting Alone; with Teachers
Hou May I Become a Better Lif:tener?
Study Tips
It 1 s Not ill Book Hork
My PGTt in the Group
Being a Good Sport
Keeping 1Yy '.lord
The Meeting \:ill Come to Order
Are We Really Democratic?

Tolerance Tmvard Einorities
Understanding Others
Clicking with the Crowd
Leisure Time
SGlf-control
('
lJ ·~
' ." ~ ')
...,, '-i
.._,

is presented
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Am I Grm1ing Normally?
Our Bodies Grow

How Do I IDok?
Courtesy Counts
Minding Our Hanners
Don 1 t Argue
How to Introduce Peeple

Why Hobbies 1
Responsibilities: school, community, and country
Learning to Work for '"!ages
My Own

Money and Hm1 I Spend it

What Job am I Suited for?
How Can I Hold a Job?
Should I Keep a Budget?
Summer Plans
The above is su.ggested for one year's work in the seventh grade.
The ·content for the thirty-six weeks is recommended, but teachers are
urged to malre changes that are necessary.

Some of the topics may not

appeal to pupils in certain communities, they may not fit the needs of
adolescents and youth in some schools.
encouraged to

mal~e

The teacher and the pupils are

necessary adjustments.

The training in co-operative

work, sharing o<: responsibilities, and working under a leader will be
of much value to boys ani! girls. A slight revision here and there will
give the boys and girls a feeling that the program is theirs, not a
progra.~

that is forced upon them against their wishes.
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Grade S
Personality Growth
Meeting People
Moods as They fl,ffect Our Personality
Personality Plus
Choosing My Activities
Ma.1.cing Friends
Helping Others }lake Friends
looking-Glass I.oor.s
Etiquette's Easy
Manners in th0 Making
Party Time
Date Data for Boys
Date Data for Girls
Do I Need "a Line"?
Meeting People
Reading to Learn
Let Is Talk about Teachers
Education it<>d Jobs
Planning My Future Education
Choosing J.!y High School Subjects
The Comics
. Emotions in the News
Enthusiasm is Catching
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What Makes a Good Worker?
Working with People
Should I Get a Pa.rt-Time Job?
Should I Budget Y,y Money?
Becoming Grown-Up
Democracy--Our Way of Life
Kn1i1W

Yourself~Accept

Yourself--Be Yourself

Overcoming Prejudice
Handling Our E.motions
Taking Pa.rt in the Group
How We a.re Alike
Democracy--a Privilegel
Your Community and You
Grade 9
High School Life
School Clubs and Activities
Why Athletics?
}!y Teachers and I

Hints on Studying
Tests are Steps in Learning
How Importa.".lt a.re Grades?
Intelligence
School Rules
The Team

10.3

M;v Opponent
What is School Spirit?
The Role of the School
Planning My Hic;h School Course
Respect for School Property
Being a School Citizen

Am I Democratic?
Courtesy
Etiquette
Helping others is Fun
Accepting M;yself
Personality Grows
Imaeination--A Personality Asset
My Family

My Best Friend
Ma..~ing

and Keeping Friends

Enthusiasm is Catching
Beyond My Family
My Groups
Should I Get Work Experience Now?
Leisure Tir.ie
Creative Activities
The Other Fellow
What is Superiority?
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Envy and Jealousy
It's One World
Grade 10
On Being Independent
How Does Society Shape My Actions?
Growing Up
My Emotions

Enthusiasm is Catching
Meeting Difficulties
Facing Disappointment
Losing Gracef'ully
Taking Success
Taking Criticism
Blunders
On Being Self-Conscious
Superstititions
Handling Fears
My Moods

Smoking and Drinking
Submitting To Authority
How Habits Rule Us
Do I think Straight?
Improving Reading Ability
Personal Appearance
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What Makes for Popularity?
Why a.re People Disliked?
Becoming a Member of a Crowd
Dating Can Be Fun
Thinking of the other Fellow
Freedom and Responsibility
The Importance of Group Action
What is My Place in the Group?
What Kind of Leaders Do lie Want?
My Role in the Community

Accepting My Responsibilities
The World of Work
Vocational Guidance
Interests Can Be Developed
Using Present Opportunities
Grade 11
All Jo':Js a.re Important
Every Job Takes Many Abilities
Importance of Character
What Do I Want from a Job?
Surveying All Fields of Work
A Realistic lo?k at Job Opportunities
"Families" of Vocations
\forking with Things, People, Ideas
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Types of Abilities
Ability Plus Interest
Appraising Myself
Ability Plus Social Adaptability
Choosing An Occupational Field
Testing My Ideas of a Job
Homemaking as a Career for Girls
Homemaking as a Career for Boys
Preparing for a Field of Work
Should I Go to College?
Opportunities for Vocational Education
Career Plans Change with Time
Avocations for Self-Expression
What are Our Basic Needs?
Feelings of Emotions
How Emotions Are Aroused
What is Emotional Maturity?
Going Steady
My "Crowd"

Sharing Leadership
Respect for Authority
Where Do I Get My Ideals?
&lucation or Propaganda?
Group Thinking
Is Our Race Superior?
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Prejudices
Reacting to New Ideas
Creative vs. Sterotyped Living
Grade 12
What is Maturity?
The Importance of Language
Dangers in Generalizing
"It's Not That Simple 11
Dangers in Iabeling
Name-calling is not Nice
Fact or Opinion?
Emotions in the News
Facing Facts
Understanding Peopie
What Do We All Want?
1-lhat are J.ty Personal Goals?
How Can I Reach Hy Goals?
Intelligent Self-Interest
The Laws of Living
Conscience

Developing an Adequate Philosophy
A Social Philosophy
How is Human Progress Achieved?
The World Deeds Pioneers
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Ll.ving in a Dynamic World
Choosing a Marria:;e Partner
What Makes a Marriage Successful?
Formine a Family of

l·:Y Own

Being an Intelligent Consumer
Managing Honey
Is Money Everything?
My F'l'lture :Education

My Vocational F'l'lture

Getting Started on a Job
Leisure Time Activities

Am I Too Old for :iobbies?
Dem.ocracy is a Way of Life
Tald.ng Part in Politics
\Jhat is l!y Political Pbilosophy
Meeting What Comes
In the above six-year progra11 in human relations the writer makes
sugges tio:is as to topics to be covered each week on the secondary
school level.

Here, as elsewhere, the su:;:;estions should be adjusted

to the community, to the class, and to the teacher.
As adolescents and youth mature they should be given more and more
responsibility.

This

C9.ll

be done in the human relations classes by giv-

ine them more responsibility in

pla.~nin3

the program, in selecting their

own materials, and in getting up their own objectives from year to year.
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The human relations program is now in the hands of the teacher.
Whether it will be a success or not depends, to a large measure, upon
the attitude of the teacher, his interest in the pupils, and the atmosphere of the classroom.
Whatever teachers do, they should make the classroom as free from
restraint as possible and still be able to teach co-operative living to
the pupils,

Practice, in the classroom, concepts of democracy, co-opera-

tion, and tolerance a-'1d they will be' more impressive upon adolescents
and youth.
In the educational field human relations is a new com0r.

With

proper leadership on the part of teachers who t8ach it, it. is hoped
that it will come into its own wi thir. the n""ct generation.
To determine the needs of youth in the cb.ss and th0 needs of the
co'>'~'11lJ.nity, it is sue:-;csted that a test, siJCilar to SRA Youth Inventory,3

be eiven to members of the hunan relations classes.

3 Science Researcl1 j,\s::-~ociatcs, Inc., SPJ1- Youth I~vertory (Cl1ice.go,
Ill.: Science Research .r1ssociatcz-, Inc., 1949)
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· SEUXlTll> PIIHI ON ftHitr R'll:LATIOKS; JH>TIONAL IP..ALTH AND SOOIAL ADJUSTM!!JIT, AND
Sil EDUC.lTIOM.
Sehcted by
Kontoe
J • Wuley Crum
Central. Washington College of' F.c'lucation
Qeorge

FAMILY RELATIORS IN THE HOO
&

' DAVID AND. ilIS F.AMitr
.
.Young Jmrioa FilmB, 30 trame f'ilm strip, (k.;..p) •
. "A new babJ'· brother hU just arrived at David.ts home, and this is the 1tory of' a
" tJpio81 dq in David's lif'e showing bow he has adjusted himself' to the new
•ituation. FollOWI him in. his activities at school and at home.
DAVID'S BAD DAI

Y oung America Filnls, 36 frame f'ilm 1trip, (a)
David, a four year old boy, has extrama difficulty in adjusting himllelf' to the
Mvent of' a new baby brother. The filmstrip shows his emotional. outbursts at
• ham and at 1chool, traces their cause to his frustration at home, then telll
hov hil mother and rather realized his dif'f'iculty and helped him adjust himself'
· to the new situation.

.

'

TIJll«IS DAY
!bang .America Films, 15 minutes, soun:3, (k-p) ·
This unique lilulti-purpose. f'ilm is built aroun:3 a day in the lif'e of' To1111111, an
attractive 1even year old boy, a day that i1 typical in all respects, except
that he di11cover1 on this .morning that one of' his baby teeth arc loose. Home
11cene1 involvingTOllllll;Y, hili small sister, and his mother and .father, point out
tesirable Factioes of' personal cleanliness, tooth care, diet, and family
relationships. Soenes in TOllllJT's .school classroom provide further opportunity
for discus1ion of diet and dental care.
AP!'Rl!llIATDIG OUR PARENTS
Coronet, 10 minutes, sound, (p-i-a).
Here ii a f'ilm that will servo as an important guide to promote a more gGnuine
appreciation of' parents and to establish attitudes of' respect and affection f'or
motber1 and fathers. Students will realize the sacrifices made by parents and
will so gain 611 insight into their role in the parent-child relationship.
YOOR FAMILY
•
Coronet, 10 minutes, sound, (p-i-a).

i The delightf'Ul i'ilm story of' a happy family • • • tho Brents. ThJ:ough mutual under-

~ standing and acceptance of responsibility •• through cooperation. ,they have
,
[ achieved that vital sense of' unity so necessary to a haPPJ', harmonious home lif'e.
• This picture develops a:n appreciation and understanding of' the family ,as a social
unit and the important role that tho individual plays within this unit.

YOO AND YOUR PARENTS·
Coronet, 13t minutes, 1oun:3, (jh-ab-a)
·The issue of' parental authority is one that touches avory home where thore are
graving children. So this f'ilm becomes espooially impQrtant to parents, youth
·counselors, and social loaders u well as teachers. The process of' 11 growing
away" from tho family is described as a natural. and n01'1llal one hor.e, but audiences
see how it can lead to dii'i'1CultiGs ii' b6th parents and childron do not take tho
t.ime to umerstand each othor 1a problems•

I
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SHARING Vaut AT ROME

ll2

Coronet. 10 minutes, soum) (jb-sh-a).
Shows tbe impor:tancQ of cooperation to happy famil)' llte.. It ia a picture for
home oocmaa1ca, language arts, social studies, and all othor cl.uses in whioh
family rel.a:tiona are studios. Your claasos will not only enj07 the picture
but will also learn how to take one of tho big steps toward improved family
1iving.
IRD:HOOHIP B:OOiltl AT HCH:
Coronet, 16 minutes, sound, (jb-sh-a).
Durillg adolescence, we grow awq from our families. While · thia process is
natural and desirablo, it is also difficult and disturbing. This film is
directed to tho adolosoent,. stating as vividly aba emphaticalfy as possible
the impartaneo of valuing tho friendships in the home.... tho fun of doing things
with tho family group and treating par~a, brothers., and sisters with respect Bill
affection. Designed for guidance pro~ams, it is useful to home economics
teachers and for genoral groups c.a well.
F~Lm

Coronet~

10 minutes, souhd, (jh-sh-a)'
how do they do it? Thero go tho Millers again, off for another day at
Crystal Iaka.." Onoo disorganized and hard prossod., we soe how, through proper
hane managomont of schedules, rosponsibilitios, privileges, and finances, they
boginJ;o enjoy lifo as thoy should,. This film creates an awaronoss of tho
happ1noss to be gained from a well-mannered homo, and outlines a program for
aohioving it.

"Gee,

yam FAMia BUDGET

Coronet, 10 minutes, soum, (jh-sho-a)
Who makes up a famify budget? How is a family budgot operated? If well planned
and well operated, docs a famify budget contribute to family well-being and
happy relations? These and oth<)r important quostions about the subject are
anll'llerod in this picture,. The budget, method of preparation, and values of
budgets are carotulfy planned and chockod. Use this picture in the many
different classes in which famify budgets are studied..
FAMILm FIRST

Now Y ork State Department of Commerce, 20 minutes., sound, (jh-sh-a)..
A clear portrqal of tho relationship of the homo to tho future happiness of
children and to tho· strength of our country. Chiil.dren" s age old need tor
affection, sucurity, success and now oxporiencos is illustrated,.
YOU AND YOUR FAMia
Association· Films, 9 minutes., sound., (jh-sh-a),.
This film has been made to help audioncos, both youth and adul~, discuss how
young people and their parents should feel ·and act toward ono antoehr in tho
ovoryday business of living together.

GOOD NEIGHBOR FAMia
Office of Inter-American Affairs, 20 minutes.; soum., (jh-sh-o.)..
A story of family life among Latin Amoric8lll!1 oxplains similarities and
differoncos botwoen Latln American and North American families.

I
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~Yark Uni"9n!\7'30~e1,·1ouna, (jM)l.;a)
113
' Dotallod and iatbia'8 .pioturo ot a family in a rural 1outhorn cOlllllllmitr; 1hoWI
real atf'eotion .and r9'P0ot among tho family omerging BS clearly as tho unfortunate
10cial and oconCllldc circU1111tance1 U!Xlor which thoy livo.·

IS YOUR HCMI!! PONT
Raligioua P1lm A11ociation, Inc., 15 lllinuto1,· tilms'tjripr' (jhoosh-a)
P1oturo1 are clOYerfy drawn cartoons of tho contrast botvoon two hQJll81J one in
which lite i i grilllly serious and one in which time is taken to davoldr> and enjoy
human value1.· Lively narration on rocC:irdings accompany tho tilm strip,
DJ<M YOUR BABY
National P1lm Board ot Canada, 10 minutes, sound; color, (sh-a),
Proaents famify relationships in a happy, positivo wa,.; Deals with proparation
tor-'Slld care ot a new baby in a homo whoro thoro arc other childron. Points up
taot that tho small Baby's emotional and physical noods ero so intOl'l'olatod that
they appoar ae one;

BEFtll.E THE! .ARE SIX
Brandon Films Inc~, 20 minute1, wound, (sn;.a);.
Picture two 1erious problems facing womon in industry, namely tho rosponeibilities
or their job• and tho cero or thoir children•
CRADU: SONG
Teaching FUJII Custodians, Inc., 12 minutes; sound, (sh-a).
Deals with saltish and possossivo mother lovoe
WEDNESDAY'S CHIID
Toaoh:lng Film Custodians, Inc., 11 minutos, sowXI·, (sh-a).
Tho problom ot a child who is witnoss to tho dissolution of his parents 11181'1'iago
and tho indidonts leading up to tho divorce•
WOON AGAINST WCMAN
Nev Yark University, 20 minutes, sound, (sh-a)·.

The problom that confronts a ,.aung woman who marries a divorced man and goos to
live in the same town tiwht his first wife and child still living there.
SPD!:NDCB

Teaching Film Custodians, Inc•, 17 minutes, sowXI, (shola)
Problem or sexual ethics. Attractive wife accepts edvancos of husband •s
employer only when convinced that financial success is all husband wants and
this relationship will givo it to lrl.UI.
EDUCATING FATHI!2
Teaching Film Custodians, Inc!., 11 minutes, sowXI, (sh-a).
Fa"!;her tries to impose his own ambitions on son but is foiled by grandmother
who remembers tathor ran awe:y to achiavo his own desires as to a cal'll<W.
AS THE TWIG IS .BENT
New York University, 11 minutes, sound, (sh-a)
The ettect of good and bad homo environment on the children of tode:y •
suggestions on how to doal with maey current youth problems>

Practical

FAMILY CIRCllES
National Film Board of Canada, 3l minutes, sound, (sh-a~.
Dosoribol how tho intorple:y ot homo and school influences affocts tho davolopnent
of tode:yls ;youngsters. Tho experiences of three children illustrate vividfy
how psrental indifforono·o, lack of illlagination, and emotiopal confiict at homo can
destroy tho confidence ~ enthusiasm neoossE1r7 for a child's success at schoo1.
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MAKE WAI Pm TaD.lRGI

New Y ork Univor1ity, 18 minutos, sound, (sh-a).
ll4
Ef'f'oot on a small family living in a big city of' the arrival of' tho husban1p1
mothor who comes to livo with thOllle Tho oldor WOlllllll cannot rosist intorforing
with hor daughter-in-law's lifo. .
·

LIFE WITH BABY
.Associated Films, 18 minutes# sound, (sh-a)
Shows hw children grow, montelly and physically as chnrtod by Dr. Gosoll of
Yalo Univor1ity Clinic.. Non-technical in character, this film is roplote with
psychological and hUIDQll intorost and will holp toward bottor un:lorstanding cf'
the young child up to six yoars of' ago. (March of' Tim<> Film.)
01/1&11.DBPT!:HENCY
University of Wi1consin, 3a minutes, ~. (sh-a).
A young mo.n•s lif'o is crippled by tho hn!Wfior pat.terns croatod during a toodopondont dhildhood. Ho is ill withou\ pbY'sioal oauso. Finds it difficult to
donl with ordinsry problOllls of lifo. Whon doctor aska. him to rotraco his child'"
hood exporioncos, tho young man soos that emotional causos of his illness and ·
f'oars grow out of' taking rof'uge in tho comforting of' mother, wifo and ilistor 0

LET YOUR CHIID HELP YOU
WilDistCo., 8 minutes, sound, (sh-a).
Very young. children ma;y holp mother at homo and thus achiovo a sonso of acc<>Dplishmont and responsibility as woll as o.n incroaso of' skills. Dishwashing, ·
setting tho taa table, helping pl'opara f'ood, and laun:loring Sl'O activities in
which young children can participate.
EMOl'IONAL HEALTH AND SOOIAL ADJWTME:NT

FUN ON THE PLAYGROUND
Enclyolope.odia Britannica Films, sound, 10 minutes, (k-:p-i).
This f'ilm illustrates tho roal bonofits of' f'airnoss, consideration and
cooporat.ion •

.

AM I 'mUSTWCRTJII'l
Coronet, 10 minutes,· sowxl, (k-pQi.).
Returning borrowed nrtiolos, kooping pl'omisos, doing a good job with assignod
tasks aro all pl'Osontod as oxamplos of' trustworthiness in this film, StUdonts
soo and learn that by practicing trustworthiness in tho little things of.everyday lif'o, poople Will trust thom when important issues arc raised.
PARTIES ARE FUN
Coronet, 10 minutes, sowxl, (k-p-i) •
Among students of tho lower gradol!, .parties arc often socia.l trials• To offor
guidance in acccptod standards f'or ,party behavior, Coronet Films pl'oducod this

unique film. It shows that parties co.n be f'un and it gives an wxlorstanding of
tho work irrl(olvod in planning and preparing f'or a party. Its outstanding classroom value comes as a basis f'or discussion and othor language activities about
parties.
WAYS TO GOOD HABITS
Coronet, 10 minutes, sowxl, (k-p-i-a) •
Children in tho lower grade lovols ar<l dovoloping tho habits which they will havo
throughout their lives. Instead of moroly reiterating tho old th01110, "Don't do
that- - that's a bsd habit.", this constructive guido.nco film shows tho imPortt\llCo of' habits, good or bad •. Through roa.;1., cloaJ"ly wxlorstandablo situations it
d01110nstratos how to ilubstituto good he.bits .for baa onos and motivatos students
to build good habits of' their own •

.•
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IfttS PLAY FAIR
Coronet, 10 lllinutoa, sound, (Jr,.p-i-jh-a)
Sharina 1 taking turns, obeying rules, aro somo of the basic olomonts
ll5
ot fair play that Horbio and hie broth02" Bill disoovor in this inspirationo.l
motion pioturo~ Your studonts will roalizo through this film taat, although
it sOIQO.timos tekos oarcf'ul considoration,, fair play is tho way to hnvo tho
most f'\111~ This film \lill stimulato Msoussions of "fair play" o.s it applios
to spooifio probloms of tho ovoeyd~ livoe of your younptors, and holp
thom talto thoir placos in a moro ha2'monious society•
LET, S SHARE WITH O'l'Hl!&S

Coronet, 10 minutos, sound, (k-p-),.
.
Various oxrunplcs of sharing aro shown in thia'film to domnstrato to children
thnt sharing is o. dosirablo and ossontial discipline of dolllooro.oy, Tho
inhoront or natural li;nitations of sharing aro 11lustrat6d.but tho now
values and ploo.suros thllt como with sh(ll'ing aro ompho.sisod.o

WAYS TO SETTLE DISPUTES
Coronot, 10 minu.tos, 9,1und, (p-i).
Thero aro simple ways to provont e.nd settle disn.grocmonts; compromise is ono
w:y that this i:nporto.nt film suggests_ Other ways aro prosontod es o. guide
tor students to follow while maintaining o. cooporo.tivo attitudo on tho
part of both parties.
!ICM

HONEST ARE YOU?

Caronot, 13* minutes, sound, (i-jh-sh-11).
Students suuolly undorato.nd tho.t honesty is o. good thing; they don't havo
much troublo with simple honesty, But in somo situations, honesty is o.
much dooper problom and it is this typo of situation thnt is anolyzod in
this film. From it o.udioncos aro ablo to draw certain conclusions a.bout
what honosty is o.nd how o. person mey apply tho bost of honesty to his
thoughts and notions.
HGl WE COOPJ.'J!ATE
Coronot, 10 minutos, sound, (i-sh).
Students loarn hero what cooporo.tion is, tho voluo to be derived from it,
and they soo some of tho important settings in which wo oooporato. Tho
nooossity of closonoss of purpose, effort, and planninr in cooporation
is strcased,

EVJ!JtYDAY COURTESY
Coronet, 10 minutes, sound, (i-jh...sh-a)
What bettor way is thoro to ono.blo students to soo o.nd hoar courtesy in
action than through this Coronet film? When your students o.ttond o. school
exhi.bit 0::1 courtesy, t:1cylll learn that such supposed formalities o.s written
invi ~;r.tio~s l'.'.nd r.')plie:s end proper introductions, such phrases o.s 11 Ploo.so 11
and "Th~Jt Y ou", ren:U.y add up to tho triondlinoss o.ncl thought for othors
which mnko each persons lifo more onjeyablo•
YOU AND YO-JR FRIEl:·UlS

Assoda·tion Fil!rJi, 8 minutes, sound, (I-jh-sh).
A pru.•tki:.:>ation film sh0wi::1g o. teon-s.ge pnrty. Friendly cooporo.tion is
cont".'a>1'to.J wit!:! solf-ccrto::-ed bad mo.nnora 0 Tho o.udionco is asked to avoluate
dif~'orerrr, ':.y;:ioz o.f: ho:1~1d01•; is onceuro.god to select and remember thoso
qualitio:~ ncodod ';)J 0:10 to bo o. friend and to have friends•

t
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A/Jr YOUR AGE
• Coronet, lJt minutoe, sound, (jh-ah-a).
ll6
Students vil1 soo boro BORIO of tho more common typos of "intantilo roaotions"tmnpor, wooping, inability to "take a joko" as woll as othor forms of omotional
inlllaturit)'! Arid, having aoon oxamplos of thoso troits 1 thay'll loam tho basic
roaaons for tho continuanco of thoao common signs of omotion into adolosconco,
To holp ovorcamo tho social hanilico.pe that como with ino.bilit)' to 11grow up,"
tho film offora a aothod of solf evaluation.

CCll'l'RCI'.. YOUR D«>TIONS
Coronot, 13 t minutos soum, (jh-sh-n).
Emotional control is !osirod by all. Tho offoots of uncontrollod emotions lll!O
familiar to toachors of a.dolosconts~ This film prosonts tho ossontial um~
standings of peychology which o.pply to tho control o.nd diroation of omotions~
Tho languo.go of tho film is silllplo and direat 1 making tho film suitod to use with
oey group regardless of previous psychologioo.l learning.
DJl:VEI.OPING ntIEHJEHIPS
Coronet, 10 minutes, sound, (jh-sh-a)e
It ~ vitally iJt~ant that young pooplo understand and o.pproooito "friends" and
that thay umorstand how real friondshi,,s aro dovolopod and mointo.inod. This
film accomplishos those objoctivos while showing that real friends
a
parson bettor than ho or she all'oa.dy is!

make

THI!! FUN OF BEING THOUGHrFUL
Coronet, 10 minutes, sound, (jh-sh-a)J
Behind courtosy, behind all social ad ustmont lies tho complex skills involved in
insight into tho motivos, to.stos, and dosiros of others. We call this ins:j.ght ·
thoughtf'ulnoss.. It is expressed in hundrods of small and largo WCQ"S 1 in spooah,
silence, action and inaction. This film may bo used in socinl studios, in
languo.go orts, in homo ooonoliiics, or in arry group whore improvomont of group and
poracnal relations is oithor an immodiato or long~run goal~
GOING STEADY:
Coronet, 10 minutes, sound, (jh-s~),
Regular do.ting is a formal stop in tho process toward ongagomont and marrio.go
and should bo understood as such, Whothor toon-ogors rcalizo it or not, "going
stoa.dy" offers problems and disodvanto.gos, especially for younger teens. So
this motion piaturo rtdsos for discussion such importnnt questions Oii 11\fucn aro
you. old enough to go steady? What disoilvanto.ges arc thoro to it? How can you
torminato tho stooily relationship if it sooms an unsound ono without bar foolings?•
SHY GUY

,

Coronet, 13tm1nutos, sound, (jh-sh-a)I
Horots a dro.matically offoctivo proser ption for a major juvenile problom- overcoming shyness. An nppoaiing stor;y, sympathetically told, realistically and
colorfully onaotod; will charm parents, too.chars and students a.like, as our
high school hero, lonely nnd diffident in his now school 1 learns to make and enJoy
real friendships. Guidod by h:l.s fathers counsel and his popular, sociable
classmates, he becomes a likeable model for your students to follow in their own
difficult poriod of social Diljustmont,

PLANNING FOR SUCCESS
<loronot, 10 llinutoe~ sound, (Jb-eh-n).
Jl.7
Tho cloeo rolatiOJ111hip botwoon lluccon and adjustmont .ia Olllphosizod .horo. Tho
f11etor1 which moMUl'O 1uoco11 81'0 mado clear and. n gu1c1 o to achieving su"ccoss
i1 outlinod in this valuable guidance film. From it 1tl¥3onts will learn
SUCh 1Jllportant points OS tho Vel.UO of Botting 1;hoir fineJ. goeJ.11 high bu1; keeping
proeont goals within ability 1-o fulfill.
UNDPBSTANDilfG YOOR ID"'AIS
CClil'onot, lJi- minutos, sound, (jb-sh-a}.
Wllat aro idoalsT W~ aro they so impCll'tant to Woll-boing ond hnppinoss, Md
wblit do they hnvo 1-o do with cbaractor? Tboso and 6tbor questions about idoals
aro llllSWorod in this fi~. A high school boy- wbo has folso conceptions of idoals
fi!ds tho right objootivoe D.DL'I goal.. to· aim for• Specifically, this motion
pic1'uro tolls and shOwa wbt\1' idools nro, and how 1-hcy infiuonco and influoncod
by cb4racter•
Cl«la!ING YOUR OOCUPil'I~
Coronet, 10 minuto1, sound, (jh-ith-£1).
11This i i a picture about YOU."
From this opening sontonco tbrough the lost
licono tho impnot of this extra.ordinary film is diroctod toward oo.oh individual
lllOllbor of tho audiOl'lco• This subject is porfoctly l!iu!tod to tho lflou aro tho
Clllllora• tochniquo~ whieh is oxportl.1 usod to produce ono of·our finest vocational
guidance f11ms. Solt apnraisal, occupational possibilitios, preparation roquiro"."
lllOllts, Md guidnnco facilities aro ·a row of tho :l.doas porfoetly intogratod horo
for tao bonofit of vocational guidance classes e.nd conforoncos.
HCIJ TO KEEP A JOB
.J
Coronet, 10 minutos, sound, (jh-ah-n).

For vocational guidance, for buaindss •oduco.tion, and for o.11 young pooplo and
adults, this picture Ct".rrios an important thomo. Job soccoss is dopondont upon
more than a wiso soloction of vocation, moro than tho right t".ttitUdo townrd ~k
itsolf 1 moro than tho wiso soloction of o. pnrtioule.r position. Although oll of
thoso o.ro importllllt, job success moo.ns getting along with follow workorB, conduct
of work, o.ttitude towo.rd compaey, and sovorol othor fnctors which this ffim
axplo.ins vividly in tho context of a foscino.ting story. Use tho picture in
cl.Mses, with t111sombly o.nd genorol adult groups.
·
YOO AND YOUR WCIUC
Coronet, 10 minutes, sound, {jh-sh-o.).
Boing so.tisfic<i and hnpp;y in onols work. • • right o.tU,tudo and o.pproo.o)l to 11
job ••• achioving personal adjustmont •• J thoao o.ro basic probloms which tho
voc~t.ional guidance workor must holp othors solvo. Horo is an invaluo.blo ll1d
in doing this job offoctivoly.,.tho story of !l'o.nk TCcy"lor: his fo.iluro in o.
good job; and hill ultimo.to rohf'.bilito.tion and success. This absorbing, roallifo lesson will be an ossontiol addition to ovory voontional guido.nco progr!lJl1 0 , ,
in any fiold •

.

FINDING THE RIGHP JOB
Coronet, 10 minutos, sound, (jh-sh-c.).
This is a voco.tional· guidance film ·the't gots down to o.ctucl fo.cts in tho problem
of finding a job. A thorough prosontation of job-load sources ••• omptuisis on
sonic of tho crucial sto.gos in obtaining a job... ostabliahing 11 Pl'bcoss of weighing offors in terms of yaur future go·nJ.s and wtm.t tho c~ ho.a to offor, ••
those ore soino ot the factual treatments that ma.Ito this film ono that o.ctually
docs show students how to go about "finding tho right job."
·

•
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Jal YOO P<l'ULAR!
Caronot, 10 -.tnuto1, 10Wld, (jb-l!h-a).
US
Oarolino ond Wal:q oro going out 'tonight. They'll hevo a good tilllllJ they
alva,11 do. · Tho7'ro popular ruid volColllO 1n m:tt group booau10 thCIJ,•.ro f:rinndly1
OOJU11dorato, ruid 1ntero1tod in othor pooplo. Horo, ra.-onaoting vith thoir
high lohool friondl all-important tOOn-llgO IOCia.l lluOOOllSOS end firlluros,
they prosont a vital, oinomntic guido to boy end girl rolationship11~

THE HOOSE I LIVE IN
Young .&morion Films, 10 lllinutos, soum, (jb-sh-a).
Frank Sinatra ii tho oontor of aotion in this fillb. Through 1ong end voll
dirootod spooking end notion parts, a strong ploa for domooratic tolornnco
is mado.
WASTAGE or HUMAN RESOURCJ!S
Ena,olopaodi.11 Brit!lnnion Films, 10 minutos, sound, (jb-sh-a).
Thia film shows human w111tago ccusod by oripplihg"disoaso, o.O()idonts, qrimo,
war end toorh anti-social forcos nnd oroatos a dosiro for 'hoa.ltht'ltl, snfot
living.
·
·
JUHI<ll PRCM
.Usooiation Films, 23 minutos, sound, color, (jb-sh-n).
Tho otiquotto of dating. Too.ohos mnny intangiblos likd courtesy, polito110ss,
end · sociia.l idoals moro 1:mportant than just good mnnnor_s or tvo. boys and two '
girls at a prom ond at a lunchoon lator • It answors ~ questions in tho
minds of toon-egors on tho rightnoss and wrongnoss of mixod companionship
procoduros.
·

THE GREENIB
Toaohing Film Custodians, Inc., 10 ll!inutos, sound, (jh-sh-ll).
Produood b7' Motro-Gold~or. A li.ttlo 'Polish ro~oo "boy' oomos to Amorica
with his fathor. ·Tho bey ri.ttompting to bocomo a port of this now world nnd
make frionds, is· at first ridicUlod by tho boys on his stroot, but is final~
iioooptod by·. thom"ln \ru!i IJYtinli:o; " spirit. ·
DATING1 DQIS AND DONITS
Coronot, lJf minutes, Sound, (jh-sh-a).
By showing tho progress of nn idoalizod do.to, from tho idea, asking and accoptinE
to tho dato itsolf nnd tho final good night, this film rnisos soma important
questions regarding do.ting, end suggests partial answors as guidos for discussion. Such Ciuostions as "Whom do you chooso for a do.to?", "How do you go
about asking for a do.to?" or "How do you SEJ:1 goodnight'T" help' to stimulnto opon
disoussion.of
dating
end tho problems oonnootod with it.
.
.
H<M DO YOU KNCM IT'S LOVE?

Coronet, lJf minutes, sound, (sii-:.a).
·
Whon it comos to dofining tho torm "lovo" thoro is much halting nnd disagroomont.
What is tho nnturo of lovo? How can you toll whon a lcbyo is Mature? Thoso aro •
somo of tho questions that this film doals with. It givos students of f1Vf1ey nge
a basis for thinking cloorly about lovo nnd shows clearly that moro conviction
of love is not onough to insure lasting happiness.
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.a1IE YOO R!ADI 1Cll MARRIAGE!
Coronet, 15 m1.nutes, sobnd, (sh-o.).
Hore ia M 1Jllportant f1la tho.t anllWOl's 11 neod longi-voicod by oducntiolllll,. church,.
and social group11~ A couple, who want very· 111Uch to get llltll'1'iod.,. discov!ll' what it
takes to be ready for llllU'l'iage.. A variety of vital teaching points are mndo and
a practical "chock-list" of criteria for engagement and Jllnl'l'iago is offorod b)r
e. lllllrl'ied counselor •.
WHO"S BOOS?
McGrnw-Hill, 15 minutes, sound, (shao.).
Discusses C0111pOtition in lll!ll'l'ingo. GilUIT and Miko are successful in their
separate business careers,- but in thoir lllOZTiago noithor is willing to surrender
his individualit7.. Thor tey determinedlf to make an adjustment and form a good
partnership. Thoy learn that a good balance cnn be achiovad b)r patience, lov.o
and understanding.
CHOOOING FOR HAPPINllSS
McGraw-Hill, 13 minutos, sound (sh-a).
Shows Eve and her cousin, Morr, revio'lling tho pssibla !Dlltos Eve has mot in
collage., Pictures nw.ey difforont typos of bofS; then ompho.sizclt how Eva !ms
triad to cho.ngo co.ch of thom "for his own good... Mey suggests that Eve
t111fllrzo herself and then choose a boy who has tho basic nttributos sho desires.
THIS CHARMING COUPLE
McGre.v-Hil}.1 18 minutes, sound, (sh-a) ..
Pictures the courtship of Winnie Md Ken. They are in lovo with "love" and
refuse to evaluate each otherst g!)Od ql.Ullities and shortcomings realistico.117.
Presents several dr!llll(ltic episodes vhich rovoal thoir true nature; then points
out how 'Winnie ond Ken refuse to use tho proper appraisal of ea.ch other and do
not alter their romanticized ideal to agroo with the actual facts.

MAllRIAGJ!: FOR MODm&S
McGra.'lfOIHill, sound, (s~.
Ideals and goo.ls of adult lovo-marria.go and children and a satisfactory and
ha.PPf marital rela.tionship.
MARRIAGJ!S ARE MADE ON EARTH
ul, Sound, (sh-a)
Drmnatiza.tion of tho problCll!lS of selecting a. me.to.
McGr~H

MARRIAGE AND DIVCRCE
Tho March of Timo, 15 minutes, sound, (sh-a).
No coremon,y more deeply &y111bolizotl tho hopos of 1118!1 nnd womnn than that of
lllQ1'l'ia.go. Every da.y, throughout tho length and brQtldth Of America., is somebodj:fs wedding do:y. Yet in a world full of disturbing reiilitios, one out of
wary three Amorican couples is headed for troubla. Tho Morch of Time frankly
surveys the problem of broltan homos and offers tho opinions of JDllllY exports
a.s to what should be done. For lll!ll'1'ia.ge and tho founding of tho family hold eut
tod01, as they alwo:ys havo, n greater pl'Oblam of solf-roo.liznti.011 thnn "-TfY ot.hm•
course or life•
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IWIRIAGE TODAY
McGraw-Hill, 22 minute•,
(1111_-e.).
Shows .how two young coupl.os have built' lasting ~iagos by a. cloar anal1:11is of
their mutual aim a.nd cooperation in achieving them. Ona couple, university
graduates, ha.vo mney" intoresti in c0111110.n. Tho othor couple, a. business man
and a. tonohor,
contor their mutual. ai'fao'tion in their son,
.
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HELPING THE CHIID ACCEPT THE DO'S
!ncyclopaodia Britannica. Fill!l8, 9 minutes, sound, (sh-a.) t
l'?rtrcqs tho child loaming to live 1p a World dofinod by tho DO!S a.nd explains
how his personality is influenced ey tho axtant to which tho DO'S arc accepted,
IDustra.tost with life situations, tho types of DOIS tho child must learn tP
accepts (lJ tho DO.'S for porsow.l living, (a) the llltl8culino and feminine D0 1S
and, (3) the D01S f~ hUJDM rela.tions~
HELPING TH! CHIID TO FACJ): THE IX>NTIS
Eneynopaodia Britannica. Films, 9 minutes, soum, (shl2)
Rove+J.s how a. young child 1110ot11 a world of DON'TS and how ho reacts by con.forming in his awn distinctive WEJ:¥B- - thus forming his own individual
porsdllL\lity. Cla.ssifies tho DONITS aii (1) those which protect tho child fran
danger, (2) · Those which restrain him from talcing things tha.t belong to
others, and (3) those which too.ch him to respect tho rights of others,
B.&BY MEETS HIS PARIOO'S
. Encyclopaodin Britannica. Films, 9 minutes, soum, (sh-a).
Points out how difforoncos in porsona.litios cnn bo a.ccountod for, not only by
heredity, ·but also by tho h~ rola.tionships and onvirolllllOntnl factors
oxperioncod during tho first yonrs of lifo~

l!MOTIONAL Ji11...ALTH
McGra.w-H!ll, 20 minutes, sound, (sh-a.).
This filJD has throo prililnry objectives:'. (1) to convince young people tha.t ·
OlllOtional upsets are common1 (!) to show that if 11 disturbance of this kind
is prolongod, the nood for professional counsel and caro is just as important
and normnl all with any physical illness; and (3) to oxplnin in sil!lplifiod
langua.go somo of tho bnsic toohniquos of psychintric treatment and thereby
llll~ soJDO of tho stigmn attached to tho necessity of this trontmont,
FEELING OF HCSTILITY
Intornntional Film Bureau, 2:1 minutes, sound, (s~o.).,
Exoollont for use in emotional adjustments. Shows one character through life
oxporionocs from tho a.go of four to nbout wonty-four. P.x:collcnt SUIDDUl?'Y
at tho end of the film which few films havo.
·
·
FEELING OF REJECTION
Na.tional Film Board of Canada, sound, 23 minutes, (sh-2).
Caso hiatory of a young waman'who learned in childhood not to risk disapproval
by talcing independent action. This film shows tho harmful effects of her in-.
ability to onga!o in norma.I c'ompotition, and nnnlyzos tho causes of hor
trouble.

rr

T"°:-\#1 KINOO

McGraw- . ,· 18 minutes, scum, (sh-:-n)0
Emphaaizoa that ID!lrl'iago· partners must complomont. -onoh othor. States that
Traits of personality nppoaJ". in JDOmonts of stress. PictUl"os ii sorios of young
people reacting in n 1D01110nt of stress 0 Points out' tho difforont typos; then
shows those so.mo pooplo i.n aituntions involving a 1110111bor of tho oppoaito sox ••
Analyzas porsonality traits in regard to mate selection and circumatancos of

. . . --.. . . , --4 . -.·
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MARRUGE TODAY

Mc<h-aw-Hill, 22 minute•, llQund, (aho-4).
Shows .how \wo young ooupJ.oa havo built' lasting ~io,gos by 11 olo!ll' anlllpis of
their mutun1 ailll8 and ooopor11tion in nchiQVing them. One couple, university
graduates, havo llllll1Y interesti in cOJllllO.n. The othoi:o couplo, 11 business man
and 11 tellllher, cantor thoir mutun1 oifoction in thoir son.
HIW'ING THE CHIID ACCEPT THE DO'S
!ncyclopnodia Britannica Flllu, · 9 minutes, sound, (sh-a)~
f\)rtrQ1'8 th~ child loaming to live ip a world dofinocl by tho DOJS and explninll
how his porsonlllity is intluoncod "3' the oxtont to which tho DO•S 111'0 aoooJrl;od,
filustratos with life situations, tho typos of DOIS tho child JDUSt lelll'n ~o
accept t (l~ tho Do.•s for porsont'.l living, (a) the 111£111culino. and fominino 00 1S
and, (3) tho DO'S fCYr
hUlllM relations.
--,

.

HIW'IHG TH! CHIID TO FACji: THE JXlNTIS
Britannio11 Films, 9 minutes, sound, (shli2)
~s how a young child moots a wCYrld of DON'TS and how ho reacts by 0011<forlling in his own distinctive w~- ~ thus forming his own individulll
porsc:innlltf• Classifies tho DONtTS llS (1) those which protect tho child tran
dqor 1 (2) · Those which restrain him from tlllcing things that belong to
othors! and (3) thoso which tollCh him to respect tho rights of others,
Bn~opaodia

BABY MEETS HIS PARENTS
· Encyclopnodia Britannica Films, 9 minutes, sound, (sh-a).
Points out how difforencos in porsonlllitios can bo nccowitod for, not only by
horodity, but lllso by tho h~ rol11tionships and onvironmontlll f11ctCYrs
experienced during tho first yoars of lifo~

!MOTIONAL IW..ALTH
Mo<h-nw-Hill, 20 minutes, sound, (sh-a).
This film has throe priliJnry objoctivosi (1) to convince young pooplo that
omotionlll upsets aro common1 (!) to show that if n disturbance of this kind
is prolongod, tho need for professional counsel and care is just as impor:tant
and nCYrmlll aS with rmy physicnl illness; and (3) to oxplnin in simplified
languo,go some of tho bll.Sic tochniquos of psychiatric trontmont and thoroby
nlloy somo of tho stigma. attached to tho necessity of this troatmont~
FEELING OF HOOTILIT?
Intornntionlll Film Buronu, 27 minutes, sound, (sh-a)•,
Excollont for use in <imotionlll adjustments. Shows one oharnctor through life
oxporionoos from tho ago of four to o.bout iiwonty-four. F.x:collont summary
nt tho ond of tho film which few films have.
·
FEELING OF REJECTION
National Film Board of Canad11, sound, 23 minutes, (sh-2).
Case history of n young WOllllln i.lho loarnod in childhood not to risk dis11pproval
by taking independent 11ction. This film shows tho harmful effects of hor in-.
ability to onga!o in normal c'ompotition, and nnnlyzos tho causes of her.
trouble.
IT
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ALL KINm

McGraw-tfp.l, 18 minutes, sound, (s~11)..
mitphasizos that marringo· pnrtnors must 'oomplomont.· ollCh other.. Stntes that
Traits of personality appear.. in moments of stross. Pictures n serios of young
pooplo reacting in a momont of stross. Points out' tho different types; thon
shows those samo pooplo in situations involving n mombor of tho oppoeito sax••
.Anacyzos porsoMlity trllits in rogard io 1111to solection and oircumatanoos of
geqw1fv1

lnn1·M',

----;
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GUil>AIKlE PROBLIM F!Jl SCHOOL AND HOME
Hartl.q Production, 18 minutos,· sound, (s~)e'
Film proeonts a 011110 11tudy or a socond grado child who is failirtg in his
eooial ndjust.aont e.nd his studios and who lacks intorost in his work.· Through
o0oporation botweon to.~chor and mothor the progross or tho child' improvos
his nd justlllont ,

u:r•s am

A TEA

Association Fil.mil; 20 minutos, sound, color, (sh-a);
Womon 11hC1111 a high sohool girl how to onango a toa ~blo,· otiquotto of liarving,•

GRIEP
low York Un1vor11ity, 32 minutos,· 'ILENT, (a)•
Produced bf Dr; Rono A. Spitz, this film shows tho orroot upon infants induood
bf prolonged absonco of tho mothori

PROBLllM CHIUJtEH
liov York Univorsity, 20 minutos, sound, (a)
1 tillll c.bout tvo ohildron, Roy Nld Jil!llly, in tho sovonth grlldo

ot on Aliorionn
pu.blio school who prosont special prcbloms for tho toaohor• Tho film 111Bko11
tho ploa thnt thoro ore problom ohildron booauso thoro aro problom homos,·
school11, lUICl oOJlllllUJlitios ~

YOUR CHILtlillN AND YOU
British Information Sorvioos; 31 minutos, sound, (a)i
Ooncorns tho aero of young children trom tho first months to tho ngo to rour
or fivo; Tho aporoach is roalistic, showing tho strilgglos or tho nvorage
~foot paronts and avorogo imporfoct children• Covors vorioty or subjootsf'.
~,· bohllvior e.nd disciplino, toys; oorly quostions about sex; foo:r1
disciplino; e.nd othor D111jor probloms;
MEN IN WHITE

Tho Now York Univorsity; 20 minutos, soundi (a)
Tho problems horo omphasizod o:ro: tho choico botwoon marringo and profossional
training; whothcr or not a wito should aid in hor husbandfs support whilo ho
11tudios; e.nd whothor or not pooplo of widoly diftoront backgrounds should
marry.;

BOUNDARY LINES
Univorsity of.California Extonsion, 12 minutes, sound, color; (a)e .
A ploa to oliminato tho arbitrary boundary linos which divido pooplo trom
oach othor as individuals and as nations, invisiblo boundary linos of color;
origin; woalth; e.nd roligion.; Shows howk on.an adult lovol, thoso linos
rosult in on accumulation of fonr and suspicion and finally in wor;

AMllll.ICANS ALL
University of California Elttonsion, 16 minutos, sound, (n)•
lntorraclcl. and intorroligious hatreds; Film shows how .n foT'\lo:rd looking
city liko Springfiol'd, Mass~; offors. nn inspiring plan to Othor oommun1tios for
combating projudicos.;; .; shows how your school and your town con d oal with
tho causes of this injustico;
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: l1U :m.JCATION

HtlMAN a!r.GilllfIIGS .
Aasco.iation i'ilmlr 22 minut11s 1 sound, color;. (k.:.,p) •.
An Bddio .Albert Production in aooporation with·llr•· Lostor. F•. Beak of the Univor1it7. ot Oregon, who produood HUMAN GRCMTH, Tnis is a film for young ohildron,
their parents and thoir toeahcrs. Its me.in purpose is to foster wholosomo
attitudos qrd to promote the omotionol security Of th& clhild.
THI!: STCRY OF MENSTRUATION
•
University ct California lllltto111ion, 10 minutes, sound, oolor, (jh-sh).
Exoollont uso of Mimatod dio.grlllll8 to 1how tho menstruation pi'oaoss.. l\ooOllllllQrded;
for sho\d.ng sopnratoly to .bofs as wall as girls of junior high school ago.
Also good tor· paront11 and tcaohor!' • Pmnplot, '"I oey Personally Your·stt, for'
distrubutian to tho audionoo, No rontol ohargo on this film. Wolt Disney
Production ..
HIJMAH GRMH
University of Oregon, 20 minutes, sound, color, (jh).
Prosonts basio faota oonoorning humo.n growth, and attdmpts to areato an instructional atmosphoro that pormits tho facts of human sox to bo dis0ttssod without
ombnrrasmnont or tension. Suitnblo for uso in grados 6 to 9. Can also bo usod
in tonchor trnining and for adult clnssos in flllllily lifo oductition,. montal and
.sociel ~giono.. Kimoogrnphod Film Qaiqo For Toaohors and Discussion Loaders
and nooompanying slides arc provided with tho film.
THI!: STORY OP HIJMAH REPROOUCTION
McGrnw-Hill, 20 minutes, sound, (sh-a)
This is a fnotunl film on tho humzm roproductivo systoms, and on tho process
of normal human birth~ Models and o.nimntod drnwings aro usod throughout tho
film to dosoribo tho anato111Y and physiology of tho individunl roproduotivc
org11111 of both mon and woni.on, Tho growth, eruption and disposition of tho
unfortili11ed fomelo ogg is shown1 and tho proaoss of monstruntion is oarofully
illustrntod and oxpla nod•· Tho film then tnkos up tho functions of tho Jlllllo
orge.111 in tho roproduotion proooss • Tho lllllllufncturo of sporm oolls and tho
fO!'mation of somon is dosoribod 1 nnd •tho flow of the somcn through tho urethral
canal is'traood, Tho film then shows how tho sperm thon movo up into tho
fallopian tubas ll.Jld how fertilization takos plaao. Tho graduel onvolvomont
of tho human bab:y is.sho~, trom oarly utorino life ·until tho fully mnturod
fotus nssumos its position fl!lr birth. The body moohanios of tho 4'1ivory
proooss lll'O oxplninod ond illustrated b:y moans of animntod drawings.. Throughout
tho film stresses tho biological normalcy of roproduation, and in its conclusion
omphasizOll tho importanoo of clear, objootivo familiarity with these fnots as
ilJlportiint to tho sucooss of mnrringo and po.ronthood.
BEFORE THTI: BABY COM"S

Association Films, 12 minutes, sound, (sh-a).
Treats tho rcoommcndcd prc-no.tnl care of tho BXPCctant mother and gives information on the kind of clothing the baby will need•
•
IN THl!: B?.GINNING
United stntos Dcpartmont of Agrioulturo, 20 minutos, sound,. (sh)•
Reproduction oxplnined through tho use of photomicrogrnpey, Pnrti-cul:lrly
suited to high school tco.ohing. Prooossos of ovulation, fertilizntion and
ODl'ly dovclopnont of mnnwnal iol ovum.
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Fil'llll, 12 minutes, sound, (sh-o.)..
Dosoriboa tho naturo nnd function of glonds, offoots or pituit1ll7 h01'ID0nos on
cmmi doveloplont, :function ot panoreas1 parathyroid, ohoro.ctoristics ot ~
h;ypthryodism, etimulntions ot memory gland by tho pituitll.l'Y and ovarian
hcrmono.

smm TO TWENTI-SII

lntionol Film Boord ot Cnnada., 18 minutes, eound, color, (sh-a).
For girls and womon. Tho 6ssontio.l tacts about symptOllS, troatmont, and trl!Jlsmission or syphillis and·gonm.'Thoa nro prosontod in nn informal to.lk by 11
iloctor. Exoollont uso of Mimatod diagrams.
MEISAGE TO WOMEN (1945)
United Statos Publio Hoa.1th Sorvioo, 20 minutos, souzd, oolor, (sh-n)..
For girle and womon. Suitnblo for mixed groups.. Doctor explains VD problems
to loodorship group or women. Information prosontod with nnimntod diagrams nnd
positive appooJ. for strongthening wholosomo influonoos intluonoos in oommunity
lifo.. &nphasis on control moasui·os, particularly oduontion.
VERY DANG:i:ROUS (1947)
National !'Um Boord of Canru:ln, 18 minutes, sound, color, (sh-n) •
For male 11udionoos only. Dools with symptoms, troatmont, and transmission of
syphillis and gonor.rhoa. Excollent USO of nnime.tod diagrams.
Wl'l'H 'n!ESE WEAPO~
S.F,.P..H,, 15 minutes., sound, (sh-n).
cnuso, spread., curo, control or syphillis..
KNCM FOR SURE (rovisod)

r
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United Statos Public Health Sorvico, 22 minutes, souzd 1 (sh-11).
Deals with diagnosis and clinic.'.ll. tro11tmont of syphillis.. Givos attention to
follow--up tro11tmont, sourcos of infection-, and community control,
BEHIND Tim SCENZS IN A MODmN HOSPITAL
University of California Extor.3ion, 35 minutes, (sh-a), Silent, color-.
Portreys 11 pationt ontoring tho :maternity we.rd or dopnrtmont of a modorn
hospito.l, showing tho odmitt:i.ng procoouro, followed by 1£'.borntory oxominntions,
tho X-rey and than tho performing of tho Cnosnrinn sootion,. Cnro of tho bnby
is oleo shown. Boonuso of tho showing of tho Cnosnria.n sootion in color, tho
film is not rocommondod for young students.

f
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CHILD BIRTH (modern Toohniquos) (1947)
Mo.torni ty Contor Assooint;ion, Now York City, FILM STRIP, 10 minutos., silent, (sh-11'.
Shows entire process of childbirth.. Basod on Dickinson; Birth Atlas..

f

CARE OF THE NEWBORN BABI
s.F.P.H., 30 Minutes, souzd, (sh-a).
Shows nurso!s part in toaohing paronts to caro for newborn babios; and shows
what tho nurRo can do in ·the, home~ clinic, and hospital, dODiOnstratos how to
hold, dress, bathe, and food a baby.

f

MOT!lm AND ~ CHILD
Nntionlll Film Board of Canada., 55 min~tos, souzd., color, (sh-n)..,
Tho history of o.n ordinary Chaodlnn couple from tho time thoy suspect thoy
arc going to bo parents until tho dey thoir son is ono year old.
.

JU
CLOOKDIG A CBAMPI<lf

B:.H.~.c.,

10 M1.nutl)e 1 soum, color, (si-).
A.dw in tho 11f'o of'. a nOl'lllAll, healthy infant on by-tho-clock routine in an
aYGrngo houllohold. Ap!)rOV~ mothode of' f'coding and bathing damonetratod. lfo
rontal charao on this. f'ilm.
·
THREE COUll'l'DS AGAINST SYPHILIS

'
'

I
'

1

Unitod statos DopartmOnt of' Agriculture, 18 minutes, 11ound, (sh-a).
How tho population of' throo countio1 in tho South is protoetod e.nd·troatod

b1J a tro.voling clinic.
FOONilB HIGIJ!JIE

llationo.1 F11m Boord of' Ca.na4a, 34 f'romoe, F1llll ltr1p, color, (sh-11).
Pb;ya1ological f'aots 11bout tho f'omalo anatOJ111 f'rom 8.dolosconeo to middle ngo,
ospoo1al.ly d01ignod f'or UllO in high school cl1119sos •
nmtCllUCillG BABY

H ational F11m Boord of' Canodn, 58 tram.cs, f'ilm strip, color, (sbito.) •
A spood-up of' 11 baby's growth during his first nine months, with informo.tion
about f'ooding, clothing, waning, end immunization.

JIHE TO GET READY
Ht'.tional F1llll Board of Canada, 54 f'romoa, film strip, color, (sh-a).
Tho ossontials of pro-natol onro eimpl.y and choorf'ully illuatratod to sl:)ow
you how your baby can lw.vo tho boat possible start in lifo.
MISCELLANEOOS
DAllGm~STRAHGmlS

Sid Davie, 10 minutes, sound, (k-p-i).
A tactful yot f'orcof'ul educational film designed f'or children to improas tholll
with tho nood to bo on guard against molostors without !ll'OUlling foor or curiositJ'o Drlllll(ltizos places and circumstances under which a child mey encounter
"dangorpus strangers"•

DEVEIDPillG RE9PONSIBILITY
Coronot, 10 minutes, sound, (p-i-jb-a) 0
Thia appealing story of' a·boy, Md of tho dog ho wants vary badly, toacheli
lessons in responsibility that your students will understand and romombor 0
Thoy will roqlizo that although responsibilities often entail hard work, •
difficult docisions and missing out on some fun ••• tho rewords, both material
and spiritual, more than componaato 0 •• and th11t tlleugh planning and
dotormi111J.tion a fullor, happior lif'o,will be thllirs.
THE DOCTCR

Encyclopadi11 Britannica Film, 11 minutes, sound, (,,..i-jh)
Excellent OfPOrtunity for children to bbsorvo aotivitios of pediatrician
d1:t!•ing a tn;.:lcal deyls work 0 Shows routine chock-up of' 11-yoar-old bayls cheat,
:10c.:rt, blood pressure 'and throat. Blood sam.plo f'rom oar lobe. Small baby
Vt«}Cin~tod fo~ smallpox. Doctor ohociks on girl in hospital who has broken
c:;'!ll•
Chock-up of girl w~o mey havo moo.1los •

!t
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Coronot, 10 minutoa, 1ound, (1-jp).
\lllc.t bottol! wq 'i1 thoro to ono.blo atudonta to a.oo nnd· hoar co1U't087 in notion .
. tllan '1itiro1lCh this tilmf Whon .,~ atudonta nttond· !! ebJlool qxhibit on oourtoay,
thoy•U loam 'tho.t such auppoaod- tOl'ID!llitioa na -writton •inVitio.tiona and roplioa
, tinil propor introductions, auohrphrnaoa 1111 11 Ploaao" o.nd "Tha!!k You,1\1.. ronlly add up
f to tho tr:l.ondlino11 and thought tor othors which mako oach por11on•a lif'o moro
~ onjoynblo •.

;
I

!'

. . ..

[ COOD Sl'alTSMANSHIP •
.
.
•
r Cor'onot; 10 minutoa, sound, (i-jh).
. ·.
•
! HOro is 11 film thnt 'not only cloarly ·d01110natratos. wbnt. good sport8111Mship is,
1but mot:l.vatoa a doairo on tho part of' tho .individual .to ."bo o. good tport"
t himaolt. Through livoly story situations, .tho o.udionooa soo c. numbor of oxmnplos
~ of' good· sportlllllOlllhip in action.
In .thoso, tho importanco of sportslll!l!l11hip in all
l pbll.aos of' daily living is omphnsizod.
f.'
'
i

l Hal

-

TO :BE.WELLICRoaa:D

.

Coronot, 10 minutos, 1ound, (jh-sh-n).
.
DOn o.nd Sao aro two youhg pooplo an;rono· would look at o.nd .wnnt to know• Thia
film shows hOw thoy improvo thoir poraonal awoernnco through attontioh to. food
grooming habits. ·It domonstratos to 11tudont1, as only a motion pio~uro onn,
.
t ·tho f'o\U' tundamontals of' good nppoaranoor good hoalthi good posture, oloa.nl.ino11s,
! an3 noo.tnoa1. Wit Don o.nd Suo as living models, they roalizo that, in f'riond:. ships o.nd in businoss, suocoss doponds a groo.t doal on how you look.

!
I.

!

!

JOI TO Gm' COOPERATION
•
Coronot, 1o·mtnutoa, sound, (jh-sh-o.).
,·
N eCJOssity f'or;group action.in our spoioty makos this film OllPQOitll.ly importnnt
to both 11tudonts o.nd adults. It shows how coopor'1-tion from othors .oen bo
onlistod if' oortirl.n basic 01111sidoration11 aro mndo 0 • Tho nood for o. varioty of'
mothods of'·soouring oooporo.tioh 111 domonstro.tod whilo.11howing how dosirod ond11
oo.n.bo roo.chod moro onsily with oooporntion of othors 0
WHAT MAUS A 0000 P.mTY . .

·-

•

I Coronot, 10 minutos, sound, ('OJM!h-n).

Psrtio11 play nn important rolo in
;. good partios and onjoy thomsolvos
• prosonta tho skills of proaonting
of tho host o.nd guost tho.t make a

• OVERCOMING FEAR

,

•

tho livos of' .young paoploJ thoy.wpnt to hnvo
o.t social o.f'f'o.irs givon by others. Tho film
o. suaoossful party and high lights tho duties
party o. "hit"•
-

,

. Coronot, 13t minutos, sound, (jh-sh-a).
Horo is en unuauo.l film that shows tho valuos of couro.go in mooting problems
ovoeydey living, Couro.go is prosontod o.s en attitudo which -cpn, ):>o dovolopod
cowo.rdico is shown to bo n charaotoristic tJio.t is specific; i.e., n rosponso
roforonco -to ono spooifi11 typo of situation. ~ ovorcoming n roar can mako
. bottor o.11-round porson is tho lesson found horo.
omtcOMING WORRY

in
o.nd
in
a.

•

Coronot, 10 minutes, sound, (jh-sh-o.).
This is tho stoey in which wo soo ·tho dovo.sto.ting oJ:foots of noodloss worry o.nd
thon llqtoh how this provalont o.f'f'liction is ovoroomo.. Sooing this film will holp
audiono()s· of all a.gos to oxamino. :.thoir own worrioa 111oro .objootivoly o.nd holp
thom understand how to attack thoir problOlllll offoctivoly.

THE WRClfG WAY·OUT
Association Jilml, 20 minutos, soum, (sh1!1n);
Tho tr1:1gio story of youthful impo.tionco vi th tl;lo btt.rrior11 to young •.lllll1'1'iagos I
pointing out tho.t it is boat to wait until salt-support is nssuro(I.

-

,.

PREFACE TO LIFE
.
.
Ca11tlo, 29 minutos, aoum, (11h-o.).
How tho porsono.litJ- of edults·ia tho rosult of oxporionoos in childhood; Tho
film shows how n newborn baby~ lovod by hi11 poronts~ grows and dovolope into
throo difforont porsons ns tho result of (1) too much protootion by his mother;
(2) too lllUOh oxpootation on tho pnrt of his fathor, nnd (3) tho right a.nount
of lovo and wdorstanding by both of his poronts~

DINNl!ll. PARTY ANI> REVml
Sinlnol-Mosorvey, 25 minutes, soum, (jh-sh-n)~
Tronts tho problOlllS of otiquotto which oriso at n somiformnl dinner porty givon
by a toon-o.go girl in honor of tho birthdey of her triond._ As tho porty progrossos quoations of etiquotto aritlo ns tho hoat and hostoss~ ~ tho guoata·, ma.ko
errors or follow coi'root procoduro. A roviow, following tho .mn1n pictiJro, shows
tho correct otiquotto and tnblo sorvico for tho boys nnd girls nt this porv·.

BENEFrrs OF IDOKING AHEAD

Coronot, 10 minutes, sound, (jh-n-sh)~
.
A sowd wdorstr.nding of tho importance of thinking soriousl1 about tho futuro
and doing something about it is dovolopod by this production. By holping stl,\donts
to look nhond - -.to tho kind of life they will want - - tonchors can cht'ngo thoir
thinking about immodiato probloms o.nd help thom to obtain tho kind of lif o thoy
want.
Bli.'l'Tl!R .USE OF LEISURE TIME
.
CO?'OllO"tj 18 minutes, soum, (.jh-ah..ar.
.
.
ThOl!o oro mmiy loisurQ timo nctivitios opon to young pooplo that ore both intorosting and oducntionnl. This film scrvqs ns a holpf'Ul. guido in dovoloping a
oonatruotivo_ nttitudo n~t leisure timo.. It shows how. timo can bo used aonstruotivel,y and not wasted, through n solf-plannod program of loisuro timo
aotivitios.
D~ING

YOUR CHARACTER
Coronet, 10 minutes, sound, (jh-sh-n}.
Who.t good ohoraator is and how it can bo achiovod in. ordor to livo moro happily
and moro suaoossfully io·brought out in this unusual.production. Influences from
tho homo, church, school, nnd trionds which ..mold.an individuals chornctor oro
dosoribod and a guide to dovoloping this oharnotor is prosontod.
HGI TO.THINK
Coronot, lJtminutos, sound, (jh-sh-n).
A traffic tickot for driving his dolivory oor without a. commercial safety sticker
givos Dick oauso to do a lot of straight thinking. By following tho film's
suggostod proood\U'e for eloar and careful thinking, ho is nblo to solve his pro· blom 'uooosafully•. Tho important olomonts of ooncontrntion, logia, obs 0rvntion,
mG1110ry, imagination, and judgment aro nll prosontod as port of tho c<>rroot "wey
to think"•

m
DEVEU!PING L7..ADERSHIP
Coronot, 10 minutos, sound, (jh-sh-a).
_
HD.vo you givon your studonts tho principlos th07111 nood whon thoir momont
of loodorship arrivos? Tho lossons taught in this oxoiting film stol'f fill this
nood. Bill know what to do whon a fiood struck Oroonviow ••• with onthusiaa,
visi13n, mid ilnD81ilat.ion ••• with roodinoss to assumo rosponeibili"tJ •• ,ho diroctod
a job woll dono. This unusual film will holp to dovolop thoso lool!orship
qualitios in O'IOl'fOnO who 110011 it.

.

.
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mere is a f'our...,ear Li.f'e Adjustment progra m built around su:•s Li.f'e Adjustment
Booklets. The booklets have Deen arranged according to the grade level at which
they seem most appropriate. Both the easy vocabul.ary" ad readable sjyle make it
possible for you to introduce the booklets at any grade level from 9th through
12th where they fit into your school's curriculum. Under the grade, the booklets
have been listed according to the problem Bref!s covered .in the §BA Youth rnventorv.
9th Grade

loth Grade

l!!I SQHOOL
Study Your Tlay

Through School
What Good is High
School'/

W!p HIQH SCHOQH
DiscoveringYo1ll"
Real Interests

BOY

MEETS

11th Grade

AF1JR HIGH SCHOOL
Should You Go to
Streamline Your
College?
Reading
Why Stay in School?

BX §CROOL

.AFl'ER HIGH SCHOQL

ABO!J'r MYSELF

trnderstanding
Choosing Your
Yourself'
Cgreer
Get{ing Work
Experience
You and Your
Mental Abilities

12th Grade

AFlJR HIGH SC!l?OL
How to Get THE .Job
Tour Personality
and Your Job

GE'fl'ING ALONG Tl!TH
grHERS
Qlrowing tip

Socialfy

GIRL

Dating DaYB
GEITING ALONG W!TH

arg

Getting Along with
others

BOYi MEETS GJ'RT.

MY ID!E AND FAMIµ

lTnderstanding

How to Live with
Parents
Money and You

sex

BOY MEiETS

filRL

Preparing f'or
Marriage

Providing one class period a week all f'our years f'or all students-either through
an extended homeroom period, an organized guidance class, or some such universal:cy
required class as English or Social Studies-vill of'f'er the best chance to CO"'i8r
these major youth problems a dequate:cy. The 9h6it daify homeroom period also
provides an excellent opportunity to introduce this program. Shifts can be made
depending on what the school finds are most serious problems.
A program f'or covering these booklets topics~and other activities, including
appropriate tests~is suggested below. The Lif'e Adjustment Booklets are underlined.
9th Grade - Ist Semester
Weeks
Subject or activity
1-2
Meet Your School (orientation to the school, based on the school's
handbook or other suitable material)
SRA Youth Inventol'1 (administration, interpretation, and discussion
3-7
of' problem solving)
8-11
What Goocl, is High School'/
Study Your Way Through Sghool
12-15
16
Review of' semester's topics
2nd Semester

1-4
5-7

Kuder Preference Record - Vocational (administration of' the test,
self'-interpreting prof'ile, and discussion of' the meaning of' test
results.)
Discovering Your Real Interests

LIFE" ADJ1JS'l'MENT PROGRAM FOR THE FOUR-YEAR HIGH SCHOOL

-2-

ws.
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§ub3ect or activity
2nd Semester

8-ll
12-15
JA

Da:l;ipg Pap

Getting Along With others
Review or semester's :llopi.cs

lQth Grade - 1st Sem,ester
Subject or activity
Week@
SRA Reeding Record (administration of test, interpretation of
1-.3
results)
Streamline Your Re&ding
4-6
Wh.y stay in [chool?
7-9
SRA Pr:l.Jlary Mental Abilities (administration of test, profile,
10-12
meaning or results)
You end Your Mental Abilities
1.3-15
16
Review or semester's topics
2nd

1-5

6-10

11-15
16

Semester

Choosing Your Career
Getting Work EXperienee
tfnderetsnrling Sex
Review or semester's topics

llth Grade-1st Semester
1-8

9-15
16

Should you Go to College?
Money and You
Review
2nd Semester

Understand,ing Ygurself
HOw to Live with Parents
16
Review
12th Grade - 1st Semester

1-8

9-15

1-8

9-15
16

Growing Up Socially
Preparing for Marriage
Review
2nd Semester

1-4
5-9

10-15
16

Kuder Preference Record - Personal (administration, interpretation)
Your Personality and Your Job
!Jew to Get THE .Tob
Review
Science Research Associates
228 South Wa'Bash Avenue
Chicago 4, Illinois

1.30

LlD ADJUSTMENT Ilf YOOR SUBJECT CLASSES
(4-year E!.gh School)
If' no regular'.cy" scheduled clps is provided for all students, the following
claeses might a ssume responsibility for covering these Life Adjustment
Booklet topics in the 4-year high school:

2th Grade
English:

Study Your Way Through SChool

What Good is HH.gh sehoolf
Getting Along with Others
Social Studies:
Vocational Classes
(Commercial, Hibmemaking, Agriculture,
Indtstrial):
fume Economics
and Fami'.cy"
Living

Discovering Your Real Interests
Dating Days

What Good is High School?
Discovering Your Real Interests

Dating Days

10th Grade
English:

Streamline Your Reading
Why Stay in School?
You and Your Mental Abilities

!Iealth, Home
Economics, Fami'.cy"
Living, or Biology:
Social Studies:
Vocational Classes
(Commercial, Agriculture, Homemaking, Industrial):

I

lilhderstanding Sex
Choosing Your Career
Getting Work Experience

Choosing Your Career
Getting Work Experience
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LIF.& .ADJUSTMEN'l' IN' YDUR SUBJECT CLASSES

-211th 9ra4e
English:

Should you Go to College?
trnderstanding Yourself

Social Studies:

Hbw to Live with Parents
Money and You

Home Economics and
Family Living:

HOw to Live with Parents
Money and You

12th Ch-a4e
English:
Social Studies:

Growing up Socially
Your Personality and Your .l'ob
:lbw to Get Tl'lE .Job

Preparation for Marriage
V"ocational Classes
(Commercial,
Industrial):
Hbme Economics
and Family Living:

Your Personality and Your job
How to Get THE J'"ob
Growing Up Socially
Preparation for Marriage

Science Research Associates
228 South Wabash Avenue
Chicago 4, Illinois
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Bere is a tbree~ar Life Adj'lllltment program built around SRA•s Life AdjU11tment
Booklets. i1he Bboklets have been arranged according to the grade level at which
they seem most appropriate. Both the ea:ry vocabulary and readable style make it
possible for you to introduce the booklets at rmy grade level from Ioth through
12th where they fit into ;zsm: school's curriculum. Unde:t' the grade, they have.
been listed according to the problem areas covered in the SRA Youth rnventory~
11th Grade

loth Grade

12th Gradeo

MI' SCHOOL
What GOod Is High School?
Study Your Wey Through
School
Streamline Your Reading

MI SCBOOL
Why Stey in School?

AFrER HIGH SCHOOL
lfwwtoC'CJJfl SHE .Job
Your Personality and
Your J"ob

AFTER HIGH SCHOOL

Afl'ER HIGH SCHOOL

GE'l'TING ATO!i/G WITH arg
Growing Up Socially

BQY M:EETS GIRL ,
Dating Dqs

MI HOME & FAMW
!BOUT YOURDLF
trnderstanding Yourself
Money and You

GETTING AIDNG WITH C7l'HEEIS
Getting Along with others

MI HOME & FAMILY
BOY MEETS GIRL
How to Live with Parents P.reparing for Marriage

Discove:t'ing Your Real
Interests
Choosing Your Career

You and Your Mental
Abilities
Should You Go to
College?
Getting Work
Expe:t'ience

BOY MEETS GmL
lfnderstanding Sex

P.roviding one class period a week all three years for all students-etither through
an extended homeroom period, an organized guidance class, or some such universally
required class as English--will offer the best chance to cover major youth problems
ad41quately. Shifts can be made depending on what the school finds are most serious
problems.
A program for covering these booklets topics--and othe:t' activities, including
appropriate' tests-is suggested below. The Life Adjustment Booklets are underlined.
loth Graje - lst Semester
Weeks _

Subject or activity

1-2

M!let Your School (orientation to the school, based on the
school's own handbook or other suitable material)
SRA Youth Inventory (administration, interpretation, and
discussion of problem solving)
What Good is High School?
study Your Way Tbrozgh School
SRA Reading Recordadminietration of test, interpretation of
results)
Streamline YOll,1' Reading
Review

3-6
7...g

9-11
12-13

14-15
16

1.33

LIFE ADJUS"mENT PROGRAM FOR THE THREE-IF.AR HIGH SCHOOL

-2loth Grade - 2nd Semester
Weeks

1-3
4-6
7-'J
10-12
13-15

16

Sµbjeet or activity
Kuder Preference Record - Vocational (administration of the test,
self-interpreting profile, discussion of the meaning of the results)
Discovering Your Renl rnterests
Choosing Your Career
Getting AJ.ong 'With Others
Dating Dm
Review
11th Grade - 1st Semester

1-3
4-6
7-10
11-15'

16

1-3
4-7

8-11
12-15

16

Stay in Schooa.l
S.l\ Primary Mental Abilities (administration of test profile,
meaning of results)
You and Your Mental Abilities
Shonl£l You Go to College!
Review

Why

2nd semester
Getting ,lbb Experience
!Jtidersta nding Yoursel.f
&;9 to lf.ve with Parents
Ublerstanding ser
Review:

12th Grade - lat Semester
1-4
5-S
9•15
16
1-5
&-10
11-15
16'

Kuder Preference Record - Personal fadministration, interpretation)
Persop!!,] ity apd Your Job
Hbv to Get THE .rob
Review

Iour

2nd Semester
Growing '!lb SociaJFf
Money em Ida
Preparing for "frr:f.a.ge

Review

Science Research Associates
228 South Wabash Avenue
Chicago 4, Illinois

1.34
LIFE .ADJUSTMENT IN YOUR SUBJECT CLASSES
(3-year High S'ehool)

.!!JJ.. students, the following
el.asses might assume responsibility for covering these Life Adjustment
Booklet topics in the three-year high school:
If no regularly scheduled el.ass is provided for

lQth Grade
English:

Social
Studies:

Vocation
Cl.asses (commercial,
Agrieul ture,
Inclu•trial):

•
Jrome
Economics; and
Family Living:

· What Good is High Sehoolf
Study Y-our Way Through School
Streamline Y-our Reading
Getting Along with others
Discovering Your Real Interests
Choosing Your Career
Dating Days
Getting Along with Others

What GOod is High School'l
Choosing Your Career
Discovering Your Real Interests

Dating Days

llth Grade

English:

Social
Studies:

~ Stay in Schoolt
You and Your Mental Abilities
Should You Ge to College?
Understanding Yourself

Getting Work Experiences
IlOw to Live with Parents

Health or
Biology:

Understanding Sex

Yocational
Classes §commercial,
Agricultural
Industrial):

~

Stay in School?
Getting Work Experience

--

---

----
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-2LIFE ADJUSTMENT IN YOUR SUBJECT CLASSFS
(3-year High Schooll(con.)
lbme

Economics and
Family Living:

Hw to Live with Parents
Understanding Sex

12th Gra&le
English:
Social
Studies:

Home Economics
and Family
Living:

Vocational
Classes (Commercial,
Agricultural,
Industrial)l

Growing Up Socially
Your Personality and Your Job
How to Get THE Job
Preparing for Marriage
Money and You

Grwing Up Soc~
Preparing for Marriage
Money and You

Your Personality and Your Job
Hw to Get THE Job

Science Research Associates
228 South Wabash Avenue
Chicago,
J:l.linois

'
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WHERE" SRA'S LIFE ADJUS'rMEN'r BOOKIETS FIT INTO
Your Cul"riculUlll
Listed below are SRA:.•s Life Adjustment Booklets and suggested subject classes
in which they can be used. The looklets are listed according to the
proglem areas found in the §R' Yoµth Inyentorr. Al 1 topics are
1ropriate f'or homeroom or qoup guidance cJa@ses, (The Life Adjustment Booklets are underlined.

MY SCHOOL
What Good is lligh School'!
Orientation class
English
Vocational Classes (commercial, agricultural, industrial)
Study Your Way Through School
Orientation
English
Streamline Your Rea.ding
English
W1xY Stav in School?
English
Vocational classes (colllll'.ercial, agriculture}., industrial)
AFTER HIGH SCHOOL
Discovering Your Real Iµterests
Orientation
Social Studies
Vocational &lasses (cotilmercial, agricultural, industrial)
Careers

You and Your Menta1 Abilities
Orientation
English
Careers
Choosing YoUJ!! Career
Orientation
Social Studies
Careers
Vocational classes (commercial, industrial)
Getting Ionk Experience
S
Social Studies
Careers
Vocational classes (comnercial, industrial, agricultural)

- 2 1'57
WHERE Slis LIFE ADJUSTMENT BOCl!:IErS Frr INTO YOUR CURRICULUM (continued)

Shou1d You Go to College
English
How to qet Tm .rob
Social Studies
Careers
Vocational classes (commercial, industrial)
ABOUT MISELF

Understanding Yoµrsiif
English
Family Living
Home economics
Health and JJ;rgiene
GE'f flNG .AIDNG Wl'l'E CftBEBS

Growing Up SociaJJy
English
Home Economics
Family living

Getting AJ.ong with others
English
lfome Economics
Family living
MY HCME AND FAMILY
How to Live with Parents
Social studies
Home economics
Family living
Money and You.

Social Studies
Home economics
Family living
BOY MEETS GffiL

Dating Dm
Social studies
Home economics
Family living
Preparing

rer Harriage

Social Studies
Health and Hygiene
Home economics
Family living
SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES
228 S;. Wabash Avenue
Chicago 4, Illinois
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Lm ADJ'tJSTMENT BOCICLETS FOR YOUR CLASSF.S
FOR !OUR ORIENTATION CLASS OR UNIT

WJ:iat GOod is High S'chool.t
Sjud;y Your Vay Through S'chool
D!scovering Your Real Interests
You and Your Mental Abilities
Choosing Your Career
Understanding Yourself
Grawing up Socially
Getting Along with Others
Dating Days
Money and You
How to Live with Parents
FOR YOUR FAMIIJ: LIVING Oil. HOME ECONOMICS CLASSF.S

Understanding Yourself
Gl!owing Up Soci~
Getting Along with Others
Dating Days
Understanding Sex
Preparing for Marriage
How to Live with Parents
Money and You
Choosing Your Car11er
Your Personality and Your Job
FOR YOUR CAREERS AND VOCATIONAL CLASSFS

Wl;iat Good is High School?

Wb;y sta;y in School?
Should You Go to College?

Discovering Your Real Interests
You and Your Mental Abilities
Choosing Your Career
Getting Work Experience
Your Personality and Your Job
Ha11 to Get THE .Tob

FOR YOUR HCMEROOM PROGRAM

(see Life Adjustment Progr!ll!l for either 4- or 3-year high school
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-2LIFE ADJUSTMENT BOOKIErS FOR YOUR CLASSES (con.)
FOR YOUR SOCIAL STUDIES CLASSES

Discovering Your Real Interests
Choasing Your Career
Getting Work Experience
Dating Days
How to Live with Parents
Your Personality and Your Job
How to Get THE Job
Preparing for Marriage
Money and You
FOR YOUR ENGLISH CLASSES
What Good is High School?
S'j;udy Your Way Through School
Streamline Your Reading
Getti~g Along with Others
Why SJ!a;v- in Schoo!?
You and Your Mental Abilities
Should You Go to College?
1Ihderstanding Yourself
Growing Up Socially
FOR YOUR HEALTH AND HYGIENE CLASSES

trnderstanding Sex
Preparat~on for Marriage

SBIBNCE RFSEARCH ASSOCIATES
228 So. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, Illinois
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The Delaware Plan

Seventh Grade

Lesson Plans
JJ. hblic :ID.emdes ot <k>od

llillUll

Relations

2. How Personalit;r Traits Develop
3.

Qir

Inner Btaan DriTes

4. Class .Acceptability Becord

s.

Bow Jhotions are .Aroused

6. llbw IDotioDS Atf'ect Us

Ph;rsic~

7. Jmotions :DispllQ'ed at Bal.Jlowe•en

s.

Qir

Ubpleasant •otions

9. •otional. Cont'licts
10. Oar Pleasant Jhotions

U. lhotione1 Problems at Home
12. OV'erc01lling FersonaJ. Handicaps
l.3• Can Personalities Change!

it.. Making Difficult DecisioDS

15.

Assuming :iespomd.b1lit7

16. Co-operating with Others
11. losing

IS.

Grae~

SU.bm:L tting to .A:a.thority

19. First Impressions
20. Striving for SU:periorit;y
21. That Inferiority Feeling
22._ Competition in Sports

142

23. llh;J' Drqdreaat

24- Sby'ness vs. Self-COnt'idence {Debate)
25. HOw B abits Rule Ue
26. Jetablisbing Worthwhile Goals

27.

hawing Oarsel'Ves

28. Importance of Bobbies
29. tnv' Itel.ax

30. atr

leed

~Ir

Faith

Eighth

Lesson Plans

:r..

Personality Growth

2. Meil.time lhotions

3. Words Mean Different Thincs to Different People

4. l!'athusiasm is Catchinc
5.

Imagination-A Personality Asset

6. Should We be Different or Like Others?
7.

Meeting People

s.

Moods as They At"£eot OUr Personali't7

9. The Power of Suggestion
10. .lids in Concentration

n.

Heredity versus lavironment in Permmality Development

l2e Religious Belie£-An Asset in Personality Development
13. :&lotions in the News

:U... Larg_e versus
15. Ertending
-~

r"

•

Small Families:

Cur Areas of Interest

Grade

w
31>.

Satisfactions ot 'Varld.Di

17. OvercOJling Prejudice

IS. Feeling of Guilt
19. Sudden

Chan&•

and QJr lhotions

20. Death and Cltr lhotions

21. Baotions Aroused by Disputes
22. Juvenile DeliJlquellCy in the !fews
23. The COllics

24e Personality Growth Tbroup Caaunity Service
25. Radio, Television, and lfo'ri.es

26. Em;r
'Z'l.

and Jealousy

Democracy-~

Vay of Lite

28. Making and Keepina Friends

29.

Knov

Yourselt-Jccept Yourself-Be Yourselt

30. Misfits in Llfe
Ii.nth Grade

Lesson P.l.ans
i. lflv' Bi.Dian Relations Classes f
2. !'rltsterations

3. J>evelopillg Personality Sldllll
Younc

4.

Learning While We .Are

s.

Practicing 9-thwhile Personality Traits

6. .Autobiographical. Personality Sketch
7. Jequirinc D:>.tlmsiastie Interests

s.

The Will To Succeed

9. Good SportSIWlShip
10. tmderstending Our Parents• Viewpoint

n.

Helping Parents Understand

Qir

T.iewpoint

12. Oar Choice ot Mew

JJ. The l'"our-Vq- Test

u..

Courtesy Pqs Dividends

15. Manners at Home and in School

16.

Bow •Bout a Date!

17. l!aotional Causes of Accidents
J.8. Don't JUap to Conclusions

19. Bow Hostility At'fects Personalities

20. Opinions and :&lotions
21. Can Tact be DeYelopedf
22. Relying too lllch on others
2.3. loyalty-A Personality Asset

24e The •Neve' Squeal• Code
25. •otional stresses and Strains
26. Why Vor1"7T

27. :Pressures of Lite
28. Balanee is Important

29. Gettinc

30.

Along Tocether·

BeloDgirle

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN of the NATIONAL FORUM GUIDAN

NATIONAL FORUM'S
PERSONAL GUIDANCE SERIES
for

JUNIOR AND SENIOR

7
AREAS OF
GUIDANCE

8

ABOUT GROWING UP

2. How Can I Make New Friends?

Educational

6 Student Books

SCHOOL
ADJUSTMENT

6 Sets of Classroom Charts
6 Teacher's Guides
GROUP
ADJUSTMENT

These Guidanc e materials are designed for use
throughout the s ix years of Junior-Senior High School.
They cover fl ve ma jor area s of personal adjustment.
Th e topics dea li ng with each area are not confined

Personal

Social

stude nts grow up. The y don't make a ll their educoFAMILY

tiono/ cx/justments in one year, then solve their boy-girl

third. Rather, they mature a little in each a rea each

3 . Getting Along w ith Teachers
4.

Group Life

7. It's Not All Book Work

7.

Looking-Glass Looks

I . My Part in the Group

8.

Etiquette's Easy

9.

Party Time

BOY-GIRL

11 . School Service

11 .

12. Do I Need "A Line"?

COURTESY

13. The Meeting Will Come to Order

13.

14. Study Time

NATIONAL

FORUM

407 S. Dearborn St.

•

INC.

Chicago 5, Ill.

11 . The Team

12. My Opponent

Reading to Learn

13. What Is School Spirit?
14. -The Role of the School

15. llenning my High School Course

16. Let's Talk about Teachers

16. Our School Property

17. Thinking of Future Jobs

17. Being a School Citizen

11. Education and Jobs

11 . Courtesy

19. Comic Books

19. Planning My Future Educati on

19. Etiquette

20. Choosing My High School Subjects

20. Our Bodies Change
PERSONAL
SOCIAL

23. Am I Growing Normally?

21. What Makes a Goocl Worker?
22. Working with People
23. Should I Get a Part-Time Job?

24. Give Yourself a Break

24. Becoming Grown-Up

FAMILY

25. How Do I Look?

25. Taking My Part in the Family

25. My Best Friend

26. Courtesy Counts

26. Our Feelings Grow Up

26. Beyond My Family

CAREER
PLANNING

Minding Our Manners

29. Why Hobbles?

Career
Planning

9. Am I Getting My Time's Woith?

10. School Rules

EDUCATIONAL 15. How to Take Tests

28. Acting Natural
LEARNING
TO WORK

7 . How Important are Grades?
STUDY HABITS 8. Intelligence

20. Movies and Radio

27.

-

6 . Tests are Ste ps in Learning

Date Data for Girls

14. Are We Really Democratic?

15. Family Life

3. Why Athletics?

EDUCATIONAL 4 . My Teachers and I
GUIDANCE
5. Hillts on Studyint

10. Date Data for Boys

12. It Belongs to All of Us

22. Our Bodies Grow

Boy-Girl

Making Friends

5. Helping Others Make Friends

21 . It's Smart to be Safe
GROWTH

3. Personality Plus

6. Our Bodies Grow

18. Clicking with the Public

the color d iagram.

1. High School Life

2. School Clubs a nd Activities

6 . Busy Line

THE CROWD 17. Clicking w ith the Crowd

area s flows through the six years, as shown in

1. All-Round Boys and Girls

5. Study Tips

9 . Being a Good Sport

HIGH SCHOOL LIFE

2. Choosing My Activities
4.

16. Understanding Parents

yea r. The refore the material for each of the flve

~.
n1;.~
(Vil#';\

PERSONAL
SOCIAL

Around the Clock

10. Keeping My Word

to an y one section or year, since th is is not the way

prob/ems in another, and do their career planning in a

BEING TEEN-AGERS

1. What's New?

HIGH SCHOOLS

9

/

GROUP LIFE

23. Personality Grows
24. My Family

27. Handling Our Emotions

27. My Group1

21. Should I Get Work Experience No""

30. Democracy-a Privllegel

31 . Learning to Work for Wages

31. Taking Part in the Group

32. My Own Money and How I Spe nd It

32. Daring to be Myself

33. Summer Plans

33. Your Community and Yau

Two or three colors might well ho ve been placed o ve r so me of the topics. Unde rl ining s w ith anothe r co lor
suggest th is. Also , ot her areas besides the S m ig ht have been listed, such as Em ot ions or Me ntal Hyg ienebul ii is obvio us tha t these permeate a ll of the 5 .

-

22. Accepting Myself

28. When You Are in Trouble
29. How We Are Alike

30. Home Responsibilities

21. ·Growing Normally

WOIK
EXPEii ENCE

29. Relaxation
30. Creative Activities
31. The Other Fellow

SOCIAL

32. What is Superiority?
33. It's One World

While th is Serie' provide1 for a continuous 6
seq uence of the topics within each year, <•

(Le aflet with full des•

~TI ONAL

FORUM GUIDANCE SERIES for JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

G ERS

rls

9

10

11

12

HIGH SCHOOL LIF E

DISCOVERING MYSELF

PLANNING MY FUTURE

TOWARD ADULT LIVING

1. High School Life

1. On Being Inde pende nt

1. All Jobi Are Important

2. School Clubs and Activities

2. How Does Society Shape My Actions?

2. Every Job Takes Many Abilities

3. Growing Up

3. Importance of Character

4. My Emotions

4. What Do I Want fro m a Job?

3. Why Athletics?

e nds

PERSONAL
ADJUSTMENT

EDUCATIONAL 4 . My Teachers and I
GUIDANCE
5 . Hiflts on Studyint
6. Tests are Steps in Learnlnsi

7. How Important are Grades?
STUDY HABITS 8. Intelligence
9. Am I Getting My Time's

WORK
EXPERIENCE
SOCIAL

Taking Succeu

7. " Fa milies" of Vocations

8. Working with Things, People,

5. Dangers In Labeling

6 . Fa d or Opinion?
7 . Fa cing Facts

lde~ s

8. Understanding People
9. What Do We All Want?

9. Types of Abllltie1
10. Ability Plus Interest

10. What Are My Pe rsonal Goals?

11. Appraising Myself
12. Ability Plus Social Adaptability

12. Intelligent Se lf-Interest

11. The Team

11 . Super1ttt io n1

12. My Opponent

12. Handling Fears

13. What Is School Spirit?

13. My Moods

13. Choosing a n Occupational Field

14. ·The Role of the School

14. Smoking and Drinking

14. Testing My Ideas of a Jo b

15. llenning my High School Course

15. Do I Think Straight?

15. Home maki ng a s a Career for Girl s

17. Being a School Citizen

17. Personal Appearance

18. Courtesy

18. What Makes for Popularity?

BOY-GIRL
RELATIONS

21 . Growing Normally
22.

I

U

/

GROUP LIFE

16. What Is the Place of Relig ion?

17 . A Social Philosophy

19. Why Are People Disliked?

19. Opportunities for Vocational Education

18. How 11 Human Progress Achieve d?
19. The World Needs Pioneers

20. Becoming a Member of a Crowd

20 . Career Plans Change with Time

20. living In a Dy namic World

EMOTIONAL 21. Avocations for Self-Expression
ADJ USTMENT 22. What Are Our Basic Needs?

22. Freedom and Responsibility

I

24 . My Fam ily

13. The laws of living
LIFE
14. Conscience
PHILOSOPHY 15. Developing an Ade quate Philosophy

EDUCATION 17. Preparing for a Field of Work
18. Should I Go to College?

21. Dating Can Be Fun

Accepting MyHlf

11. How Can I Reach My Goals?

16. Home making in the Career of Boys

STUDY HABITS 16. Improving Reading Ability

23. Persona lity Grows

1.

?·

9. Blunde rs

19. Etiquette

FAMILY

6. A Realistic Look at Job Opportunities

10. On Be ing Self-Con1ciou1

20. Our Bodies Change

PERSONAL
SOCIAL

5. Surveying All Fields of Work

Facing Disappointment

4 . "It' s Not That Simple"

10. School Rules

16. Our School Property

I Subjects

Meeting Difficulties

6.

CAREER
PLANNING

2. The Importance of Language
3. Dangers In Generalizing

EFFECTIVE
USE OF
LANGUAGE

5.

I . T•kl"g Criticis m

Wo~?

1. What 11 Maturity?
MATURITY

MARRIAGE

21 . Choosing a Marriage Partner
22. What MakH a Marriage Successful?

23. The Importance of Group Action

23. Feelings and Emotions

23. Forming a Family of My Own

24. What i1 My Place in the Group?

24 . What i1 Emotional Maturity?

24. Bei ng an Intellige nt Consume r

BOY-GIRL

25. Managi ng Mo ney

25. My Best Friend

25. What Kind of leaders Do We Want?

26. Beyond My Family

26. My Role In the Community

26. My "Crowd"

27. My Groups

27. The World of Work

27. Sharing leadership

27. My Vocallo_. Future

21. Should I Get Work Experience Now?

21. Vocatio nal Guidance

28. Where Do I Get My Ideals?

21. Geltln1 Started on a Jolt

-------------

29 . Relaxation

----------

'\

29. What Can I Expect from Education?

I

GROUP
LIFE

25. Going Steady

29. Education or Propaganda?

30. How Much School for Me?

30. Group Thinking

31. Choosing My Elective Subjects

3 1. Prejudices

32. What is Superiority?

32. Interests Can Be Developed

32. Reacting to New Idea s

33. It' s One World

33. Using PreHnt Opportunities

33. Creative v1. Stereotype d l iving

30. Creative Adlv ltles
31. The Other Fellow

.... I

EDUCATION

While this Series provi des for a continuous 6 -year program, the grading of the m ateria l by yea rs, a n d t he
seq uence of the topics within e a ch year, can easily be a d iusted to flt the ind ividual school program.

(Leaflet w ith fu ll descriptio ns, ava ilable upon requ e st)

_

EDUCATION

26. My Further Education
--·---

--

---···---- ·- ----

29. leisure Time Activities
PREPARATION 30. Democracy 11 a Way of life
FOR ADULT
31 • Taking Part In Polltlca
LIVING
32. Meeting What Come s
33. In School For life

Each al the Sets of Char1s, in Maso nite eosel ....... • ...................... . $ 21.00
PRICES: Ea ch of the Student Books, net t o schools . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.50
Each of the Teacher's Guides, net to schools ........ . ......... . ...... . ... . ..
.60

,,
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SCience Research Associates t Materials

Here are recommended material&
to assist you in that job

1

SRA Better Living Booklets - for parents and
teachers. These a re 48-page illustrated booklets on the problems that
adults face with young people, and on ways to solve them. They are
written by authorities in the field of child study to help you help young
people. You'll find them useful for parent-teacher discussion groups or
teacher-training work. Issued monthly during the school year, they are
available by subscription. A list of future topics will be found on page 3.
Annual subscription price, 9 issues, $3.50.

2

SRA Life Adjustment Booklets - for young
people. Written by famed educators, psychiatrists, and psychologists,
these 48-page illustrated booklets are used by schools, counselors, and
parents to help young people to see and solve their problems of everyday
living. Their subjects are the day-to-day concerns that young people say
worry thetn most. Issued monthly during the school year, they are available by subscription. A list of future topics will be found on page 3.
Annual subscription price, 9 issues, $3.50. Booklets already issued in this
Series are also listed on page 3- these are available at 3 for $1.00, minimum order $3.00. Check the titles you want.

J_

:--1

Sci ence Research Associ ates' Materials

,__ ________ 3

SRA Youth Inventory-a special guidance

tool. This is a test designed for the use of those who work with young
people ... and who want to know the problems that puzzle them most
in everyday living. It i~ a special questionnaire planned for individual or
classroom use in 2 scholastic areas- gra des 7 and 8, and grades 9-12. By
their answers, students reveal their personal, social, scholastic, and vocational problems. Specimen sets are available t o qualified educators or
youth-Service workP.rs for 75c.

t

USE THE CONVENIENT ORDER BLANK

ON PAGE 4 TO OBTAIN YOUR COPIES

Of THESE AUTHORITATIVE GUIDANCE
MATERIALS

t

The mate rials desc r ibed in this folder
have been developed hy Science Research
Associates, the publishers w~o worked
with the United States Office of Education
to produce this brochure, Good School•
Don't Juat Happen.

Science Research Associates is an educational publisher specializing in guidance material, psychological tests and profeMional publications. It serves educators, lay organizations, and youth-service
workers throughout the United States. Among its authors and
consultants are authorities like Dr. William C. Menninger, General Secretary, the Menninger Foundation; Eva Grant, Editor,
Parent-Teacher magazine; Thelma Gwinn Thurstone, Director,
Division of Child Study, Chicago Public Schools; Louis L.
Thurstone, Professor of Psychology, University of Chicago; G.
Frederic Kuder, Professor of Psychology, Duke University; H. H.
R emmers, Director, Division of E ducational Reference, Purdue
University; Paul Witty, Professor of E ducation. Northwestern
University; James Worthy, in general charge of employee relations, Sears Roebuck and Co.• and many other leading figures in
education and industry.

2

--

Subscribe now to SRA letter Living
Booklets, and receive all these •••

Subscribe now to SRA Life Adlustment
Booklets and receive all these • , •

e HOW TO LIVE WITH CHILDREN , b:r
the A11ociation for F a mil:r Livinr.
H ow parenta and teachers can provide for
the needs of ch ildren.

HIGH SCHOOL HANDBOOK, b:r Marraret Ji:. Bennett.
An orientation booklet to help young people
adjust to h igh school.

LET'S LISTEN TO YOUTH, by H . H . R emmen and Clarence H ackett.
Results of extensive research and p01ling of
the problems of youth and how parents and
teachers can help with these problems.
H E LPING YOU TH CHOOSE CAREER S, b:r
J . Anthon:r Humphrin.
How parents and teachers can help young
people find t he job field t h at best fits their
interests, ab ilities a nd personality..
MENTAL ABILITIES OF CHILDREN, b:r
Thelma Gwinn Thu ra tone and Katharine
By m e.
The new concept of "intelligence"- with its
many factors-and how It can be used to
evaluate and plan for children.
U NDERSTANDING YOURSELF TO UNDERSTAND YOUR CHILDREN, b:r William
C. Menninrer, M. D.
D iscu11es how the personality of parents and
teachers affecta the beh avior a nd developm ent
of children.
EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS OF
U P, b:r 0 . Sparseon Enslish,
Stuart Finch, M.D.
The emot ions ch ildren and young
a nd how to help them with these

GROWING
M.D. , and

e

SCHOOL SUBJECTS AND JOBS, b:r Leiter
Schloerb.
A discussio n of how ach oo! courses can help
studenta p repare for and decide on future
careers. The booklet in cludes a n extensive
chart, sh owing about 250 jobs and school
courses that are help ful in preparin g for
these jobs.
WHERE ARE YOUR MAN NERS, b:r Barbara V ale.ntlne Hertz.
A discussion of good m anners at h ome, at
school, In t h e busineu world, and in socl11I
situation s.
GETTING ALONG WITH BROTHERS AND
SISTERS, b:r F rances U llmann and th• Child
St11d:r A aaociation.
A diacuaaion of the various aspects of Brother-Sister relationsh ips and how you n g people can adjust to t his area of f a mily living.
HOW TO WRITE BETTER, by Rudolph
Fl each.
Thia booklet stre•sn the need for better w riting, finding ideas, w riting them up, a nd techniQues of readable writing.

HELPING CHILDREN READ BETTER, b:r
Paal W ltt:r.
What the home and 1chool can do to make
reading enjoyable, easy, fast, and informative for young people.

HOW TO IMPROVE YOU R TASTE, h:r Ra:r
Bethera.
A combin ation of illustrations and copy will
show what good b asic dnlgn is in thi ngs we
use a nd live with , and how we can r ecogn ize
good d<!lig n .
YOU AND UNIONS, b:r Dale Yoder.
A diacusaion of unions a nd the part they
play in our llves.
CITIZEN, U. S. A ., b:r Staart Chase.
What our country is a nd how it got that way,
and t he cha llenges a nd goals of our system
of government, a re some of th e top ics to b e
treated in t his booklet.

PAR.:NT-TEAC HER C OOPERATION, b:r
E•a Grant.
How home and school can best aerv~ the
need• o f youth.

YOUR PERSONALITY, b:r W. Llo:rd Warner
and William Henr:r.
A booklet to h el p the reader u n derstan d hie
penonality better .

people face,
emotions.

TEACHING CHILDREN SEX, ..a,y Lffter
Kirke.n dall.
H ow hom e a nd school can help children develop sound attitude• and achieve objective
in form ation about sex.

These Life Adjustment Booklets are available now - order them
for young people you know-your choice, 3 for $1.00, minimum
order $3.00 - circle the numbers of the booklets you want
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Choosing Your Career
Dating Days
Di9covering Your Real Interests
Enjoying Leisure Time
Getting Along wit.h Others
Getting Job Experience
Growing Up Socially
How to Be a Better Speaker
How to Get the Job
IO. How to Live with Parents
11. How to Solve Your Problem s
12. Looking Ahead to Marriage

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Money and You
Should You Go to Collece?
St~eamline Your Reading
Study Your Way Through Sehool
Understanding Sex
Understanding Yourself
You and Your Health
You and Your Mental Abilities
Your Personality and Your Job
What Employers Want
What Good h Hlsh School?
Why Stay in School?

We pay postage and insurance when you remit with your order
3
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U nderstanding ad4lts realize- th a t every teen- ager encounters
hectic, confusing problems as he grows from adolescen ce to
ma turity. Young peop le need competent, sincere, and understanding help during this difficult p eriod . Schools and youthservice organizations realize this - but objective eviden ce
about ind ividual problems and good materials to help solve
them ha ve been lacking. T heir absence has been a major
stumbling block to planning and progress in G uida nce and
Life Adjustment Education.

YOUTH INVENTORY •••

defining incliviclual clifficulties

HOW IT WAS DEVELOPED
The SRA Youth Inventory test is based on a survey of 15,000
teen-agers in all parts of the country, conducted by Purdue
University's Opinion Panel for Young People .

WHAT IT CONSISTS OF
It is a self-scoring check list, containing 298 questions phrased

by teen-agers themselves, covering the problems they say
worry them most. A self-in terpreting profile chart, filled out
by the stude n t himself, shows him the areas in which his
problems lie- and suggests how he can start to solve these
problems. A special key is provided to help the counselor
quickly find an y students in real difficulty.

WHOM IT BENEFITS

................
...• ....,.
.......•
..• .. ...
.

..••.•

e

Tk School Administrator- because it helps him to plan guidance and curriculum revisions that will meet expressed needs

e

Teackrs- because it helps them to understand students better
and to tailor their classwork accordingly

e

Counselors- because it provides a wealth of information for
group orientation or individual counseling sessions

e

Students-because it helps them to identify their own problems

WHEN AND WHERE IT IS USED
The S R A Youth Inventory test can be given individuall y, or to
groups, and can be administered at any time during the school
year. I t h as been designed to fit any part of the curriculumin English, Social Science, Health and H ygiene, Home Economics, Orientation, Careers, Vocational Education classes
or in the homeroom. It is su itable for use with young people
in grad es 7-12.

SCIENCE RESEARCH

ASSOCIATES INC.

221 S. WAIASH AVINUI •CHICAGO 4, ILLINOIS

~ust

Now, for the first time, a complete program of Life
ment Education is available-a program built by educators,
counselors and educational psychologists. It features t he
SRA Youth Inventory, designed by Dr. H. H. Remmers of
Purdue U niversity a nd Benjamin Shimberg of the U. S.
Public H ealth Service to determine p ersonal problem areas.
And it includes a continuing flow of practical materialSRA Life Adjustment U nits-that h elp you to· help young
p eople solve their problems.

STMENT UNITS •••

helping to solve prob/ems of everyday living

WHAT THEY ARE

r ·H·ow TO CHOOSE A CAREER=
• Stdy y11rself
• St1•r i•
• ••,.. ''" •11lifie1ti••
11• j.. r..lirt•Htl

The Life Adjustment Units are a series of 48-pa~ Booklets, accompanied by Instructor's Guides and full size 14" x 20" Posttrs. All
are aimed directly at major human problems- al/ are writte n
by outstanding authorities, and in the language of teen-agers .
Brief d escriptio ns of.these Units are o n t he back of this broc hure .
Additional Units are published monthly during the school year
and can be obtained singly, b y subscriptio n, or at a special
quantity classroom price.

HOW THEY ARE USED

Life Ac!justment Units fit into the c urriculum or individual study
groups. Each Booklet, authoritatively prepared by famed educators and psychologists, has been planned for a specific unit in
the school curriculum. They are used as classroom texts in
schools throughout the country. Booklets can be used separately
as aids in individual <;:ounseling or as independent library reading. Each Unit is complete in itself- all Units can be integrated
to form a cou rse in Life Adjustment Education. The Instructor's
Guides and Posters help teache rs a nd counselors to present the
material effectively. Life Adjustment Booklets are helpful to
young people in grades 7-12.

OTHER HELPFUL MATERIAL

SRA has developed a companion series .to the Life Adjustment
Booklets, designed to help those who work with youth to understand their problems better. This new series is known as t he
Better Living Booklets, and classroom' teachers, as well as
administrators, counselors, and youth-service workers, will find
them invaluable handbooks. Subscriptions to the series are being
accepted now. Use the order blank to obtain these new booklets
as they appear.

Detach and return this order blank to obtain your copies now

t

each one discusses an important problem
of everyday living
*Choosing Your Career by J. Anthony Humphreys
*Dating Days b y Lester A. Kirkendall
and Ruth Farnham O sborne

. what young people should consider when deciding upon a career
. answers to the problems of dating a nd making friends with
the o ther sex

*Discovering Your Real Interests b y G. Frede ric Kuder
and Blanche B. Poulson

... information important for success and satisfaction in school,
career, and soci a l activiti es

*Enjoying Leisure Timo b y W illiam C. Me nninge r, M.D .

.. a d iscussion of leisure time ·activities a nd their all-important
relation to mental health

*Getting Along with Others by Helen Shaefer
Getting Job Experience by Thomas E. Christensen
*Growing Up Socially by Ellis Weitzman
*How to Be a Better Speaker b y Bess Sondel
*How to Get the Job b y Mitche ll Dreese

.. the facto rs on which good personal and social relationships a re built
.. how to select ;111d get work experience that will help
in career preparation
. the role. of social maturity in school, job, a nd personal rc la 1ionships
. a n unusual and helpful a pproach to the problems of making a speech
. a blueprin t for finding the job that best suits each person

How to Live with Parents b y Gladys Gordn er Je nkins
and Joy Neuman

. ways to achieve better rel~tio n shi ps and understanding between
young people and their parents

*How to Solve Your Prob/ems b y Robert H. Seashore
and A. C. Van Dusen

. effective techniques for solving problems in everyday livi ng

*Looking Ahead to Marriage b y Clifford R. Adams

....a discussion of the essenti als that go to m ake a successful marriage

*Money and You by J. K. Losser and Sylvia F. Porter

.. how to get m oney efficiently, save it regu larly, and spend it wisely

Should You Go to College? by W . Lloyd Worner
a nd Robert J. Hovighurst
*Streamline Your Reading b y Paul Witty
Study Yo.ur Way Through School b y C. d ' A. Gerken
t Understanding Sex b y Lester A. Kirkendoll
*Understanding Yourself b y William C. Menninger, M .D.

*You and Your Health b y J. Roswell Gallag her, M. D.
*You and Your Mento/ Abilities by Lorraine Bouthilet
and Ka tharine Byrne
Your Personality and Your Job b y Paul W . Chapman
*What EmployeK Want b y Jomes C. Worth y
*What Good Is High School? b y E. F. Lindquist,
Lauren A. Van Dyke, and John R. Yale
*Why Stay in School? by Florence Ta ylor

.. a d iscussio n of the pros and cons to consider in making
this decision
.. practical hel ps tha t pave the way

to

reading improvemen t

. "tricks of the tradc"- study techniques that help to
improve school work
. basic fac ts about body functions a nd reproduction, a nd the
importance of mature attitudes towards sex
. what people need to know about themselves to lead happier
and more successful lives
the importance of building a nd m aintaini ng

~ood

physical health

. a fr ank d iscussion of the na ture of menta l abi liti es, or intelligence,
and their im portance in school a nd career
the ways in which personalit y in flue nces job success
. the employer's side of the picture what he looks for in the
empl oyees he selec ts and promotes
the part that hig h sc hools play in equipping students with " tools"
for everyday living
. the values of completing high school, a nd what
ha ppens to those who drop out

*High School Handbook by Margaret E. Bennett

. an orientation booklet to help young people find their
place in high school

*School Subjects and Jobs b y Lester J. Schloe rb

. charting the- school courses needed in 250 different occupations

*How to Write Better b y Rudolf Fle sch

*Getting Along with Brothers and Sisters
by Frances Ullmann and the
Child Stud y A ssociation o f America
*Where Are Your Manners? b y Barbaro Volentine Hertz
*Your Heredity b y Bernice L Ne u gorten

. a discussion of how IO write simply, clea rl y, and interestingly
by the a uthor of the Flesch Formula for determining readability
how better understa nding can be promoted
in brother-sister relationships
. a discussion of good manners a t home ancl
in business and socia l situations

~c h ool ,

.. how heredity operates and the part it plays
in physical, mental and emotional development

*Instructor's G uide and Bulletin Board Po ster available for these titles.
Instructo r's G uid e and Poster free with 15 or more cop ies of sa me title.

t lnstructor's Guid e o nly a va ilable for this b ooklet.

PRICES 40c each - 3 for $ 1.00- 1 ta I 00 cop ies; 30c p er copy- 100 o r more cop ies; 25c p er co p y-500 or more copies; same a r ossorted titles.
All t itles listed above have bee n publishe d -new titles are added e o ch month during the school year.
You can o btain these new tit les b y subscription - only $ 3. 5 0 yearly.

SCIENCE RESEARCH AHOCIATIS, INC., 221 SOUTH WAaASH AVENUE, CHICAGO 4, ILLINOIS

FILL OUT AND MAIL NOW
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LIFE ADJUSTMENT BOOKLETS

SRA YOUTH INVENTORY

FOil HAND-SCOlllNG:

If you wont to order one copy of each life Adjustment 8ooklet
listed below, check this box 0
If you wont only certain titles,
or multiple copies of titles, flll in the quantity you wont in the

7CC901 _ __

Reuse ble booklets
with answer pod, Form AH

spaces provided.

7CC902

Extra answer pads, Form AH

5CFI 56 _ _ _ _ • choosing Your Career

7CB906
7CB905 _ __
7CA909

5CD155
5CE154
5CA615
5CA598
5CF158
5CD30
5CC510
5CA560
5CA590
5CD26
5CD33
5CA561 _ _ _ _
5CA591
5CC512 _ ___

*Doting Days
*Discovering Your Real Interests
• enjoying leisure Time
• Getting Along with Brothers and Sisters
• Getting Along with Others
Getting Job Experience
*Growing Up Socially
*High School Handbook
• How to be a Better Speaker
*How to Get THE Job
How to live with Porents
*How to Solve Your Problems
*How to Write Better
*Money and You

5CA511
5CA513
5CD32
5CF157
5CD28
5CD31
5 CD152
5CA5 14
5CE1 50.
5CA567
5CD151
5CA517
5CE153
5CD25

' Looking Ahead to Marriage
*School Subjects and Jobs
Should You Go to College~
• streamline Your Reoding
Study Your Woy Thru School
#Underslonding Sex
• understonding Yourself
*What Employers Wont
*What Good Is High School~
*Where Are Your Manners~
*Why Stoy in School~
*You and Your Health
*You and Your Mental Abilities
Your Personality and Your Job

----

5CA703

~
1 or more copies
100 or more copies
5 00 or more copies

0

l.75

Basic Difflculty Scoring Stencil

Each

Specimen Set, AH, for high school

Each

.50
.75

Specimen Set, AH, for junior high school Each

.75

7CB961

Reusable booklets
with answer sheet, Form AM

Each

.42

7CB962

Answer sheets, Form AM

Pkg. of 100

2.90

Pkg. of 500

12.50

Set of 5

2.50

7CB962

Answer sheets, Form AM

7CB966

Scoring stencils, Form AM

7CB965

Specimen Set, AM, for high school

Each

.75

7CA969

Specimen Set, AM, for junior high school Each

.75

FOil IOTH HAND- AND MACHINE-SCORING :
7CB903

Self·interpreting proflle leoAet,
high school

Pkg . of 25

1.00

7CA908 - --

Self-interpreting proflle leoAet,
junior high school

Pkg. of 25

1.00

7CB904

Extra Monuols, high school

Each

.25

7CA907

Extra Manuals, junior high school

Each

.25

~

A NEW SERIES, SRA Beller living Booklets, for teachers and parents is now avail·
able. W•illen by authorities in the flelds of child-study, educat ion, and psychology,
these booklets ore designed lo help adults better understand the problems of
children and youth.
Price: single copy 40 cents ; three or more copies $1.00; 100 or more copies
30 cents each ; 500 o r more copies 25 cents each. The following titles ore avail·
able now-order the quantity you want of each.
5CA913
How lo l ive with Children
5CA901
let's l isten lo Youth
Helping Youth Choose Careers
5CA915
5CA905
Helping Children Read Beller
5CA903
Self·Underslonding-A First Step to Understanding Children
5CA910
Emotiona l Problems of Growing ub

NEW REDUCED PRICES
4 0c each, 3 for $ 1.00
30c each
25c each

*Instructor's Guide & Bulletin Boord Poster available for these

$ .48

FOil MACHINE-SCORING:

• Your Heredity

enter my subscription to future life Adjustment Booklets ($3.50
yearly).

Each
Pkg. of 25

0

Enter my subscription lo future Beller living Booklets ($3.50 yearly).

Please send the matetiel1 Indicated to:
School or Organiza tio n _ _ _ - - - - - -· - - - -- - - --

Zone_ _ Stat•- - - - - -- - - - - -- -

OrderedbY- - - -- - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- -

Till•------------------------::--:~=-----Remittance enclosed

0

Bill organization

O Bill me

Hove rny SRA representative call when convenient to dl1cuH the use of SRA motetlal1, and to
r.11 me about SIA Guidance Service.

228 S. Wabash Ave. , Chicago 4, 111.

~

·~

~

Addtfft

0
O

i

· - - --

some title.
City

l:::l

~

/ Instructor's Guide only available for this booklet.

A special sturdy wire display rock for LIFE ADJUSTMENT
BOOKLETS or BEnER LIVING BOOKLETS is available for $2.95.
Each hos pockets for 18 booklets (up to 15 booklets con be
placed in each pocket), and is ideal for library, counselor,
homeroom, parent. teacher, and exhib it use.
To order, check the proper box:
0 Display rock for LIFE ADJUSTMENT BOOKLETS ($2.95)
0 Display rack for BEnER LIVING BOOKLETS ($2.95)

~I

Ord•• No. ____ -

titles.
Instructor's Guide and Poster free with 15 or more copies of

~
·~

The authors of SRA Life Adjustment Booklets are drawn
from many areas of education, science, and human relations.
Here are brief biographies of seven-representative of the
many distinguished writers in this Series . . .

Blanche B. Paulson, M.A.,
Coordinator, Division of Guidance and C9unseling,
Chicago Public Schools;
co-author of Counseling Adolescents
and other works

G. Frederic Kuder, Ph.D.,
Professor of Psychology, Duke University;
editor of Educational and Psychological Measurement
and of Personnel Psychology; noted fo r the
Kuder Preference Record and
the Kuder-Richardson formula

William C. M enninger, M.D.,
General Secretary, The M enninger Foundation;
past president of the American Psychiatric Association
a nd. of the American Psychoanalytic Association ; author of
Psychiatry in a Troubled World and others

J. Roswell Gallagher, M.D.,
School Physician at Phillips Academy,
Andover , Mass., for the last fifteen years,
now College Physician, Wesleyan University,
Middletown, Conn.

Paul Witty, Ph.D.,
Professor of Education, Director, Psycho-Educational
Clinic, Northwestern University;
consulting editor for eight
national educational magazines; active in many
professional organizatio ns

James C. Worthy
an outstanding national authority
with the Personnel Department
of Sears, Roebuck and Company
in general charge of employee relations

Lester A. Kirkendall, Ph.D.,
Former director of the Association for Family Living;
now Associate Professor of
Family Life Education, Oregon State College;
most noted for his books:
Sex Adjustments in roung M en, and others

llIBL.lemtAPHI
Books and Pt.tbllcations ot Learned. Societies

Harri&&•,"

Jdmu, Clif'tord. R., "looking Ahead to
~ M1usBli'U
Bo.9kleta __ Chicago, Illinois t Science Research Associates,

Inc.,

1949• 48 PP•
.Association tor Childhood Education International., 11.A'dTentures 11>.
Jlmaan llelatione 11 Washington, ». Cet Jssociation tor Childhood.
Edu.cation hternatioJ18l., 1948. 36 PP•

s.,

Ban", A.
Will1aa it. Burton, and Leo J. Brueckner, SlmerJ!l1a.SUM
Bew Yorkt D• .Appleton-Century Comp~, Inc., 1938;; 2d ed., 1947•
tf19 PP•

Benedict, Ruth al3d Ge• Velttish, 1 The Races ot Mankind,• PuRJ.11
.AUaArt lpph:JG.Jfo, 85. New Yorkt Public .Altai.rs Camd.ttee,
1943e 31 PP•

Inc.,

Betz, Betty, ~ "nma . '1:1.. §powjpg. _ lew Yorkt Grossett i: Dunlap,
1946• 95 PP•

Bullis, H. Bdmund and :.13.1' E. O'Mall.q, '11&-- Re1atiop .a ii!- ClYI::
~- GPHl•-1- Wilmington, Delawaret The Delaware state Society
tor Mental Hygiene, 1948. 222 PP•
Bull!.s, Jr. ldaund, JiNB RelatioM H,. a,,._. c1ym•1- CR1£1!- ,11.
Vilmi.ngton, Delavaret The Delaware State society tor Mental B)'giene, 1948. 219.pp.

m.

--~---,,_.,. .. mp9 Re1&Y.ou ~-:iA.t-_C1y1u39, Csm1
Vlhdllgton, Delaware a The Delaware State Society tor Mental

B.rgiene, 1951.
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~

<:&maon, W. B., BqSig GMiffRl-~.. l&a,,
New Yorkt D. Jppleton Co., 1929.

lJRwr,.lfK, S-lfiat

Ca:rver, Thomas liJlon 8Jld Henry Bass Hall,
D. C. Heath & Co., 1923. 302 PP•

Chapaan, Paul
~il&t•

1942.

w.,

BtmeP _Relai(d.QRS•

'Your Personalit7 and Your Job,"

Boston,

--

W!-M~ustaem

Chicago, Illinois& Science Research Associates,

56 PP•

2d ed.

Inc.,

!51

Ditjen, Mary Elizabeth and :Irvin Wintrei Ditjen, lga£_.JAiA_.~.
Bew Ii>rkt McGraw-Bill Book Co., 1947• 2.48 PP•
Du.Tall, EYe~ 16..llis, "Buildine Your Karriqe,• Publig Aff'"£1-~
RiJ.tj; _lo. lJ.3• New Yorks Public Atf'airs Camittee,
19/;6.
31 PP•

Inc.,

-------~.,,,.. •Ieeping Up with Teen-Agers,• Public
bm2Blli .lo• W• New Yo;rks FUblic At.fairs COllllllllttee,

.war•

Inc.,

1947•

:Eckert, Ralph G., "So You fhink It's love I' fslblic Af'airs fH121&;Ld
bm;Plt;J; It. ~@ r
Fedder, Ruth, &.Gill 9D.D,
271 PP•

.ll».

lew York& Wbi ttles8J' House,

1948•

Frank, Jesette, 11Coaios 1 Radio, Movies-and Children,• f!lblic.Af1!.1.r1
bm?blfi lo. 166•. Bew lorka Pu.bllo Jf:f'airs COllDd.ttee, Inc., 'J949.
32 PP•
.Tenkins, Gl.atVs Gardner and Jo7 lfeuman, "BOW to Li.ve with Parents,•

J.U:I. M1usiJRt .Dsmilft;. Chicago, Illinois a Science Research
Associates, Inc., 1949. 48 PP•

iU:t
.ldfvt.Je!:t_BoQJclet• Cbicqo, Illinois• SCience Resetr0a .lasociates, nc., 1949• 48 PP•

Kirkendall, Lester .&:. and Ruth Franham Osborne, llJ)atin& Dqs,"

H.,

landis 1 ~
~ls>lic1tl
COJIP&U1 1 1947 .- . 306 PP•

a~-

Bostons: D. C. Heatk

Lasser, J. L anci S.,.lvia F. Porter, •Monq and You,• 14t!..Ad3ustam.
199kla,t. Cbicqo, Illinois& SCience Research Associates,

z..,

l949e 48 PP•

Leighton, Alexender Hamilton, Human .lllatJons
New York& E. P. Dutton, 1949• 354 PP•
Id.gon, Ernest M.,
Comp~,

A Greats

Qenvration.

~

A.CbMgipg Wo;Jd•

New York& The Madti.llan

1948. 157 PP•

tieir lJ,ltyre k-Ja.
ColaJ>a:a71 1947• ~ PP•

.N~

York:. The. MacHl.J.lu
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D.,

1 Flljoying l.eisure Time,• W!,.AQjusWnt
Memtl.J3ger, William c., M.
i>Q)J•j;. Cb;!.cqo, Illinoisi Science Research Associates, Inc.,
1950. JJ3 PP•
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...,.,, 1 U'ilderstanding

Yourself,• 14t.!._M1µggent
Jlook1et• Chieaco, Illinois& Science Research Aesociates, Inc.,
19/J3. 52 PP•

Inc.,

National Forum,
Alpsut Gpow;l,g )la._ Cbioago, I.lli.noisa National
Forum, Inc., 1949• 222 PP•

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,._B@irw :Ceen-ksra.. Chioqo, Illinoist National.
Porum, Inc., 1950. 270 PP•
----~-~---~·._.JliLIA.,.SchoQl

-Wse-

--~--.....- -..--W.sooyed,JW

MuAA Ch;icago, Illinois& National.

Porum, Inc., 1946• 145 PP•

l"orma.,

he.,

146 PP•

1946.

Chicago, Illinois a National

--------'*·
Forum, Inc., 1946.

f]yn1pg Ht Futprp. Chicago, Illinois& Bational
146 PP•

--------..--Dvari
Mal.t-Mn•·
Fora, Inc. 1946. 146 PP•

Chicago, Illinoist lfational

1

lleisser, Editll G., "How to Live with Children,• Bett;r Iell1Ri-Ji>QiJ,tt•
ChiC&iC>, Illinois& Science Research Associates, Inc., 1950.
49 PP•
Pratt, Dall.as, M. D., and Jack Neher, "Mental Health is a l'ami~
At.fair, n lubiliJ.! ltf!kl Jt11Mlfi lo. 155. l_ew Yorkt Public
.Attairs COJlllittee.,
JFJ49. 31 PP•

Inc.,

Rmmers, H. H. and c. Ge Hackett, "Let's Listen to Youth,• Bitter
DJiK Booklej;. Cbicqo, Illinois a SCience Research Associates,
1950. 49 PP•

Inc.,

SCience Research .Associates, Inc., §Bl. Im.t!ill Inyent2tt• Chicago,
Ill.inoist Science Research Associates, Inc., 1949.

Sheeter, Helen, "Getting llong with others," WJ! Ad3ustmew Jt>Okl.e:t..
Chicago, Illinoist Science Research Associates, Inc., 194'•
4S PP•

]ii,!night

"Understanding Ourselves,• Bloomington, Illinoist
1945• 124 PP•

& Mclmght,
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Simmons, Charles M. 1 125, Peraon111t1 .sm br!Qe l 5eattlea Wasbing:tons
Boyt Publishing Compaq, 1949. 16 PP•

Stephenson, Mariaret and Ruth Millet, •.&s Others Like You11 Bloomincton, Illinoist lfcKDight & lfclnight, 19:36;; 2d ed.., '3947• 80 PP•
Strain, Frances (Bruce), I!& Rayo.
1946• 183 PP•

Inc.,

New Yorkt D. Appleton-Century Co.,

Taba, Hilda an4 Willia Tan Til, &iitors 1 "D•ocratie Hull.an Relations 1 11
§!Jo1ieepti Yearbook ~--~ lla.tioel.Qounetl ..~ liluL-SociiJ. StyqfU•
1fasbincton1 D.
The Natioaal Council for the Social Studies,
l9~

366 PP•

c.t

Carl Cleveland and B. F. Brown, ftuman jelatioRf• lfew Yorks
Harper & Bros., 1926. 328 PP•

T~lor,

Tho1'11U, Georae, •Broken Bomes, 11 Public .Af™rs.PanmJ:tl~_lg. ·~·

!few Yorks Pu.blic Affairs Comm:t.ttee,

Inc.,

1947.

31 PP•

_ _ _ _ _ _..,,_. ·~d Mental Health,.• bblic MQirR .PgpiJG
19. µg. Hew Yorka Public Jttairs Cmmd.ttee,
1950t. 31 PP•

Inc.,

Van Dusen, ' · c. and Robert B. Seashore, "How to Solve Your Problems,•
lit.t. ,Yjtt1tpl!i J&pkJd•. Chicago, Illinoist Science Research
Associates, Inc., 1950. 48 PP•
VeitZDl8D1 nlis, •arowing up Social.:cy," iU:.1.-.A.djUft.me!t Bq~•

Chicfii.o, Illtlnoisa Science Research A:esociates,
48 PP•

nc., ~949.

Wetherill, G. Ge, M. D. 1 "Human Relations Education" New Yorks
American Social Bn:l.ene Association, 1946. 74 PP•
Miscel.lJuieous

Crum, J. Wellq and Georg.j Iontos, Editors. "Selected Films on Pan.i~
Relations, l!D.otional Health and Social .Adjustment, and Sex Education• 11.lensbur&, Washin&tona Central Washington Colleie of

!'4acation, 1950. 17 PP•

